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Summary
Over the past few decades, noise pollution became an important issue in modern
society. This has led to an increased effort in the industry to reduce noise. Acoustic
source localization methods determine the location and strength of the vibrations
which are the cause of sound based onmeasurements of the sound field.
This thesis describes a theoretical study of many facets of the acoustic source
localization problem as well as the development, implementation and validation
of new source localization methods. The main objective is to increase the range
of applications of inverse acoustics and to develop accurate and computationally
efficient methods for each of these applications. Four applications are considered.
Firstly, the inverse acoustic problem is considered where the source and the
measurement points are located on two parallel planes. A new fast method to
solve this problem is developed and it is compared to the existing method planar
nearfield acoustic holography (PNAH) from a theoretical point of view, as well as by
means of simulations and experiments. Bothmethods are fast but the newmethod
yields more robust and accurate results.
Secondly, measurements in inverse acoustics are often point-by-point or full
array measurements. However a straightforward and cost-effective alternative to
these approaches is a sensor or array which moves through the sound field during
the measurement to gather sound field information. The same numerical tech-
niques make it possible to apply inverse acoustics to the case where the source
moves and the sensors are fixed in space. It is shown that the inversemethods such
as the inverse boundary element method (IBEM) can be applied to this problem.
To arrive at an accurate representation of the sound field, an optimized signal pro-
cessing method is applied and it is shown experimentally that this method leads to
accurate results.
Thirdly, a theoretical framework is established for the inverse acoustical prob-
lem where the sound field and the source are represented by a cross-spectral ma-
trix. This problem is important in inverse acoustics because it occurs in the inverse
calculation of sound intensity. The existing methods for this problem are analyzed
from a theoretical point of view using this framework and a newmethod is derived
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from it. A simulation study indicates that the newmethod improves the results by
30% in some cases and the results are similar otherwise.
Finally, the localization of point sources in the acoustic near field is considered.
MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) is newly applied to the Boundary element
method (BEM) for this purpose. It is shown that this approach makes it possible to
localize point sources accurately even if the noise level is extremely high or if the
number of sensors is low.
Samenvatting
Geluidsoverlast is de laatste decennia een belangrijk maatschappelijk probleem
geworden. Daarom wordt er in de industrie steeds meer aandacht besteed aan het
verminderen van geluid. Akoestische bronlokalisatiemethoden bepalen de locatie
en sterkte van de trillingen die het geluid veroorzaken, op basis van metingen van
het geluidsveld.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een theoretische studie van de vele facetten van het
akoestische bronlokalisatieprobleem en ook de ontwikkeling, implementatie en
validatie van nieuwe bronlokalisatiemethoden. Het hoofddoel is het verbreden
van de toepassingsmogelijkheden van bronlokalisatiemethoden en het ontwikke-
len van nauwkeurige en efficiëntemethoden voor de nieuwe toepassingen. Er wor-
den vier toepassingen beschouwd.
Ten eerste wordt het probleem beschouwd waar de bron en demeetpunten op
twee parallelle vlakken liggen. Een nieuwe, snelle methode wordt ontwikkeld en
vergeleken met de bestaande methode PNAH. Deze vergelijking vindt plaats door
middel van theorie, simulaties en experimenten. Beide methoden zijn snel maar
de nieuwe methode levert meer betrouwbare en nauwkeurige resultaten.
Ten tweede, metingen in de inverse akoestiek worden vaak uitgevoerd als punt-
voor-punt metingen of als volledige arraymetingen. Een eenvoudig en goedkoop
alternatief is een sensor of array die tijdens demeting door het geluidsveld beweegt
om data over het geluidsveld te verzamelen. De numerieke technieken die voor dit
probleem geschikt zijn kunnen ook worden gebruikt voor meetopstellingen waar
de bron beweegt en de sensoren stilstaan. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat
inverse methoden zoals de inverse randelementenmethode (IBEM) kan worden
toegepast voor dit probleem. Om te komen tot een nauwkeurige beschrijving van
het geluidsveld wordt een geoptimaliseerde singaalbewerkingstechniek toegepast.
Met behulp van experimenten wordt aangetoond dat deze signaalbewerkingsaan-
pak tot nauwkeurige resultaten leidt.
Ten derde wordt een theoretisch kader ontwikkeld voor het inverse akoestische
probleem waar het geluidsveld en de bron worden uitgedrukt als een kruisspec-
trummatrix. Dit probleem is belangrijk in de inverse akoestiek omdat het voorkomt
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bij het inverse berekenen van de geluidsintensiteit. De bestaande methoden voor
dit probleem worden theoretisch geanalyseerd met behulp van dit kader en een
nieuwe methode wordt aan de hand van dit kader afgeleid. Een simulatiestudie
toont aan dat de nieuwemethode de resultaten in sommige gevallen 30% verbetert
en dat de resultaten in de andere gevallen vergelijkbaar zijn.
Als laatste wordt de lokalisatie van puntbronnen in het nabijheidsveld van de
bronbeschouwd. DeMUSICmethodewordt toegepast opde randelementenmeth-
ode (BEM). Deze nieuwe aanpak maakt het mogelijk om zelfs puntbronnen te lo-
kaliseren als het ruisniveau extreem hoog of het aantal sensoren laag is.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Sound plays an important role in our daily lives. It helps us make sense of our
environment, warns us of approaching danger and - from person to person - it
carries our communication.
In modern society, technical devices such as personal audio systems, cars and
computers make sound that we hear almost everywhere. There is an increasing
tendency in the industry to improve the sound quality of their products. Often,
the goal is to make the sound softer or less unpleasant, but sometimes, the goal
is to convey a positive product identity. For example, a sports car should sound
tough, a quality saloon car should sound luxurious and the computerized voice of a
GPS system should be natural and comprehensible. Tomake it possible to improve
the sound quality of a product, a solid understanding of the causes of sound is
essential.
To gain insight in these causes of sound, this thesis focuses on methods to cal-
culate the location and strength of the sound sources by combining experimental
data with theoretical knowledge of the behavior of sound.
1.2 The physics of sound
The sensation of sound is caused by varying pressures in the ear. This pressure
variation, which is called the sound pressure, is much smaller than the constant
ambient pressure and travels through themedium (air) in the form of waves.
The human ear is impressively sensitive to these pressure variations. The soft-
est audible tone of 1kHz has a soundpressure of 20µPa (0dB) whereas the threshold
of pain is as much as 20Pa (120dB). Although this loud tone has a million times the
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amplitude of the threshold of hearing, it is still a small fraction of the ambient pres-
sure, which is 105Pa. The audible frequency range varies from one individual to
the next. For individuals with good hearing, audible sound is between 20Hz and
20kHz, spanning 10 octaves.
There aremany physical processes that can cause sound. A rough classification
of sound sources is as follows. Firstly, Structure induced sound is sound caused by
mechanical vibrations such as the sound generated by a loudspeaker. Secondly,
Flow induced sound is sound induced by a disturbed flow. An example is noise
of a turbulent flow around an aircraft. Thirdly, Thermal induced sound is sound
caused by local variations in the temperature of the fluid. An example is lightning,
where the electric discharge produces a large change in the temperature, causing a
sudden expansion of the air.
Acoustic theory describes the propagation of sound through air or any other
medium. In an acoustic model, the sources are often characterized by the velocity
at all points of a surface. This boundary condition fully determines the sound field.
1.3 Inverse acoustic problems
Adistinction can bemade between forward acoustic problems and inverse acoustic
problems (see figure 1.1). In a forward acoustic problem, a complete description of
the acoustic sources of sound is known and the solution process requires finding a
description of the sound field. An example is the problem of calculating the sound
field caused by a loudspeaker based on known velocities at the surface of the loud-
speaker. In the inverse problem, the sound field is known and the acoustic sources
must be calculated. A typical inverse acoustic method aims to find the velocities or
pressures at the source surface based on soundfieldmeasurements near the source
inverse
forward
source
sound fieldacoustic source
cause: effect:
observed sound field
ac
o
u
st
ic
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rs
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the forward and inverse problem (image from Visser [89]).
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sound field
signal processing model
inverse calculation
source vibrations
Figure 1.2: The steps required in inverse acoustics
Source
Sensors
Source
Sensors
Source
Sensors
Source
Sensors
Figure 1.3: The pressure field caused by a circular source in 2D which exhibits source vi-
brations that are smooth (top) and oscillatory (bottom). The real part is depicted. White
(+) and Black (-) are scaled to the extremal values of the pressure field.
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surface. Themain focus of this study is on the inverse problem.
Inverse acoustic methods consist of the following steps (see figure 1.2). The
acoustic pressure or particle velocity of the sound field is measured at a large num-
ber of field points close to the source surface. Signal processing techniques are ap-
plied to the measurement data to represent the sound field as statistical quantities
such as cross spectra in the frequency domain. Furthermore, a forward model is
determined. This model describes the relation between the source vibrations and
the field data at some frequency and it is represented by a system of equations. To
arrive at an approximation of the source vibrations, an inverse calculation is per-
formed.
The inverse calculation is a discrete ill-posed problem. From an algebraical
point of view, the system of equations whichmust be solved to calculate the source
vibrations is inherently ill-conditioned. Hence, the direct solution of the system
yields unphysical results if measurement noise is present. Contrary to this alge-
braical point of view, the problem can also be considered from a physical point of
view. The source vibration consists of both smooth and oscillatory components.
Smooth components decay slowly with the distance to the source and oscillatory
components decay fast (see figure 1.3). If the inverse problem is solved directly,
the oscillatory components are multiplied by a large factor to reverse their attenu-
ation, causing any noise to bemultiplied by the same factor. This causes the calcu-
lated source vibrations to be overshadowed by noise. It is impossible to determine
the strength of the highly oscillatory components from the available measurement
data because their contribution is overshadowed by noise. However, it is possible
to calculate the strength of the smooth components. To find ameaningful approxi-
mation of the source vibration, the amplitude and phase of the source components
which decay slowly enough are calculated and the the other components are set to
zero. This is the essence of regularization of inverse problems. It is discussed in
chapter 3.
An alternative way to localize acoustic sources is to performmeasurements at
the source, instead of close to the source. This is discussed in the next section. In-
verse acoustic methods have the ability to localize sources even if the direct mea-
surement methods do not apply. Successful applications of inverse acoustic meth-
ods include tire-road noise, car interior noise, various applications in aviation and
consumer products such as a hairdryer.
1.4 Direct measurement of acoustic sources
An important disadvantage of inverse acoustic methods is the fact that the accu-
racy which can be achieved does not only depend on the noise level of the sen-
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sors but also on the unknown source vibration. Furthermore, a good agreement
between model and experiment is necessary to arrive at accurate results. These
inherent disadvantages of inverse acoustic methods are avoided by measuring the
acoustic sources directly, such that the inverse acoustic problem does not need to
be solved. This section briefly summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of a
few direct measurement methods.
For structure induced sound, it is sufficient to measure the vibration of the
source surface itself. A fewmethods to identify structural sources are as follows [16].
• Accelerometers are sensorswhich canbefixed to the structure surface tomea-
sure its acceleration. An advantage of this approach is its comparatively low
cost. A disadvantage is the fact that mass is added to the structure.
• Laser Doppler Velocimeters are devices which are capable of measuring the
instantaneous velocity of the surface of a structure. The velocity is mea-
sured by directing a beam of laser light at the target point and measuring
the Doppler-shifted wavelength of the reflected light which is returned from
themoving surface, using an interferometer. A disadvantage of this approach
is the requirement tomeasure a clear reflection from the laser. An important
advantage is that themeasurement location can be controlled by positioning
the laser device, or by means of positioning mirrors.
• Acoustic particle velocity sensors can be placed so close to the source that
there is a negligible difference between the velocity of the structure and the
acoustic particle velocity. These measurements are known as very nearfield
particle velocitymeasurements [7, 65, 6, 101]. This approach is comparatively
new and less accepted in the scientific community than the other two ap-
proaches. Disadvantages of this approach are the fact that the sensors must
be placed very close to the surface the placement of a sensor in the very near
field of a source can change the sound field in some applications. For exam-
ple, a particle velocity sensor placed in the flow of a wind tunnel also mea-
sures the turbulent flow which the sensor causes. An advantage is the fact
that the method is not limited exclusively to structure induced sound.
Measurements of the structure surface are insufficient if the sources are aeroacous-
tic, thermal or a combination of the three basic types. A non-intrusive alternative
is laser photon correlation spectroscopy, which measures the acoustic flows at the
location where two laser beams coincide [65]. Due to the extreme technical com-
plexity of this technique, its use has been limited mainly to the academical world
until the current time.
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In summary, direct measurement techniques are attractive because they do not
require an inverse calculation. Inverse acoustic methods are attractive if the direct
measurement methods are expensive, inapplicable or difficult to use.
1.5 Previous research in inverse acoustics
Inverse acousticmethods can be roughly divided into two classes: farfieldmethods
and nearfieldmethods.
The far-field methods are widely used in aeroacoustic studies. Before the mid
1980s, the processing of arraymicrophone signals for aeroacoustic studies involved
time delay shifting of signals and summing in order to strengthen their contribu-
tion from, and thus ’focus’ on, chosen locations over the surfaces or positions in
the flow field [8]. Over the years, with great advances in computers, this basic ’de-
lay and sum’ processing has gained many descendants, some of which are known
as beamforming methods. Many of these methods are only applicable if the dis-
tance between the source and the sensors is more than a few wavelengths. Hence,
the term far-field methods is used.
A more accurate characterization of the source vibration can be achieved if
the sensors are placed close to the source. Near-field methods are necessary to
model and solve the inverse problem in this case. In 1985, Maynard, Williams and
Veronesi proposed a method known as nearfield acoustic holography (NAH) based
on early research by Graham [45, 85]. Contrary to earlier approaches in acoustic
holography, their model accurately describes the sound field close to the source.
This model is used in the inverse calculation, making it possible to visualize fea-
tures of the source which are smaller than the acoustic wavelength, if the sen-
sors are placed close to the source. The main focus of their work lies of the pla-
nar inverse acoustic problem, where the source and field are parallel planes and
their method is termed Planar Nearfield Acoustic Holography (PNAH). In 2001,
Steiner and Hald proposed an alternative to PNAH which is known as statistically
optimized nearfield acoustical holography (SONAH) [79]. The goal of their study
was to achieve a higher accuracy by using a model which is not based on the dis-
crete Fourier transform (see also chapter 4). The limitation in geometries was re-
moved in 1989, when Maynard and Veronesi proposed the inverse boundary ele-
ment method (IBEM). The boundary element method (BEM) is used to arrive at
a forward model and this model is subsequently inverted using numerical tech-
niques [86].
The main focus of the current thesis lies on inverse BEM (IBEM) but many of
the principles can be applied to other methods. Three noteworthy alternatives are
HELS, ESM and IPTF. The Helmholtz equation-least-squares (HELS) method ap-
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plies an inverse acoustic method for spherical sources to sources which are not
necessarily spherical. This method was proposed by Wang in the mid 1990s [92].
A similar method is termed Equivalent source method (ESM) and aims to repre-
sent the sound field by a number of monopole sources located at the source. This
equivalent source representation of the source is then used to calculate the sound
field at points where no measurements are performed. The method was proposed
by Sarkissian in 2004 [70, 71]. The thirdmethod is termed the inverse patch transfer
function (IPTF)method. It uses an acoustic finite elementmodel of a finite volume,
completely enclosed by the source and the field points. By measuring both pres-
sure and particle velocity at the field points, the source velocity and pressure can
be calculated without the need for a model of the sound outside the finite volume
enclosed by the source and the field points. The method was proposed in 2008 by
Totaro et al. [83].
The advances in inverse modeling have been accompanied by great advances
in measurement and signal processing. The early experimental setups made use
of a full array of microphones to measure the sound field at all field points simul-
taneously. To increase the number of field points at a low cost, Hald introduced
the concept of a reference sensor in 1989, making point-by-point measurements a
viable alternative to full array measurements [22, 48]. Furthermore, acoustic parti-
cle velocity sensors have been introduced to inverse acoustics as an alternative to
pressure microphones. In 2002, Visser showed by means of simulations that mea-
surements of the velocity normal to the surface lead to more accurate results than
measurements of the pressure [87, 88]. The problem was later studied by Jacobsen
and co-workers [35, 34].
Themathematical studyof inverse problems started longbefore the 1980s. Dur-
ing the beginning of the 20th century, Hadamarddefined the concept of well-posed
and ill-posed problems. In essence, a problem is defined to be ill-posed if the solu-
tion is not unique or if an arbitrarily small perturbation of the data can cause an ar-
bitrarily large perturbation in the solution [28]. Ill-posed problemswere ignored for
themost part until the 1940s and 1950s at which timeTikhonov began his investiga-
tion. His study lead to the famous Tikhonov regularization method. The use of the
Singular Value Decomposition in inverse problems goes back to Hanson [31] who,
in 1971, proposed the Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD). From the
1980s to the present day, the study of inverse problems has been one of the fastest
growing areas in applied mathematics. Many algorithms have been proposed and
different types of inverse problems and their solutions have been studied.
A more fundamental aspect of the mathematical research on inverse problems
is the study of regularization itself. Some researchers study the convergence rate of
the inverse solution as the noise tends to zero [21]. Since the optimal convergence
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rate is achieved by many different methods, the results of this field do not help to
choose a suitable regularization method. Other researchers approach the regular-
ization problem from a statistical point of view (see for example Tarantola [80]). A
weakness of this approach is the fact that it relies on assumed probabilities which
cannot be validated (the so-called prior probability density function). Tikhonov
regularization follows from this statistical framework under certain assumptions
and definitions.
Given this summary of the literature, it is concluded that since the 1980s in-
verse acoustics has progressed to a large field of engineering science. Many ideas
andmethods have been proposed and applied to engineering problems in acoustic
source localization.
1.6 Research objective
This study takesplacewithin theproject Inverse Acoustics (TWO6618) of theDutch
Technology Foundation (STW). The objectives of the project are outlined in the fol-
lowing section of the project proposal [69].
“Current methods for source localization are seriously hampered by the fact that they
are costly with respect to hardware and computational effort and – even more impor-
tant – they can only be applied to a limited class of problems. Moreover, closely spaced
sources, as frequently encountered in practice, cannot be distinguished.
To overcome these shortcomings a new project is proposed in which three, closely coor-
dinated lines of improvement are sought.
(1) improved numerical modeling and validation,
(2) improvedmeasurement techniques and signal processing,
(3) fast and user-friendly data acquisition and data reduction methods.”
The research on the topic improved measurement techniques and signal process-
ing has been carried out by the Dynamics and Control group of the Eindhoven
University of Technology (D&A-TU/e) and it has focused on the improvement of
PNAH [73]. The developed methods are compared to various other methods in
chapter 4.
The topic fast and user-friendly data acquisition and data reduction methods
has been carried out by the Signals and Systems group of the University of Twente.
It has consisted of the development, production and validation of parallel hardware
to process measurement data from a microphone array. The inverse techniques of
chapters 6 and 7 can be applied directly to the new hardware.
The current study considers the topic improved numerical modeling and vali-
dation. Given the goals outlined in the project proposal, the general goals of this
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line of research are
• the development of efficient computational methods,
• the improvement of the accuracy.
The central theme of this thesis is the development and validation of computa-
tional methods for four different topics in inverse acoustics. To develop accurate
and efficient methods for each of these topics, it is necessary to gain a deeper un-
derstanding of them. For this purpose, insights from acoustics and appliedmathe-
matics are combined. The following topics are considered in detail: planar inverse
acoustics, the use of moving sensors, inverse acoustics using cross-spectral matri-
ces and point-source localization methods.
1.7 Outline
This chapter has given an overview of the field of inverse acoustics and this intro-
duction is continued in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 presents a brief review of the
acoustic theory and themethods to solve forward acoustic problems. In chapter 3,
a survey of SVD-based regularizationmethods and its generalizations is given. The
emphasis lies on the application of regularization to the boundary elementmethod
(BEM).
The planar inverse acoustic problem is studied in chapter 4. A theoretical and
practical comparison between PNAH and SONAH is discussed. Furthermore, a
new fast algorithm to solve the inverse acoustic problem of SONAH is presented.
The problem of moving sensors in inverse acoustics is considered in chapter 5.
The basics of statistical signal processing and nonparametric spectral estimation
are introduced and it is shown that conventional spectral estimation techniques
do not give satisfactory results. To solve this problem, the use of transfer functions
and the multi-taper method is proposed. It is shown that this approach leads to
accurate results.
The inverse acoustic problem where the source and the field are represented
by cross-spectral matrices is studied in chapter 6. An important application of this
problem is the inverse calculation of sound intensity. A theoretical framework is
presented in which the existing methods for this purpose have a place. Further-
more, a new method follows naturally from this framework. The new and existing
methods are compared and it is shown that the DAMAS method in aeroacoustics
can be derived from the same framework.
The localization of acoustic point sources is considered in chapter 7. The MU-
SICmethod, which is widely used to identify the direction of arrival of plane waves,
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is applied to BEM. In this new application, theMUSICmethod can acurately local-
ize multiple point sources on a surface close to the source, using arbitrary geome-
tries. The method is compared to a straightforward least squares method.
Finally, chapter 8 presents the conclusions and recommendations of this study.
Chapter 2
Acousticmodeling
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the basic equations of acoustics and discusses a number
of methods to perform acoustic calculations on a computer. Based on these com-
putermodels, the inverse solution can be calculated using techniques discussed in
chapter 3. For a more extensive introduction to the theory of acoustics, the reader
is referred to the textbooks [5, 38, 59].
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the basic equa-
tions and section 2.3 considers the Helmholtz integral equation. Section 2.4 con-
siders the case where the source is an infinite plane and explains the application
of the 2D spatial Fourier transform to solve the acoustic equations in the wave-
number domain. Discretization in the spatial domain is considered in section 2.5.
This spatial discretization forms the foundation of the boundary element method,
which is used throughout this study. A summary is given in section 2.6.
2.2 Basic equations
Lord Rayleigh was among the first to mathematically formulate the principle of
sound propagation. In 1877, he published his major work on acoustics The Theory
of Sound [67, 68]. One of the most important results is the acoustic wave equation
which describes acoustic wave propagation of a fluid at rest. It is given by
∇2pˆ+ 1
c0
∂2pˆ
∂t2
= 0 (2.1)
where pˆ(~x, t ) and c0 are the acoustic pressure and the speed of sound respectively.
The vector ~x denotes an arbitrary point in the fluid. Furthermore, the accent ˆ is
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used for functions of time and it is removed for functions of the angular frequency.
To keep the notation brief, the function pˆ(~x, t ) is denoted as pˆ(~x) or simply pˆ where
it improves the clarity.
The acoustic equations are represented in the frequency domain by means of
the following definition of the Fourier transform
p(ω,~x)=
∫∞
−∞
pˆ(t ,~x)e−iωtdt (2.2)
where i and ω are the imaginary unit and the angular frequency respectively. Fur-
thermore, p(~x,ω) is the Fourier transform of pˆ(~x, t ) .
The frequency domain representation of the wave equation is the Helmholtz
differential equation
∇2p+k2p = 0 (2.3)
where k = ω/c0 is the acoustic wave number. The acoustic fluid velocity is related
to the acoustic pressure by Euler’s equation of motion. In the frequency domain, it
is given by
−iωρ0~v =∇p (2.4)
where ρ0 and~v(~x,ω) are the density of the fluid at rest and the Fourier transformof
the particle velocity vector respectively.
The acoustic equations even apply if the size of the acoustic domain is un-
bounded but it is necessary to add the assumption that no sound arrives from in-
finity. This condition, which is essentially the assumption that all sources lie within
a bounded region, leads to the Sommerfeld radiation condition [59].
lim
r→∞ r
(
∂p
∂r
+ ikp
)
= 0 (2.5)
where r is the radius in a fixed spherical coordinate system.
The sound intensity is the third and last acoustic quantity that will be intro-
duced. It is the acoustic power flux per unit of area, which is a vectorial quantity
indicating the direction of the power flow. The instantaneous sound intensity ~I is
given by [17]
~ˆI (t )= pˆ(t )~ˆv(t ) (2.6)
The time average of the instantaneous sound intensity is termed the mean inten-
sity, which is called the active intensity in the frequency domain. For harmonic
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sound waves the active sound intensity is1
~Ia =
1
2
Re
(
P~V
)
with
pˆ(t ) =Re
(
Pe iωt
)
~ˆv(t ) =Re
(
~V e iωt
) (2.7)
where P and ~V are complex constants and Re and (·) denotes the real part and the
complex conjugate respectively. The reactive sound intensity is half the imaginary
part of P~V [33]. Sound intensity is purely active in propagating waves and purely
reactive in standing waves. The complex sound intensity 12P
~V contains both the
real and imaginary parts.
This study considers broadband sound in the frequency domain, contrary to
harmonic waves. Depending on the definition of the Fourier transform, the re-
sulting expression of the sound intensity can change by a scalar constant. To con-
form to other literature on the subject, the active sound intensity IA for broadband
sound is defined here to be
~IA(ω)=
1
2
Re
(
p(ω)~v(ω)
)
(2.8)
2.3 The Helmholtz integral equation
To find a solution of the acoustic equations, the source is often modeled to be a
vibrating surface which has known surface velocities or pressures. Although the
sound field can be calculated directly using the Helmholtz differential equation, a
useful alternative is the Helmholtz integral equation (HIE) which forms the foun-
dation of the boundary elementmethod (BEM). The HIE is briefly discussed in this
section and more information can be found in [59].
The Helmholtz integral equation relates the pressure at an arbitrary point p(~x)
to the pressure p(~y) and the normal velocity vn(~y) at a closed surface surface S,
such that~y ∈ S. This surface can be the boundary of an object or any other surface
in space, provided that all sources lie in the interior of S. The Helmholtz integral
equation is given by (see also figure 2.1)
α(~x)p(~x)=
∮
S
(
∂G(|~y −~x|)
∂~n(~y)
p(~y)+ iωρ0G(|~y −~x|)vn(~y)
)
dS (2.9)
Whereα is a space angle, which equals one if~x is located in the acoustic field and it
is smaller than one if~x is located at the surface. The functionG is Green’s function.
1The real part of the expressions p(t) and v(t) has been taken to correct an omission in the book
Sound intensity by F.J. Fahy (Section 4.5 page 48, line 5-7) [17].
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~x
~y
~y−~x
~n(~y)
S
Sound field
Volume
Figure 2.1: Nomenclature in the Helmholtz integral equation in accordance with equa-
tion 2.9
It is the response of the inhomogenious Helmholtz differential equation to a Dirac
delta distribution in space that also satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
In three-dimensional space, it is given by the following equation.
G(|~y −~x|)= e
−ik |~y−~x|
4pi|~y −~x| (2.10)
The notation ∂G
∂~n
should be interpreted as follows.
∂G(~x)
∂~n(~y)
=∇G(~x) ·~n(~y) where ~y ∈ S (2.11)
The Helmholtz integral equation can also be derived for the case where the sound
field lies inside the surface as well as for scattering problems, where a rigid object is
subjected to an incident sound field. Many other cases have also been researched.
For more information, the reader is referred to [90] and references therein.
For a flat panel in an infinite baffle, the Helmholtz integral equation reduces to
Rayleigh’s second integral, also known as the Rayleigh integral [5]. It is given by (see
figure 2.2)
p(~x)= iωρ0
2pi
∫
S
vn(~y)
e−ik |~y−~x|
|~y −~x| dS (2.12)
Where S denotes an area on the baffle surface.
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~e3
~e2
~e1
~x
~y
~y−~x
~n(~y)
dS
Figure 2.2: Nomenclature in Rayleigh’s second integral in accordance with equation 2.12.
Coordinate system as used in section 2.4
2.4 Fourier acoustics
Planar nearfield acoustic holography (PNAH) is an inverse acoustic method which
is based on the 2D spatial Fourier transform of the sound field. Contrary to the
methods used in optical holography, it can localize acoustic sources which are
smaller than a wavelength because it uses a forward model which describes the
evanescent waves, which have a short wavelength and decay exponentially with the
distance to the source. As stated by Williams [97], the method was originally pro-
posed by Graham in 1969. It has been further developed byWilliams, Maynard and
others, starting in 1980 [97, 45]. Similar methods have been developed for cylindri-
cal and spherical coordinate systems and this large body of work was summarized
by Williams in 1999 in the reference work Fourier Acoustics [94].
This section explains the forwardmodel of PNAH and the inverse calculation is
considered in chapter 4. The equations derived here give a straightforward descrip-
tion of the relation between the acoustic vibrations at an infinite source plane and
an infinite field plane, located some distance x3 above the source. To derive the re-
lations, a Cartesian coordinate system~x = {x1,x2,x3}T is introduced. The Rayleigh
integral (equation 2.12) can now be written as follows.
p(x1,x2,x3)=
iωρ0
2pi
·
∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞
vn(y1, y2)
e
−ik
p
(y1−x1)2+(y2−x2)2+x23p
(y1−x1)2+(y2−x2)2+x23
d y1d y2 (2.13)
This equation can be recognized as a 2D spatial convolution. By the convolu-
tion theorem, the Fourier transform of a convolution is an ordinary product of the
Fourier transforms. The 2D Fourier transformof a function f (x1,x2) and its inverse
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are defined as follows.
f˜ (k1,k2)=F ( f )=
∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞
f (x1,x2)e
−ik1x1−ik2x2dx1dx2 (2.14)
f (x1,x2)=F−1( f˜ )=
1
4pi2
∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞
f˜ (k1,k2)e
ik1x1+ik2x2dk1dk2 (2.15)
The Fourier transformof a function of the source coordinates f (y1, y2) is defined in
the same way. It can be shown that the Fourier transform of Green’s kernel (equa-
tion 2.10) has the following analytical form [94].
F
(
iρ0
2pi
e
−ik
p
x21+x
2
2+x
2
3p
x21+x22+x23
)
= ρ0c0
k
k3
e ik3x3 where
k3 =
√
k2−k21 −k22
(2.16)
This expression is the complex conjugate of the expression in referred book [94]
because the angular frequency ω has the opposite sign in this dissertation. The
Rayleigh integral (equation 2.13) simplifies to
p˜ =ρ0c0
k
k3
e ik3x3 · v˜n (2.17)
where p˜(k1,k2) and v˜(k1,k2) are the 2D Fourier transforms of the field pressure and
source velocity respectively.
The behavior of the waves in this straightforward equation can help to under-
stand the behavior of complicated sound fields. The wave numbers k1 and k2 can
take any real value because they are free parameters in the Fourier transform (equa-
tion 2.14). The square root in equation 2.16 can therefore be either real or imagi-
nary. If {k1,k2} lies in the radiation circle defined by k
2
1 + k22 < k2, then k3 is real,
leading to so-called propagating waves which do not decay. If {k1,k2} lies outside
the radiation circle then k3 lies on the positive imaginary axis such that the pressure
decays as a real exponential. These evanescent waves are depicted in figure 2.3(b).
The Fourier model is an exact representation of the Helmholtz equation in the
wave number domain. Due to its simplicity, many important ideaswere discovered
first in the Fourier model. However, it should be noted that a source of finite size
cannot generate purely propagating or evanescent waves. Acoustic waves always
decay with the distance to the source.
The next section introduces numerical techniques to solve acoustic radiation
problems without the Fourier transform. Fourier-based methods to solve forward
and inverse acoustic problems are discussed in section 4.2.
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Source
Sensors
(a) A propagatingwave
Source
Sensors
(b) An evanescent wave
Figure 2.3: The pressure field caused by a planar source in 3D (real part, cross section along
a vertical plane). White (+) and Black (-) are scaled to the extremal values of the pressure
field.
2.5 Numerical acoustic modeling
2.5.1 Introduction
Contrary to Fourier Acoustics, the boundary element method (BEM) is suitable to
calculate sound fields if the normal velocity is prescribed at an arbitrary surface.
This section introduces the discretization used in BEM. To explain the method in
a straightforward way, the spatial discretization of the Rayleigh integral is consid-
ered here and not the discretization of the Helmholtz integral equation (HIE). The
discretization can be extended to the HIE with minor modifications [89].
Discretization is the process of approximating a continuum problem by a dis-
crete and finite set of equations. This can be achieved by introducing a mesh of
quadrilateral or triangular elements with nodes at their corners. The normal veloc-
ity is then approximated in terms of shape functions (see figure 2.4). In BEM, the
source geometry is also represented using a mesh. If the same shape functions are
used for the geometry and the velocities, then the elements are said to be isopara-
metric.
2.5.2 Discretization
TheRayleigh integral can be discretized as follows. The normal velocity vn(~y) at the
source is approximated using a basis of shape functionsN j (~y) where j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,n}
(see also figure 2.4).
vn(~y)=
n∑
j=1
N j (~y)v j (2.18)
Here N j (~y) and v j are the shape function of degree of freedom j , and its contri-
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(a) Constant (b) Linear (c) Quadratic
Figure 2.4: Three examples of piecewise polynomial shape functions
bution to the normal velocity function vn(~y). For the shape functions which are
commonly used in practice, v j is the normal velocity at node j . The surface veloc-
ity can usually not be described exactly by the shape functions, which means 2.18
is usually an approximation. The Rayleigh integral (equation 2.12) is discretized as
follows.
p(~x)=
∑
j
h j (~x)v j where (2.19)
h j (~x)=
iωρ0
2pi
∫
S
N j (~y)
e−ik |~y−~x|
|~y −~x| dS (2.20)
The integral in equation 2.20 can be evaluated numerically such that p(~x) can be
calculated for any point~x if the source velocity is known. However, the number of
equations is still infinite if the pressure must be calculated over an entire area or
volume. This part of the equation can be discretized by solving the equations at a
finite set of points~xi , i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,m}.
p(~xi )=
∑
j
h j (~xi )v j (2.21)
This is known as collocation. The location of the collocation points is best chosen in
such a way that the gaps in the grid are as small as possible. In BEM, it is necessary
to calculate the pressure at the source surface S. The collocation points~xi are often
chosen as the source nodes in this case, because it leads towell-conditioned square
matrices. The reader is referred to [12] for more details on collocation and other
methods. In the rest of this dissertation, equation 2.21 will be written in matrix-
vector notation as follows
f =Hfss where

fi = p(~xi )(
H
fs
)
i j = h j (~xi )
s j = v j
(2.22)
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where H
fs
∈ Cm×n is the transfer matrix, also known as the transfer function ma-
trix [62] or frequency response function. The vectors s and f are termed the source
and field vector respectively. In the inverse acoustic models which are based on
the Rayleigh integral, the points ~xi are the sensor locations. Since there is only a
finite number m of sensors, equation 2.19 simplifies to equation 2.21, where the
nonphysical collocation points become physical sensor locations.
The Rayleigh integral and many other acoustic equations can be discretized
and solved using a computer using the approach to discretization which has been
outlined in this section. The discretization error tends to zero as the number of
shape functions increases formany sets of shape functions. Hence, practically use-
ful sets of shape functions strike a balance between good convergence properties
and a small amount of time and memory necessary to solve the problem using a
computer. It is also important that the shape functions are far from linearly de-
pendent. Element methods are popular in numerical acoustics because they have
these favourable properties.
In appendix A, a finite set of shape functions is derived which theoretically
yields a discretization error of zero at the field points. Although this property is in-
teresting from an academical point of view, the piecewise polynomial shape func-
tions are considered to be more useful because in practice, these methods lead to
faster calculations.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced the theory of sound and vibration. The Helmholtz
integral equation has been presented to give the relation between the vibrations or
pressures at a source and the sound field that the source generates. This equation
serves as the basis for the boundary element method (BEM) which is used in the
next chapters.
The Rayleigh integral can be solved by applying the 2D spatial Fourier trans-
form. The application of this equation to inverse problems will be discussed and
analyzed in section 4.2.
Finally, the foundations of discretization have been discussed and applied to
the Rayleigh integral. The discrete equations will be used throughout this thesis
and efficient inverse techniques based on an element discretization of the Rayleigh
integral are presented in section 4.3.
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Chapter 3
Regularization
3.1 Introduction
An inverse acoustic method uses acoustic measurement data at many points of
the sound field to localize the acoustic sources. These sources are represented by
vibrations at a predefined surface. Since inverse acoustic methods do not require
the presence of a structure, the methods can localize aeroacoustic, thermal and
structural sources as well as combinations of these three types. This can make the
methods a vital tool in sound and vibration studies.
To calculate the source vibrations, the acoustic pressure or velocity ismeasured
at the field points. The measurement data is processed and the inverse calculation
is performed. This step consists of first calculating a forward model – which is the
transfer matrix from the noise source to the sound field – and then inverting this
matrix, such that the source vibrations are obtained by multiplying the processed
sound field
signal processing model
inverse calculation
source vibrations
Figure 3.1: The steps required in inverse acoustics
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measurement data with the inverse transfermatrix. The result of the inverse calcu-
lation is the amplitude and phase at all points of the source surface. This general
scheme has been depicted in figure 1.2. It is repeated in figure 3.1.
The forward model is the following matrix-vector equation in the frequency
domain (see also equation 2.22)
Hfss = f (3.1)
whereH
fs
(ω) ∈Cm×n is the transfermatrix and f(ω) ∈Cm is the field vector contain-
ing acoustic measurement data. This vector can contain the pressure, the velocity
in any direction or combinations of these quantities. The source vector s(ω) ∈ Cn
contains the velocity or pressure for each degree of freedom at the source. Theo-
retically, it can also contain combinations of source quantities but this is unusual
in practice.
The direct solution of equation 3.1 for the source vector s leads to unphysical
results because the transfer matrix is badly ill-conditioned. Moreover, the condi-
tioning of the matrix worsens as the number of source and field points increases.
In the limit case where the source and field vectors become functions on a contin-
uous surface the problem is even ill-posed. Hence the inverse acoustic problem is
a discretized ill-posed problem, also referred to as a discrete ill-posed problem [28].
Although discrete ill-posed problems cannot be solved exactly, a practically
useful approximation can be calculated. Methods that calculate these solutions
are called regularization methods. The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a
useful mathematical tool to analyze inverse problems and to develop regulariza-
tion methods.
This chapter introduces SVD-based techniques to study and solve inverse prob-
lems. Section 3.2 introduces the basics of SVD-based regularization and section 3.3
generalizes the SVD to alleviate some of its limitations. The theoretical framework
is applied to an example in section 3.4 and fast numerical algorithms for regular-
ization problems are discussed in section 3.5.
3.2 The SVD applied to regularization problems
The SVD gives insight into the ill-conditioned nature of discrete ill-posed problems
because it makes every matrix diagonal by using the proper orthogonal bases for
the source and field vectors [84]. The SVD of the transfermatrixH
fs
∈Cm×n is given
the following expression.
Hfs =UΣVH with
{
UHU = I
VHV = I
(3.2)
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The number of singular values is k = min(m,n). Furthermore, U ∈ Cm×k and V ∈
C
n×k are the matrices with the left and right singular vectors respectively. Σ ∈Rk×k
is a diagonalmatrix containing singular values and I∈Rk×k is the identitymatrix of
size k . A useful consequence of equation 3.2 is the fact that the eigenvalue decom-
positions of the Hermitian matricesH
fs
HH
fs
andHH
fs
H
fs
are
HfsH
H
fs =UΣΣHUH (3.3)
HHfsHfs =VΣHΣVH (3.4)
whereU and V are the matrices containing eigenvectors andΣΣH =ΣHΣ ∈Ck×k is
a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues.
Equation 3.2 makes it possible to rewrite equation 3.1 as
UΣVHs = f (3.5)
Σs′ = f′ with
{
Uf′ = f
Vs′ = s (3.6)
σi s
′
i = f′i (3.7)
Equation 3.6 shows the change of basis thatmakes the transfermatrix diagonal and
equation 3.7 can be solved for s′
i
one variable at a time. In practice, a vector of noisy
measurement data f̂ is known instead of the exact vector f. In inverse acoustics, the
singular values σi decay to zero with increasing i . Hence, any noise in f̂
′
i is ampli-
fiedmany times in the approximate solution ŝ′i . Although there is no way to find an
accurate estimate for this value ŝ′i based on the measurement data, these compo-
nentsmay be filtered out such that the solution is not overshadowed by noise. This
is achieved by applying a regularization filter to the equation
ŝ′αi =
Fα(σi )
σi
f̂
′
i (3.8)
where α is the regularization parameter, which depends upon the amount of noise
in the measurement data. The filter function Fα(σi ) is chosen such that it is close
to one for largeσi and smaller thanσi for smallσi . Twofilterswhich are commonly
used in practice are
TSVD Fα(σi )=
{
1 if σi ≤α
0 if σi >α
Tikhonov Fα(σi )= σ
2
i
σ2
i
+α2
(3.9)
TSVDstands forTruncated Singular ValueDecomposition. It is also knownas singu-
lar value discarding. Both methods have been studied intensively by mathemati-
cians and engineers. An extensive survey of the mathematical properties of the
various filter functions is given in [21].
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The inverse solution can be found by multiplying the source vector ŝ′α by the
matrix of right singular vectors V. The entire operation of transforming the matrix
to the basis of singular vectors, calculating the regularized solution and transform-
ing back to the spatial domain can be expressed as a multiplication by the regular-
ized inverse matrix.
ŝα =H†α
fs
f̂ with (3.10)
H†α
fs
=VΣ†αUH (3.11)
WhereΣ†α ∈Ck×k is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Fα(σi )/σi .
3.3 Alternative SVDs
The pursuit of better results has been an important driving force in the field of in-
verse problems. There are some applications where filters applied to the conven-
tional SVD do not provide the best known results. This section describes the limi-
tations of the SVD and generalizes the SVD to deal with some of these limitations.
To derive alternative SVDs, consider the following expression for the first sin-
gular value, which is equal to the first singular value in equation 3.2 [39].
σ1 = sup
‖H
fs
s‖2
‖s‖2
where
{
‖s‖22 =
∑n
j=1 |s j |2
‖f‖22 =
∑m
i=1 | fi |2
(3.12)
Where sup denotes the supremum, which is equal to themaximum if themaximum
exists. The vector s which achieves this maximum is the first right singular vector.
As can be seen in equation 3.12, it radiates soundmost efficiently to the field points,
where the efficiency is measured as the ratio of the 2-norm f compared to the 2-
norm of s. The second singular vector radiates sound most effectively, but it is
orthogonal to the first. The third is the most efficient radiator orthogonal to the
first two, and so on. Applying a filter to the SVD is therefore the same as filtering
out those components of the source vibrations that radiate sound so inefficiently
that the measurement data are likely to be dominated by noise.
The limitation of the SVD is that the radiation efficiency is measured using the
2-norms of s and f. If these norms are unphysical then the regularization results are
unphysical as well. Moremeaningful results can be achieved by changing the norm
of the source vector or the normof the field vector. There is no universally accepted
way to derive a suitable norm for a specific problem. Instead, it is necessary to
compare simulation results of various norms and to determine which norms lead
to the most accurate and useful results. Clearly, there are infinitely many norms
and only a few can be compared. This chapter uses some straightforward norms
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(a) Singular vector without weighting (b) Singular vector with weighting
Figure 3.2: Real part of the first (right) singular vector based on quadratic elements. Images
from Visser [89].
from functional analysis, but statistical arguments can also be used to determine
which norms are suitable [80].
The generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) can be used to change
one of these norms but a further generalization of the SVD is necessary to change
both norms.
A practical example of a regularization problem where the 2-norm is not ap-
plicable is IBEM using quadratic elements (see figure 3.2). In that case, a unit dis-
placement of some specific degrees of freedom represents a larger displacement
than on other degrees of freedom, such that the basic SVD yields a first right sin-
gular vector where the degrees of freedom that bring about small displacements
are suppressed. This causes unphysical inverse results. Visser suggests that a more
applicable norm is the mean squared normal velocity of the surface [91, 90]. This
norm is used in section 3.4. In some inverse problems, the relevant norm involves
a discrete derivative or differential equation. Section 3.4 describes the case where
the source norm involves a derivative such that the SVD is based on how efficiently
pressure is radiated to the field nodes compared to the smoothness of the source
vibrations.
Inaccurate results can also be caused by the fact that the field norm ‖f‖2 is not
an applicable measure of the measurement noise of the field data. For example, if
both pressure and velocity have been measured then a noise level of 10−5Pa and
10−5m/s are not necessarily the same. Theremay also be some correlation between
themeasurement noise at different points.
An applicable SVD can be defined in all of these cases. The definitions are as
follows
σ1 = sup
‖H
fs
s‖f
‖s‖s
where
{
‖s‖2s = sHWsss
‖f‖2
f
= fHWfff
(3.13)
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where it is necessary to choose the weighting matrices Wss and Wff . Although it
is difficult to determine which is the best weighting matrix, they must be square,
Hermitian and positive definite. Examples of specific weighting matrices are given
in section 3.4.
A straightforward way to solve the SVD of equation 3.13 is to transform it to
standard form. The transformation based on two weighting matrices is not well-
known in the literature but it it is implied by Hansen [28] (sections 2.3 and 5.1.1).
A linear transform is applied to the source and field vectors such that the SVD in
equation 3.13 can be solved using 2-norms. The transformed source and field vec-
tors s∗ and f∗ are written as:
s∗ =Bss such that ‖s∗‖2 = ‖s‖s ∀ s
f∗ =Bff such that ‖f∗‖2 = ‖f‖f ∀ f
(3.14)
Combining equations 3.12 through 3.14, the following equations must hold for the
transformmatrices Bs and Bf
Wss =BHs Bs Wff =BHf Bf (3.15)
The matrices Bf and Bs are not defined uniquely by equation 3.15 but all decom-
positions of this form lead to the same regularized solution. Examples of such de-
compositions are the Cholesky decomposition and thematrix exponentialB1/2ss (see
e.g. [57]).
Next, the transfer matrix between the two transformed vectors is calculated.
The forwardmodel (equation 3.1) becomes
H∗s∗ = f∗ where (3.16)
H∗ =BfHfsB−1s
Using equation 3.2, the ordinary SVD of the transformedmatrixH∗ is
H∗ =U∗Σ∗VH∗ with
{
UH∗ U∗ = I
VH∗ V∗ = I
(3.17)
The inverse solution can be calculated using the techniques of section 3.2.
This concludes a summary of the theoretical basis of regularization. The next
section compares two different source norms. In the other IBEM results in this
thesis, the source norm is the mean-squared normal velocity norm and the field
norm is the 2-norm. Although various other norms have been implemented and
tested for each of the topics in this study, these norms have proven to give themost
reliable results.
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3.4 Examples
3.4.1 Problem description
The next example will be used throughout this thesis. The source represents a hard
disk drive. Experimental data and inverse solutions of this source are considered in
chapter 4.
The source is a rectangular box of 147×102×26mm (see figure 3.3). Pressure is
measured at a distance of 40mm from the source surface and the field grid spans
a rectangular area of 160× 200mm with a grid spacing of 10mm. The number of
degrees of freedom in the boundary elementmodel is 2106 and the number of field
points is 357. The transfer matrices have been calculated using an in-house BEM
code [90]. The used frequency is 5kHz. The acoustic wavelength is 68mm at this
frequency, which is approximately half the length of the source.
3.4.2 Norms and singular vectors
To give examples of the singular vectors and the effect of regularization, theweight-
ing matrices must be chosen. The field weighting matrix Wff is chosen to be the
identity matrix. Two source norms are compared. The norm A is the mean squared
velocity norm, which is simply the L2(S) norm of the source velocity. It is defined
to be:
‖x‖2A ≡
1
|S|
∫
S
|vn(~y)|2dS (3.18)
where S is the source surface and |S| is its area. In the discrete case, the source
weighting matrixWss can be expressed in terms of shape functions (see also equa-
tion 2.18). The source weighting matrix becomes(
WA
)
i j =
1
|S|
∫
S
Ni (~y)N j (~y)dS (3.19)
Figure 3.3: Geometry of the boundary elementmodel with source elements andfield points
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whereNi (~y) is the shape function of degree of freedom i . This normwill be used in
the rest of this dissertation.
Norm B is based on themean squared derivative of the normal velocity.
‖x‖2B ≡
1
|S|
∫
S
∣∣∣∂vn(~y)
∂~y1
∣∣∣2+ ∣∣∣∂vn(~y)
∂~y2
∣∣∣2dS (3.20)
Where~y1 and ~y2 are perpendicular coordinate axes along the surface. At the edges
of the structure, the normal velocity is constrained to zero tomake sure that a solu-
tion with a norm of zero also has a velocity vector of zero. The discrete form of 3.20
is as follows.
(
WB
)
i j =
1
|S|
∫
S
∂Ni (~y)
∂~y1
∂N j (~y)
∂~y1
+ ∂Ni (~y)
∂~y2
∂N j (~y)
∂~y2
dS (3.21)
Gaussian integration is applied to evaluate the integrals on a computer. The nu-
merical procedures are considered well-known because the same integrals follow
from the Finite Element Method applied to the 2D Laplace problem [12].
The singular vectors for the two norms are depicted in figures 3.4 and 3.5. Al-
though the singular vectors have an arbitrary complex angle, they are nearly real
except for a single complex constant for all nodes. Each of the singular vectors has
therefore been multiplied by a constant that maximizes the real part and that real
part has been plotted. The singular vectors in figure 3.4 radiate sound most effi-
ciently to the sensors in terms of the mean squared velocity. The singular vectors
in figure 3.5 radiate soundmost efficiently in terms of themean squared derivative
of the velocity. Since the efficiency ismeasured based on the derivative, the normal
velocity has a much smoother shape.
3.4.3 The inverse acoustic calculation
To illustrate the inverse acoustic calculation, a simulation is performed using a
point source at the center of the front surface of the hard disk drive. Figure 3.6(a)
shows the transformed field data ( f ′
i
in equation 3.7) for themean squared velocity
norm. In the absence of noise, the values decay steadily for higher singular values
but they reach a noise floor if 1% of noise is added. The source solution is found
by dividing the field data by the singular values depicted in figure 3.6(b). Although
the contributions of the first singular vectors are accurate, the contributions of the
later singular vectors rise steadily because they are the result of a constant noise
floor divided by the decreasing singular values. A good compromise is made by
using the first 60 out of the total 357 singular values. The other contributions are
dominated by noise.
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(a) first (b) second (c) third (d) fourth
Figure 3.4: First four (right) singular vectors using norm A in accordance to equation 3.18
(Normal velocity, 5kHz).
(a) first (b) second (c) third (d) fourth
Figure 3.5: First four (right) singular vectors using norm B in accordance to equation 3.20.
(Normal velocity, 5kHz)
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Figure 3.6: The inverse acoustic process in terms of singular values. (NormA in accordance
to equation 3.18)
(a) Inverse solution of a point source (TSVD).
Norm A, in accordance to equation 3.18 (Nor-
mal velocity, 5kHz)
(b) Inverse solution of a point source (TSVD).
Norm B, in accordance to equation 3.20 (Nor-
mal velocity, 5kHz)
Figure 3.7: Inverse solution of a point source using different norms
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Figure 3.8: L-curve ofmeasurement data with noise ( ), without noise ( ) and only
noise ( ).
The result is depicted in figure 3.7(a). The same simulation is also performed
using norm B (equation 3.20). It is depicted in figure 3.7(b). The results are similar,
which is surprising at first glance because the singular vectors of the two norms
do not look alike (compare figures 3.4 and 3.5). Nevertheless, regularization re-
moves the highest singular vectors in both cases. Since the first singular vectors are
smooth and the last singular vectors are oscillatory for both norms, the subspace
spanned by the singular vectors, and hence the calculated result, is similar. The
oscillatory components are removed, leading to a smoothed, or spatially bandlim-
ited, version of the original point source.
3.4.4 The L-curve
The L-curve is a graphical aid to select the regularization parameter which was in-
troduced by Hansen in 1992 [27, 30]. It is a plot of the solution norm ‖ŝα‖s versus
the residual norm ‖H
fs
ŝα − f̂‖f . When plotted on a log-log scale, the graph tends
to have a characteristic L-shaped appearance (see figure 3.8). On the horizontal
part, the solutions tend to be over-smoothed: too many components are filtered
out such that the filter itself causes inaccuracies. This part of the curve is close to
the L-curve of the measurement data without noise because the components that
are not removed have a good signal to noise ratio. The vertical part solutions are
under-smoothed, not enough components are filtered out such that the solution is
dominated by noise. This part of the curve is close to the L-curve of the noise. A
good compromise between undersmoothing and oversmoothing can be found in
the corner of the graph (see figure 3.9).
The trends of the L-curve can be seen in almost any inverse problem and they
have been studied extensively in the field of inverse problems, but they are nomore
than trends [21]. The best solution can theoretically lie far away from the corner
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(a) 13 vectors (b) 60 vectors (c) 100 vectors
Figure 3.9: Three inverse solutions (real part). Figure 3.9(b) is the same as figure 3.7(a). The
color scaling used in the plots is the same 3.7(a).
of the L-curve and a regularization method that produces the lowest L-curve does
not necessarily provide themost accurate results. Many authors advocatemethods
that select the corner automatically based on amore detailed analysis of the trends
(see [30, 21] for surveys of these methods). These automatic methods have been
studied extensively, both from a theoretical and practical point of view. Here, the
L-curve is used as a graphical aid only. The regularization parameter is selected
using a point-and-click interface, such that the user has the opportunity to judge
the quality of several solutions.
This concludes the examples of the inverse acoustic calculations. The next sec-
tion introduces a class of fast algorithms for inverse acoustic calculations.
3.5 Numerical implementation
3.5.1 Introduction
Software packages to calculate the SVD are widely available. It is supported by the
numerical library LAPACK [1] which can be accessed frommany programming lan-
guages including MATLAB. The numerical implementation of regularization soft-
ware is therefore straightforward once the transfer matrix and the applicable ma-
trices for the source and field norm are available.
The class of Krylov subspace iteration methods is considered in this section.
This class consists of methods for least squares problems as well as methods to de-
termine various factorizations such as the SVD. Contrary to most SVD algorithms,
Krylov subspace SVD algorithms approximate a few of the first singular values and
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-vectors, whereas other SVD algorithms estimate all of the singular values and -
vectors. Only the largest singular vectors are necessary for inverse acoustics such
that these methods are more efficient.
A second attractive property of Krylov subspace methods is the fact that they
use matrix-vector multiplications to determine the solution instead of the matrix
coefficients themselves. Since the many matrix-vector multiplications dominate
the amount of computational effort required for thesemethods, they are extremely
efficient if a fast algorithm is available for the matrix-vector multiplications. One
such algorithm is discussed in section 4.3.3. A comparison of the computation
times of various regularization algorithms is given in section 4.4.2.
This section considers the application of Krylov subspace methods to IBEM.
Methods for least squares problems are discussed in section 3.5.2 and methods to
calculate the SVD are discussed in section 3.5.3.
3.5.2 Least squares and Krylov subspace
The class of Krylov subspace iterationmethods is widely used to solve least squares
problems and other linear problems. Two examples of these algorithms are the
conjugate gradients least squares algorithm (CGLS) and themore stable least squares
QR (LSQR) algorithm [4].
As the name suggests, Krylov subspace iteration methods construct a basis for
Krylov subspace. In the first iteration, this subspace is one dimensional and in each
of the following iterations, a dimension is added to this subspace and the prob-
lem is projected onto a new, larger subspace. At each iteration k , the iterands sk
are in accordance to the Galerkin condition, which states that the residuals rk are
orthogonal to Krylov subspace [75].
rk ⊥Kk (HHsfHfs ,HHfs f̂) with rk =HHsfHfssk −Hfs f̂ (3.22)
whereKk (H
H
sf
H
fs
,HH
fs
f̂) is Krylov subspace at iteration k . It is defined to be [28]
Kk (H
H
sfHfs ,H
H
fs f̂)≡ (3.23)
span{HHfs f̂, (H
H
fsHfs)H
H
fs f̂, . . . , (H
H
fsHfs)
k−1HHfs f̂} (3.24)
This problem can be solved efficiently using stright-forward algorithms. In the cur-
rent context, the most important aspect of the Krylov subspace solvers is the fact
that they have an inherent regularizing property. Each iterand is a regularized so-
lution and as the iterations continue, the smoothing decreases. Theoretically, the
iterands converge to the unsmoothed least squares solution as the process contin-
ues but in practice the finite precision of computer hardware can cause the solution
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(a) one iteration (b) two iterations (c) 20 iterations (d) 70 iterations,
TSVD using 60 vectors
Figure 3.10: Inverse solutions from a Krylov subspace solver (LSQR). (normal velocity,
5kHz, Colors are scaled as in figure 3.7). The derivative norm (equation 3.20) has been
used.
process to stagnate. In other fields of research, this problem is often solved by re-
enforcing the orthogonality relations between the iterands, but this is usually not
necessary in inverse acoustics.
The results of all iterations are used to plot the L-curve or to select a suitable
regularization parameter by any other means. Since all regularized results are cal-
culated by one run of the algorithm, the methods are faster thanmost other meth-
ods. In practice, the results are as good as the results achieved by TSVD and they are
often almost indistinguishable to the naked eye [90]. The reader is referred to [21]
for a detailed mathematical study of regularizing property of the Krylov subspace
methods.
In figure 3.10, the iterands of LSQR are depicted for the point source problem
of figure 3.7. The results of iterations 1 and 2 are clearly oversmoothed and a good
approximation is achieved at iteration 20. The source depicted in figure 3.10(d) is
calculated using the Lanczos SVD algorithmwhich is discussed in the next section.
3.5.3 The SVD and Krylov subspace
The SVD is indispensible for some problems. This decomposition makes it pos-
sible to apply any filter to the singular values without any further theoretical de-
velopments. The SVD is also necessary to efficiently implement the regularization
methods for cross spectra discussed in chapter 6.
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(a) one iteration (b) two iterations (c) three iterations (d) exact solution
Figure 3.11: Approximations of thefirst singular vector using a Krylov subspace solver using
the norm of equation 3.20.
Since only the largest singular values, and the corresponding singular vectors
are necessary for inverse acoustics, a Krylov solver is a computationally attractive
alternative to other SVD methods. An applicable Krylov solver for this problem is
the Lanczos SVD [26]. The method is by no means new in applied mathematics
and it is evenmentioned in the influential referencework by Hansen [28] but to the
author’s knowledge, it is new in inverse acoustics.
The Lanczos SVD consists of the Lanczos bidiagonalization algorithm followed
by the SVD of the resulting bidiagonal matrix. The QR SVD algorithm can be used
for this second problem. The number of singular vectors which is calculated is
equal to the number of iterations k , but the smaller singular values and their cor-
responding vectors tend to be inaccurate. The number of accurate singular values
and -vectors increases with the number of iterations. The singular values all be-
come exact when the iteration number is equal to the rank of the matrix, but these
solvers are truly competitive when the process is terminated earlier, yielding a good
approximation rather than an exact solution.
To show the effectiveness of the Lanczos-SVD, the first three approximations of
the largest singular vector according to norm B (the derivative norm) are depicted
in figure 3.11. The first singular vector of norm A (the L2 norm) requires more it-
erations to converge because it is skew-symmetric and the sound field is almost
symmetric.
If the velocities at the source are not all correlated to each other, as discussed in
section 5.3.3, then the right-hand side f can be represented as a matrix which con-
tains a column for each of the uncorrelated sources. If only one of these columns
is used, the SVD represents the inverse solution of the other columns inaccurately.
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If its number of columns is small compared to its number of rows, then the SVD
can be solved efficiently using the block Lanczos SVD, which uses all columns of
the right-hand side [20].
The Lanczos-SVD (s well as the block-Lanczos-SVD have been implemented
and tested inMATLAB andmany of the images in this thesis have beenmade using
that software.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced the singular value decomposition (SVD) as a way to
analyze and solve inverse problems. Although the inverse acoustic problem cannot
be solved exactly, a practically useful solution can be calculated using SVD-based
regularization.
Although every matrix has an SVD, this decomposition does not necessarily
lead to meaningful results. The regularization results can sometimes be improved
by choosing a meaningful inner product and norm for the source and field vectors.
A new transfer matrix with a meaningful SVD can then be derived.
The class of Krylov subspace methods is useful to calculate a regularized in-
verse solution. These methods have been used to solve systems of equations and
least squares problems in acoustics. A new aspect of this dissertation is the appli-
cation of the Lanczos SVD to the inverse acoustical problem. The algorithm is often
faster than other regularization methods in general and it is extremely efficient if a
fast algorithm is available for matrix-vector multiplication. One such algorithm is
introduced in section 4.3.3.
The Krylov subspace method LSQR and the Lanczos SVD have been imple-
mented and tested and a few results are presented in this chapter. The methods
are used in chapter 4, where an efficient planar inverse acoustic method is pre-
sented and in the case study of chapter 5 (see section 5.6), where that method is
applied to a large-scale experiment.
Chapter 4
Planar inverse acoustics
4.1 Introduction
This chapter studies inverse acoustic problems where the source and the field are
modeled as parallel planes. The techniques can be applied to vibrating plates but
they can also be applied to structures that are only approximately planar using con-
formal mapping. This technique has been applied successfully to the front side
window of a car in a wind tunnel [25]. Planar inverse acoustics can even be applied
to sources that are not nearly planar but the interpretation of the results becomes
more difficult. Given a source radiating sound to a number of field sensors (see fig-
ure 4.1(a)), a virtual plane can be defined between the source and thefield. It is now
possible to regard the virtual plane, rather than the physical source as the radiator
of sound. This change of boundary conditions removes the complex source geom-
etry from the model but it does not change the sound field above the plane. The
velocities on the virtual plane can nowbe identified using the Rayleigh integral (see
figure 4.1(b)). If the vibrations of the surface itself are necessary for further analysis,
(a) source and virtual plane (b) reconstruction
Figure 4.1: Inverse acoustics using the Rayleigh integral
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amore general technique such as IBEM is required.
The practical importance of planar inverse acoustic methods is the fact that
efficient calculation techniques are available for them such that problems which
are too large for BEM can still be solved using planar techniques. Although com-
puters become more powerful with time, the number of points that can be mea-
sured in a reasonable amount of time increases as well. Hence, efficient calculation
techniques for inverse acoustic methods may well be important for many years to
come.
Two planar inverse acoustic methods will be analyzed and compared in this
chapter. Firstly, the well-known method termed Planar Nearfield Acoustic Holog-
raphy (PNAH) is studied. It is based on the Fourier model explained in section 2.4.
Although this approach leads to efficient computer calculations, it is necessary to
extrapolate the field data to achieve an inverse solution which is useful in prac-
tice. Secondly, a new method is presented. It is based on the discretized form of
the Rayleigh integral which has been discussed in section 2.5. A fast algorithm is
proposed to solve the inverse problem. Both methods require considerably less
time and computer memory than IBEM and the newmethod does not require any
modification or extrapolation of the field data.
This chapter is built up as follows. In section 4.2 the theoretical foundation of
PNAH is studied and sound field extrapolation methods are discussed. Section 4.3
proposes the newmethod. The methods are compared in a simulation study (sec-
tion 4.4) as well as an experimental study (section 4.4). Conclusions are drawn in
section 4.5.
4.2 Planar nearfield acoustic holography
4.2.1 Introduction
Planar nearfield acoustic holography (PNAH) is founded on the Fourier model of
section 2.4, which describes the transfer from an infinitely large source plane to an
infinitely large field plane. In practice, the field grid consists of discrete points and
it has a finite area. Since the continuous Fourier transform (CFT) does not apply to
this case, the CFT is approximated by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
PNAH consists of the following steps (see also figure 4.2). Firstly, the DFT is
applied to the sound field. In practice, the sound field has been extrapolated as a
pre-processing step (see section 4.2.4). Secondly, a regularized inverse solution is
calculated in the wave number domain, where the forward model consists of the
propagators of the Fouriermodel. Thirdly, the inverse DFT is applied to the inverse
solution, to arrive at a spatial representation of the vibrations at the source. This
approach is analogous to SVD-based regularization but the DFT takes the place
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field data DFT regularization IDFT source data
Figure 4.2: Steps involved in PNAH
of the singular vectors. The relation between the DFT and the singular vectors is
explained in section 4.2.3.
To analyze quality of PNAH results, it is necessary to gain a detailed under-
standing of the errors that are introduced by replacing the CFTwith theDFT. In the
literature, the discrete model is often derived from the point of view of the wave-
number domain and the errors are explained from that point of view as well [94,
73]. This approach is common in signal processing and it is used in chapter 5. How-
ever, section 4.2.2 derives the discrete model by introducing a set of shape func-
tions in the spatial domain. Although themodel which follows from this derivation
is the same as the model which follows from the wave-number domain approach,
the difference between the discrete and continuous case can be understood more
easily from this point of view. Section 4.2.3 derives the relation between the DFT
and the singular vectors and methods to attenuate the errors are discussed in sec-
tion 4.2.4.
4.2.2 The forwardmodel
To derive the discrete model mathematically, it is necessary to define a coordinate
system in relation to the sensor positions. The definition is rather elaborate to sim-
plify the equations in the wave-number domain. The measurement points are ar-
ranged in an equally spaced, rectangular grid consisting of N1 ×N2 points. The
length L1 and width L2 of the field area are the product of the number of measure-
ment points and the distance between the sensors in each direction. This means
that a row and column of sensors are missing at the right and bottom of the grid
(see figure 4.3). The field points are numbered from 0 toN−1 in each direction and
the origin has the indices {bN1/2c,bN2/2c}, where b·c denotes rounding downwards
to the nearest integer. It follows that the coordinates of the field points are
x l1 =
L1
N1
(l −bN1/2c) where l ∈ {0,1, · · · ,N1−1} (4.1)
xm2 =
L2
N2
(m−bN1/2c) where m ∈ {0,1, · · · ,N2−1} (4.2)
where x l1 and x
m
2 are the coordinates of the field points in 1 and 2-direction respec-
tively. The source coordinate system {y1, y2}
T is the same as the field coordinate
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Figure 4.3: Coordinate system and definition of sizes for a rectangular field grid
system {x1,x2}
T but there is a distance between the source and field planes in 3-
direction: the source plane is located at y3 = 0 and the field plane is located at
some distance x3 from it. The source velocity v(~y) is represented by shape func-
tions which are propagating and evanescent plane waves. The set of shape func-
tions is chosen as follows.
v(~y)=
N1−1∑
i=0
N2−1∑
j=0
v˜i j e
−2pii(k i1 y1+k
j
2 y2) where (4.3)
k i1 =
1
L1
(i −bN1/2c) (4.4)
k
j
2 =
1
L2
( j −bN2/2c) (4.5)
where v˜i j ∈C is the contribution of the wave numbers k i1 and k
j
2 corresponding to
direction 1 and 2 respectively. A few observations can bemade. Firstly, the number
of shape functions is defined to be equal to the number of measurement points.
Secondly, each of the terms of the sum in equation 4.3 is periodical over a distance
L1 and L2 in direction 1 and 2 respectively. This means that the sound field is also
periodical over this distance. Errors which are caused by the fact that the model
describes a periodical sound field although the actual sound field is not periodical
are termed periodicity errors in this thesis.
A third observation that can be made is as follows. Since each term is a plane
wave, the sound field that belongs to each term is also a plane wave with the same
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wave numbers. The sound field can therefore be calculated as (see equation 2.16):
p(~x)=
N1−1∑
i=0
N2−1∑
j=0
e−2pii(k
i
1 x1+k
j
2 x2)p˜i j where (4.6)
p˜i j =λi j v˜i j (4.7)
λi j is the propagator of the Fourier model (see also equation 2.16).
λi j = ρ0c0
k
k3
e ik3x3 with k
i j
3 =
√
k2− (k i1)2− (k
j
2 )
2 (4.8)
Equations 4.3 through 4.8 describe the transfer from a continuous source to a con-
tinuous field exactly if the shape of vibration can be represented using the discrete
wave numbers in equation 4.3. To apply the theoretical framework of regulariza-
tion from chapter 3, the equations are rewritten in terms of matrix-vector equa-
tions. The field vector contains the measured pressure at the field points. Evaluat-
ing equation 4.6 at the field points gives
plm = p
({
x l1 x
m
2 0
}T )
(4.9)
=
N1−1∑
i=0
N2−1∑
j=0
e−2pii(k
i
1 x
l
1+k
j
2 x
m
2 )p˜i j (4.10)
where equation 4.10 is the discrete Fourier transform aside from the numbering of
the indices. It can be represented in matrix-vector notation using the convention
plm = p(l+N1m+1) and p˜i j = p˜(i+N1 j+1).
p= Fp˜ (4.11)
The matrix F represents the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform and it is
termed the Fourier matrix. By rearranging v˜i j to a vector in the same way as the
pressure plm equation 4.7 can be expressed as
p˜=Λv˜ where (4.12)(
diag(Λ)
)
i+N1 j+1 =λi j (4.13)
where the diag operation returns a vector containing themain diagonal of amatrix
andΛ ∈CN1 ·N2×N1·N2 is a diagonal matrix.
The source vector in the discrete spatial domain v is obtained using points that
lie exactly underneath each field point such that the only difference is their x3 co-
ordinate. It follows that the spatial source vector v is simply
v= Fv˜ (4.14)
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The relation between the velocity at the source points and the pressure at the field
points can be expressed by combining equations 4.11, 4.12 and 4.14
p= FΛF−1v (4.15)
p=HPNAHpv v (4.16)
The framework of regularization discussed in chapter 3 can be applied directly to
this problem. This framework is expressed in terms of the discrete Fourier trans-
form in the next section.
4.2.3 Regularization
Since the transfer matrix of PNAH has the specific form of equation 4.15, the in-
verse calculation can be performed efficiently using fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithms. It can be shown that the Fourier matrix F contains the eigenvectors
of the transfer matrix H(PNAH )
fs
. These are orthogonal vectors, normalized to have a
norm of
p
N1N2.
The SVD of thismatrix is equal to its eigenvalue decomposition up to a number
of details: firstly, singular values are real by definition, whereas the eigenvalues
of the transfer matrix are complex. Secondly, singular vectors are scaled to have
unit norm, whereas the columns of the Fourier matrix have a norm of
p
N1N2. By
normalizing the vectors to unity and carrying the complex angle of the eigenvalues
into the singular vectors, the following expression for the SVD is found.
H(PNAH)pv = FΛF−1 (4.17)
=UΣVH where
U =
1p
N1N2
FΘ
V = 1p
N1N2
F
(4.18)
σi i = |λi i | ; θi i =
λi i
|λi i |
(4.19)
Where Θ is a diagonal matrix. The singular values have not been sorted according
to their value. Also note that the singular vectors of a complex matrix are defined
uniquely up to a single complex angle for each pair of left and right singular vectors.
Equations 4.17 through 4.19 can be combined to the filter function Fα(σi ) of
chapter 3 to arrive at the following equation
H†α (PNAH)pv =FΛ†αF−1 (4.20)
TSVD λ†α
i i
=
{ 1
λi i
if |λi i | ≤α
0 if |λi i | >α
Tikhonov λ†α
i i
= λi i|λi i |2+α2
(4.21)
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The discrete Fourier transforms can be carried out using FFT algorithms. PNAH is
less computationally expensive than IBEM. It is faster because the transfer matrix
and its SVD do not need to be calculated explicitly and because the transformation
to the basis of singular vectors can be carried out using FFT algorithms. Also, it re-
quires less memory because only the propagators need to be stored into computer
memory explicitly, instead of the entire transfer matrix.
In summary, the matrices of singular vectors in PNAH are closely related to the
discrete Fourier transform. SVD-based regularization can therefore take place in
the discrete wave number domain. This is considerably more efficient than IBEM.
4.2.4 Sound field extrapolation
Themain advantage of PNAH is the fact that an FFT algorithmcan be used to trans-
form the measurement data to the basis of singular vectors. This approach is only
exact if the shape functions are periodical and have a period equal to the length
of the field grid. Periodicity errors occur if the actual source is not periodical. A
number of researchers have proposed methods to attenuate the errors. If no ex-
trapolation is applied, PNAH extends the sound field periodically as depicted in
figure 4.4(a). The inverse solution can be improved by adding fictitious field data
beyond the edges of themeasurement data. Although themodel still has periodical
shape functions, the period is increased to the combined length of the real and the
fictitious data.
An intuitive approach is zero padding, where themeasurement data is extended
by zeros. A data-taper1 is applied to avoid discontinuities at the edges of the mea-
surement data. This means that the measurement data are multiplied by a small
value at the edges of the dataset and a value close to one at the center (see fig-
ure 4.4(b)). This approach tends to be sufficient in time-domain signal processing
and it is discussed from that point of view in section 5.4. In PNAH, this approach
tends to be insufficient for two reasons. Firstly, the number of points in each direc-
tion is usually in the order of magnitude of 10, whereas the number of samples in
time domain signal processing is usually in the order of magnitude of 103 or 104.
Secondly, the results of PNAH are in the spatial domain. The edges of the calcu-
lated source velocity tend to be much smaller than they are in reality. This edge
degradation is caused by the taper.
A straightforward way to extrapolate the sound field is termed border-padding
which has been pioneered by Scholte and used in the current STW project [73, 74].
In this case, the dataset is extended by re-using the value at the edge for all points
where the sound field is unknown. A Tukey taper is applied in such a way that all
1The term taper is used contrary to the term window to conform to the reference works [55]
and [63] on spectral analysis which are used in chapter 5.
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measurement data
periodical extension
(a) Sound field and periodical extension
measurement data
tapered data
extension with zeros
(b) Tapering and zero padding
measurement data
padded border
(c) Conventional border padding
Figure 4.4: Sound field extrapolation
measurement data are weighted by a factor of one and all extrapolated data are
weighted by a factor smaller than one (see figure 4.4(c)). Note that this approach
does not ensure the continuity of the derivatives.
Amore advancedmethod is linear predictive border padding (LPBP), pioneered
by Scholte in the current STWproject [73, 74]. The Burgmethod is used to estimate
an autoregressive (AR) system which fits the measurement data based on one row
of measurement data at a time [44, 32]. This filter has the form
plm =
M∑
i=1
wip(l−i )m (4.22)
Where wi , i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,M } denote the AR coefficients. These coefficients are used
to predict the sound field at the points where no measurement data are available
(l >N1). The sequence of field points is reversed to calculate AR coefficients which
predict the sound field for l < 0 and the same approach is also used form.
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LPBP produces a high-order continuous extrapolation and the results aremore
accurate than zero padding or conventional border padding. Linear prediction
based on the Burg method has originally been proposed for signals in the time
domain and its use in the spatial domain leads to a number of theoretical pecu-
liarities. First of all, the spatial characteristics of the sound field are assumed to be
a spatially autoregressive system driven by spatial noise. In the time domain, this
autoregressive system can represent a time-invariant differential equation. In the
spatial domain, it means that there is a space-invariant dependence between the
points, causing spatial waves. A second peculiar property is the fact that causality
and stability are ensured. This means that, when predicting the values to the right
of the measured sound field, the pressure at a point only depends on points to the
left (the past) and not on points to the right (the future). Furthermore, vibrations
tend to attenuatewhen going to the right (the future). Hence, the physical meaning
of autoregressive systems, causality and stability is considered to be doubtful in the
current context.
A final extrapolationmethod is based on the notion that the extrapolated sound
field should comply with the acoustic equations. To achieve this, an algorithm
named patch nearfield acoustic holography has been proposed by Williams and
co-workers [95, 96]. The algorithm uses the following steps. First, an inverse cal-
culation is performed by extending the field data by zeros. Second, the sound field
belonging to this source is calculated. Third, themeasurement data are surrounded
by the calculated sound field. Fourth, an inverse calculation is performedusing the
newextension of the soundfield. Steps 3-4 are repeateduntil convergence. Promis-
ing results have been achieved. The referred author has also applied the algorithm
to a model which is based on the direct spatial discretization, which is discussed
in the next section, and achieved improved results. The main disadvantage of this
algorithm is that the number of iterations required is so large that the required time
is not competitive.
Section 4.4 demonstrates that extrapolation methods are required to achieve a
practically useful Fourier-based inverse acoustic method.
4.2.5 Summary
PlanarNearfieldAcousticHolography is the direct application of the Fourier Acous-
tics to measurement data at discrete field points in the sound field. Since the for-
ward model is analytical and the Fourier transforms can be carried out using FFT
algorithms, the numerical computations require less time and computer memory
than IBEM.
A disadvantage of this approach is the fact that the shape functions are fully de-
termined by the locations of the field points. These shape functions are periodical
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whichmeans that themethod can only represent periodical sound fields. Since the
sound field is rarely periodical in practice, there is an error in the forward model
which leads to an error in the inverse solution. This error is termed the periodicity
error in this thesis.
The periodicity errors can be reduced by means of sound field extrapolation
methods but this causes extrapolation errors. The problem cannot be solved com-
pletely because the measured dataset does not fully determine the wave-number
representation of the sound field.
4.3 Toeplitz Rayleigh integralmethod
4.3.1 Introduction
This section introduces new, fast algorithms to solve the planar inverse acoustical
problem. Contrary to PNAH, the Rayleigh integral is discretized in the spatial do-
main. This means that the model does not contain a periodicity error such that
sound field extrapolationmethods are not necessary.
The approach taken is similar to a widely usedmethod termed StatisticallyOp-
timisedNearfield AcousticalHolography SONAH [79, 24, 34]. Bothmethods use the
Rayleigh integral in the spatial domain to solve the inverse problem, but there are
important differences. On one hand, the new approach is more efficient, as shown
in see section 4.4. On the other hand, SONAH applies to sensors which are ar-
ranged in an arbitrary pattern whereas the current method is restricted to equidis-
tantly spaced sensors. Although nearfield source localization arrays usually consist
of equidistantly spaced sensors, it does mean that the current approach does not
apply directly to nearfield source localization using beamforming arrays whereas
SONAH does.
A fewminor differences arementioned for completeness. Firstly, Tikhonov reg-
ularization is used in SONAH, whereas the regularization method is arbitrary for
the new approach. LSQR regularization will be used for the new approach in all
test cases of this chapter. Secondly, the current method uses shape functions to
discretize the source vibrationswhereas equivalentmonopoles are used in SONAH.
These differences have a negligible impact on the results.
To arrive at efficient algorithms for the current problem, it is shown that the
transfer matrix has a Toeplitz structure. Because of this structure, the method is
termed the Toeplitz Rayleigh Integral Method (TRIM) [103].
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4.3.2 The forwardmodel
To simplify the figures and equations, a line source is studied first and the exten-
sion to a planar source is given in section 4.3.4. The field points are assumed to be
arranged on an equidistant grid and the source vector is represented using points
that lie exactly underneath each point, such that the only difference is their x3 co-
ordinate. Some of these assumptions are abandoned in section 4.3.4, but they are
necessary for a straightforward explanation.
The Rayleigh integral (equation 2.20) is discretized using arbitrary shape func-
tions, but these shape functions are assumed to be the same for each node. The
coefficients of the transfer matrix are given by
Hi j = h j (~xi )=
∫
S
G(|~y −~xi |)N j (~y)dS (4.23)
where G(|~y −~xi |) is Greens kernel in two-dimensional space and N j is the shape
function associated with node j . This equation can be regarded as a discrete form
of a convolution. The distances involved in the calculation of H32 and H43 as well
asH23 are the same (see figure 4.5). Therefore, the transfermatrix has the following
Toeplitz structure
Hpv =

h1 h2 h3 · · · hn
h2 h1 h2 · · · hn−1
h3 h2 h1 · · · hn−2
...
...
...
. . .
...
hn hn−1 hn−2 · · · h1
 (4.24)
where hi is short for hi (~x1). The same structure occurs for the case where veloc-
ities normal to the source plane are measured. If velocities parallel to the source
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
~δ
N1
(a) Distances forH23
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
N2
(b) Distances forH34
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
N2
(c) Distances forH32
Figure 4.5: Graphical representation of the distances involved in three elements of the
impedance matrix. Since the same distances are involved, the same value is obtained.
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plane aremeasured then thematrix has a similar structure but it is skew-symmetric
(Hi j =−H j i ).
Due to this Toeplitz structure, only the first column of the transfermatrix needs
to be calculated and stored in computer memory. Evidently, this makes a vital dif-
ference to the computer power necessary if the problem is large. The structure is
also used for faster computations.
4.3.3 Fast evaluation of the Rayleigh integral
This section discusses a fast matrix-vector multiplication algorithm for Toeplitz
matrices. This algorithm is well known in numerical mathematics but it has not
been applied in inverse acoustics. This approach is useful in regularization be-
cause a large percentage of the computational time required for Krylov subspace
regularization methods consists of matrix-vector multiplications, as discussed in
chapter 3.5. By improving the speed of thematrix-vectormultiplications, the speed
of the regularization is therefore improved as well.
The matrix-vector multiplication algorithm makes use of a circulant matrix,
which is a special type of Toeplitz matrix. The transfer matrix of PNAH for a 1D
source also has this structure.
C=

c1 cN cN−1 · · · c2
c2 c1 cN · · · c3
c3 c2 c1 · · · c4
...
...
...
. . .
...
cN cN−1 cN−2 · · · c1
 ∈C
N×N (4.25)
As in Toeplitz matrices, the matrix is structured such that Ci j = cˆi− j for some se-
quence of numbers cˆk , where k can be positive or negative. Contrary to Toeplitz
matrices, any point that moves out of scope on the right moves into scope on the
left: cˆk−n = cˆk . This means that the source is periodical because a source point that
lies i points to the left of field point j , also lies N − i points to the right of this field
point. A sketch of the rows of this matrix is given in figure 4.6(a).
Amatrix-vectormultiplication with anN×N matrix commonly requiresO(N 2)
operations but matrix-vector multiplication with a circulant matrix can be per-
formed in only O(N logN ) operations. All circulant matrices can be written in
terms of its eigenvalue decomposition as follows
C= FΛF−1 where
{
diag(Λ) = 1
N
F−1c1
Fi j = e−2pii
(i−1)( j−1)
N
(4.26)
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C ∈C100×100
row 1 row 30 row 60
(a) Circulant transfer matrix (real part)
row 1 row 30
(b) Padded Toeplitz matrix (real part)
Figure 4.6: Discrete convolution
where F is the Fourier matrix in one dimension and Λ is the diagonal matrix with
eigenvalues. The vector c1 ∈ Cn is the first column of C, as sketched in equa-
tion 4.25. It can be seen thatΛ is calculated from the first column of C directly.
It is emphasized that equation 4.26 is an exact algebraical identity. It does not
require the DFT to converge to the CFT such that sound field extrapolation tech-
niques are not necessary. Since fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms require
O(n logn) calculations, multiplication with a circulant matrix can be performed ef-
ficiently by implementing the following equation.
Cx= FΛF−1x (4.27)
Here, multiplication with F and F−1 is implemented as a fast Fourier transform and
the diagonal matrixΛ is calculated using the first column of C. Since only the first
column ofC is required in the calculation, the rest of thematrix does not need to be
calculated or stored in computer memory. This is a dramatic reduction in memory
usage.
This fast multiplication can be used for Toeplitz matrices as well. For this pur-
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pose, the Toeplitz matrix is padded tomake it circulant.
C=
[
Hpv Ĥpv
Ĥpv Hpv
]
∈C2n×2n where (4.28)
Ĥpv =

0 hn hn−1 · · · h2
hn 0 hn · · · h3
hn−1 hn 0 · · · h4
...
...
. . .
...
h2 h3 h4 · · · 0
 ∈C
n×n (4.29)
Where the diagonal terms of Ĥpv are undetermined. A sketch of the rows of this
paddedmatrix is given in figure 4.6(b). The matrix-vector productHpvv= p can be
calculated using the fast Fourier approach of equation 4.27, by writing:[
Hpv Ĥpv
Ĥpv Hpv
]{
v
0
}
=
{
p
p̂
}
(4.30)
Where p is the required solution of the product and p̂ is a nonphysical result that
can be discarded. This extension of the matrix is well known in the mathemati-
cal literature [29] as well as the literature on signal processing [32] but the use in
inverse acoustics is new to the author’s knowledge.
Solving equation 4.30 for v is not a standard inverse problem because the right-
hand side contains both the known field vector p and the unknown vector p̂. Fur-
thermore, there is no attractive relation between the SVD of a Toeplitz matrix and
its padded counterpart. Krylov subspace regularization methods are used instead.
Section 4.3.5 considers regularization using Toeplitz matrices in more detail.
4.3.4 Extension to practical problems
In practice, the source is two dimensional. This case can also be handled using
the matrix-vector multiplication algorithm of section 4.3.3. The source points are
numbered in the same way as in PNAH (see section 4.2.2) and rearranged to have
a single index. Figure 4.7(b) gives an example of the indices. The resulting transfer
matrix consists of N2 ×N2 blocks of dimension N1 ×N1. Each of the blocks has
a Toeplitz structure and the blocks themselves also form a Toeplitz structure. This
structure is known as block Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks (BTTB). Each of the blocks
can be extended to form a circulant matrix and the block structure itself can be
extended to form a circulant block structure such that the fully extended matrix is
block circulant with circulant blocks (BCCB). The fast matrix-vectormultiplication
can then be performed using a 2D FFT algorithm.
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(a) field points (◦), other points (·)
~x1
~x2
~x3
~x4
~x5
~x6
~x7
~x8
~x9
(b) grid numbering
Figure 4.7: Extension to practical problems: finer sourcemesh and two dimensional source
It is assumed in the previous section that a source node is located underneath
each field point. This implies that the numbers of source and field nodes are equal.
To reduce the discretization error in the forward model, the source points can be
chosen on a grid twice as fine as the field grid. To maintain the Toeplitz structure,
the field points in the model must be arranged on the same grid (see figure 4.7(a)).
The algorithm for matrix-vector multiplication calculates the pressure at the fine
grid of field points such that the fast matrix-vector multiplication can be used.
Since the values at the points where nomeasurements have taken place are not rel-
evant to the inverse calculation, these values are discarded. By choosing the source
grid fine enough, the discretization error in the forward model can be reduced to
an arbitrarily small value.
A different inaccuracy can be handled in the same way. The Rayleigh integral
models a source in an infinite baffle, but the baffle is rarely present in acoustic
experiments. This error can be alleviated by modeling the source to be slightly
larger than the field. This causes the transfer matrix to be rectangular and it is
treated in the same way as the case where the source grid is finer than the field
grid. It is also depicted in figure 4.7(a).
4.3.5 Regularization
In the literature on numerical linear algebra, several fast algorithms are known to
calculate the regularised inverse of a Toeplitz matrix [29, 36]. The current study fo-
cuses on the Krylov subspacemethods LSQR and the Lanczos SVD (see section 3.5).
Since these methods do not rely on the matrix coefficients themselves but only on
matrix-vector multiplications, equation 4.30 can be used to perform these matrix-
vector multiplications efficiently. The methods also use a matrix-vector multipli-
cation by the transpose of the transfermatrix, which can be implemented as amul-
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tiplication by a cyclic matrix as follows
v1 =HHpvp (4.31){
v1
v̂1
}
=
[
Hpv Ĥpv
Ĥpv Hpv
]H {
p
0
}
(4.32)
A number of fast algorithms for Toeplitz matrices do not belong to the class of
Krylov subspacemethods. In recent years, researchers in appliedmathematics and
image processing have developed fast regularization methods based on the dis-
placement rank [36]. Although these methods are numerically efficient if the regu-
larization parameter is known, the methods are not developed to solve the inverse
problem for many regularization parameters.
Given the large number of articles on regularization based on Toeplitzmatrices,
a comparison of various regularization techniques is an attractive opportunity for
research. The main goal of this chapter is to show that the Toeplitz structure is
useful to calculate inverse solutions fast and accurately. For this purpose, the new
method using the Krylov subspace solver LSQR is compared to methods which are
known in inverse acoustics.
4.3.6 Conclusion
This section has proposed an inverse acoustic technique named TRIM, which is an
efficient way to solve the equations of SONAH if the field points are an equidistant
grid. It uses a discretization based on piecewise polynomial shape functions con-
trary to the plane waves used in PNAH. Sound field extrapolation methods are not
necessary in this case because the model does not exhibit periodicity errors.
The approach is similar to SONAH, but the efficiency is improved by using the
Toeplitz structure of the transfer matrix which occurs if the field consists of an
equidistant grid. The use of this property is new in inverse acoustics to the author’s
knowlegde.
4.4 Comparative study
4.4.1 Introduction
TRIMhas been developed to bemore accurate than PNAH and faster than SONAH.
The improved efficiency is especially important if the inverse calculation is per-
formed for many frequencies and if the number source and field points is large.
This section compares the speed and accuracy of various planar inverse acoustic
methods. Section 4.4.2 compares the computation times and section 4.4.3 com-
pares the accuracy of these methods.
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4.4.2 Computation time
The computation times are compared using the model used in the experimental
validation. It is also shown that the advantages are more pronounced for grids
which have a number of source points of the form 2n , where n is an integer and
that the difference is larger in large-scale problems than in small-scale problems.
The source which is used in this section as well as in the experimental valida-
tion is the hard disk drive which is also used for numerical examples in section 3.4.
Pressure is measured at a distance of 40mm from the source surface and the field
grid spans a rectangular area of 160× 200mm with a grid spacing of 10mm. The
source grid extends 0.1m beyond the edge of the source field grid at all sides and
bilinear quadrilateral elements of 0.5× 0.5mm are used such that the source grid
consists of 73×81 = 5913 points. The distance between the source and the field is
40mm. Although this has no impact on the computation times, it does influence
the inverse results. In the applications of PNAH, the sound field is extended to a
grid of 128× 128 points. The computer used to compare the computation times
has a single 32bit processor which has a clock speed of 3GHz and it has 1GB of
RAM.
The time required for numerical integration is compared first. The integration
scheme which is used is an adaptive Gauss-Legendre quadrature [89]. This accu-
rate but comparatively time-intensive integration scheme requires 75ms to calcu-
late the first column of the transfer matrix. The time required to calculate all ele-
ments of the transfer matrix directly is 26.8 seconds. In PNAH, themodel is analyt-
ical and it is calculated in 10ms.
The computation time of the PNAH methods is as follows. Patch holography
is the slowest of all tested methods. Seven minutes and thirty seconds are neces-
sary calculate the source for 90 regularization parameters, using 500 iterations of
the patch holography algorithm. PNAH based on linear predictive border padding
(LPBP) using an order 4 autoregressive filter requires 2.6 seconds and PNAH based
on windowing and zero padding requires 2.2 seconds. In both cases, the major-
ity of the computations are used to compute the 2D inverse Fourier transform to
represent the source on a fine grid in the spatial domain. This step is necessary to
compare the result to the exact solution in the region of interest, but it is not neces-
sary if the exact solution is unknown. If this step is omitted, the computation time
reduces to 0.79 and 0.43 seconds for LPBP and zero padding respectively. These are
the fastest methods which have been tested.
The speed of various regularization algorithms is shown in table 4.1 (case A).
The most common way to perform Tikhonov regularization for multiple regulari-
ation paramters is by means of the SVD. The Matlab command SVD requires 10.6
seconds to decompose the transfer matrix and it is noted that the ‘economy size’
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option has been used because it requires less computation time and memory. A
fasterway to solve the inverse acoustic problemwithout the fastmatrix-vectormul-
tiplication is by applying LSQR to the problem directly. It requires 3.9 seconds to
complete. If the fastmatrix-vectormultiplication is applied, the time reduces to 2.4
seconds. In this case, the computation time is approximately two-thirds the time
required for the direct implementation.
As can be seen in table 4.1 (case B), the advantages of the FFT-based matrix-
vector multiplication are more pronounced if the source is chosen to be a grid of
64× 64 points. The time required for the new method is reduced to 0.9 seconds
compared to a computation time of 3.0 seconds for LSQR using the conventional
matrix-vector multiplication. Hence, the new method requires less than a third of
the computation time of the fastest existingmethod. It is also noted that the results
of the 64×64 grid are as accurate as the results of the grid of 73×81 points.
The advantages of the newmethod become larger as the number of source and
field points increases because the 2D FFT has a computation time of O(m logm)
and the conventionalmatrix vector multiplication requires a time ofO(mn), where
m and n are the number of source and field points respectively. If the source grid
consists of 128× 128 points and the field grid consists of 32× 32 points, the new
method requires approximately a sixth of the time of the existing methods at 4.4
seconds compared to 25.2 seconds for LSQRbased on a conventionalmatrix-vector
multiplication (see also table 4.1, case C). The SVD cannot be calculated in this case
due to limitations in the amount of accessible computer memory. For problems of
a larger scale, the transfer matrix cannot be stored in computer memory explicitly
such that only the newmethod can be used. The time required for the newmethod
using 256×256 source points and 64×64 field points is 25 seconds.
Given the results, it can be concluded that PNAH using zero padding and LPBP
are faster than the new approach but all other methods based on the spatial dis-
cretization are slower. The new approach is especially attractive for large-scale
problems, where a reduction in computation time of a factor of 6 has been ob-
A B C
Source grid 73×81 64×64 128×128
Field grid 17×21 17×21 32×32
SVD 10.6s 7.8s —
LSQR (Conventional) 3.9s 3.0s 25.2s
LSQR (TRIM) 2.4s 0.9s 4.4s
Table 4.1: Computation times of the tested regularization algorithms
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served. It has also been shown that the new approach can perform inverse calcu-
lations for problems where the transfermatrix is too large to be stored in computer
memory.
4.4.3 Accuracy
This section compares the accuracy of the planar inverse acoustic methods using
simulations and practical experiments.
In the simulation study, the sound field is calculated using a PNAH forward
model in which the source is extended to a grid of 512×512 points, 1% of noise is
added to the field data and the relative error of the source vector is defined to be
²rel =
‖s†α−s‖
‖s‖ (4.33)
where s†α and s are the inverse result and the exact source respectively. It is noted
that only the area below the sensors is used to determine the error because the
sound field extrapolation methods give large erroneous sources beyond this area.
The regularizationmethod used for the newmethod is LSQR and all othermethods
use Tikhonov regularization. The inverse result is calculated for 90 regularization
parameters and the solution which has the smallest relative error is selected.
Two sources are used in the simulation study (see figure 4.8). A smooth source
is used at 1075Hz and a spike-shaped source is used at the higher frequency of
9668Hz. These frequencies are chosen because they are have large responses in
the experimental study such that a comparison between the simulation results and
the experimental results is straightforward. A bar-chart of the errors is depicted in
figure 4.10. At 1075Hz, the new method and SONAH are the most accurate, yield-
ing errors within 8%. These methods are both based on the spatial discretization.
The worst result is achieved by PNAH using windowing and zero padding at an er-
ror of almost 90%. All other inverse solutions look similar (see figure 4.11). For
the simulation at 9668Hz, the new method and SONAH have a relative error of
7.3%. Patch holography is close at 10.4% but PNAH using linear predictive bor-
der padding (LPBP) has an error of 32.7%. This large difference is caused by the
fact that the extrapolated sound field is different from the actual sound field. Er-
roneous osscilations occur near the bottom and the top of the calculated source
and the source is over smoothed to avoid the proliferation of these errors. LPBP
requires the choice of an order of the filter. An order 4 filter has been used in all
simulations and experiments which are shown in this thesis. The error can be re-
duced to 24,3% by choosing a filter of order 1 in this case. In both cases, the source
can be distinguised clearly in figure 4.11. Hence, it is concluded that the results of
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(a) Source A
1075 Hz
(b) Source B
9669 Hz
Figure 4.8: Source velocities used in the
simulation study (absolute value)
(a) 1075 Hz (b) 9668 Hz
Figure 4.9: Laser vibrometer results
of the experimental study (absolute
value).
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Figure 4.10: Errors which are determined in the simulation study
all methods, with the exception of windowing and zero padding, yield practically
usable results.
Simulations have also been performed for various other sources and frequen-
cies. The same trends are observed in these cases. If the vibrations at the source
extend beyond the field grid, the errors are larger and the differences are small.
Contrary to the results found by Williams [96], who found a large improvement
in accuracy for Patch holography, the results of the current study indicate that all
methods except windowing and zero padding can be themost accurate depending
on the source vector and the frequency. The differences between the methods in
the area below the sensors tend to be less than 5%.
Measurements of a hard disk drive are used to validate the methods. The so-
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lutions are compared to laser vibrometer measurements (see figure 4.9) and the
regularization parameter is chosen to be the point of maximum curvature of the
L-curve [28]. Figure 4.11 depicts the results. As in the simulation study, the re-
sult of zero padding is over smoothed and all other results are similar. At 9669Hz,
the result of linear-predictive border padding has a smaller amplitude and con-
tains somewhatmore noise than the othermethods but, as in the simulation study,
the point source can be seen clearly and all methods except windowing and zero
padding are considered to be practically useful.
Given the results of the simulations and the experimental validation, it is con-
cluded that the new method has shown to be robust and as accurate as SONAH
for the cases which have been studied. In the same cases, PNAH using LPBP has
shown to be a faster method which yields are practically useful, though less accu-
rate, results. Although studies by several researchers will be necessary before the
approach gains acceptance in the engineering community, the current section has
given confidence that the method is a faster alternative to SONAH and a more ac-
curate alternative to PNAH.
4.5 Summary
The planar inverse acoustic problem has been considered in this chapter. The the-
oretical foundation of Planar Nearfield Acoustic Holography (PNAH) has been dis-
cussed and a new approach has been proposed. The new approach yields the sim-
ilar results to a widely used technique termed SONAH, but faster algorithms have
been used to improve the computation time and memory. This new method is
termed the Toeplitz Rayleigh Integral Method (TRIM).
It has been shown that the advantages are especially large for large-scale prob-
lems and that the newmethodmakes it possible to perform inverse calculations for
problems where the transfer matrix is too large to be stored in computer memory.
Although the newmethod is not as fast as planar nearfield acoustic holography
(PNAH), the newmethod has behavedmore robustly in the test cases. PNAH based
on windowing and zero padding yielded results which are much less accurate than
the other testedmethods. The soundfield extrapolation technique linear predictive
border padding (LPBP) was competitive in terms of speed and it yielded results
which are considered to be practically useful, but less accurate.
The newmethod has been implemented. The software package can determine
the normal velocity aswell as pressure at the source and the field data can consist of
pressure, any of the three particle velocity components and combinations of these
quantities. Furthermore, a number of different source norms can be used. The
implemented software is used in the experimental validation of chapter 5.
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(a) inverse solutions of TRIM (absolute value)
Figure 4.11: Inverse solutions the tested methods. The results from left to right are (1)
simulation of source A at 1075Hz, (2) simulation of source B at 9669Hz, (3) experiment at
1075 Hz (4) experiment at 9669Hz.. This figure is continued on page 59
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(b) inverse solutions of SONAH (absolute value)
(c) inverse solutions of Patch holography (absolute value)
(d) inverse solutions of linear predictive border padding (order 4, absolute
value)
(e) inverse solutions of windowing and zero padding (absolute value)
Figure 4.11 continued
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Chapter 5
Statistical signal processing
applied tomoving sensors
5.1 Introduction
Signal processing techniques for moving sensors are considered in this chapter.
In the literature, various time-frequency analysis methods and short-time Fourier
transforms are used for this type of problem. This chapter studies the spectral es-
timation problem from a theoretical point of view and shows some of the funda-
mental limitations of spectral estimation. Tomsont’s Multi-Tapermethod is known
to be the optimal spectral estimator method within its theoretical framework. The
method is compared to a number of more common alternatives using experimen-
tal data. Furthermore, the estimation of the transfer function is considered and
three transfer estimators are compared.
This chapter is built up as follows. An introduction to moving sensors in in-
verse acoustics is given in section 5.2. The fundamentals of random vibrations are
introduced in sections 5.3. Section 5.4 introduces spectral analysis techniques, in-
cluding theMulti-Tapermethod. Based on these results, the calculation of transfer
functions is discussed in section 5.5. The methods are applied to a case study in
section 5.6 and a summary is given in section 5.7.
5.2 Moving sensors
5.2.1 Introduction
Measurements for inverse acoustics are commonly arraymeasurements, point-by-
pointmeasurements or a combination of them. An attractive alternative is a sensor
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or array which moves through the sound field during the measurement to gather
information about the sound field. Similarly, the source can be moving while the
sensor or array is fixed in space. A measurement of the drive-by noise of a car is an
important example of this case.
The twopossiblemeasurement setups are displayed schematically in figure 5.1.
Both setups consist of an acoustic source, a field sensorwhich scans the sound field
and a reference sensor which is fixed with respect to the source. Although the two
measurement setups are quite different from a practical point of view, they are the-
oretically similar and the signal processing techniques used for these setups are the
same. To avoid confusion, the case where the sensor moves and the source is fixed
in space is considered in this chapter but the methods apply to both cases.
To calculate the source vibrations in the frequency domain based on a mov-
ing sensor, the measured time series is divided into many time series which are
short enough to represent a single point in space and long enough to be able to
evaluate the frequency content by applying a discrete Fourier transform. The same
procedure is applied to the reference signal. The frequency content of the sound
field can be calculated at each point, leading to a 2D or 3D characterization of the
sound field when the measurements of all points are combined. Conventional in-
verse acoustic methods such as IBEM are then used to perform acoustic source
localization.
To give a thorough foundation for this approach, this section discusses a litera-
ture survey and gives a new result concerning the Doppler effect.
source
reference
sensor
field
sensor
(f) moving sensor
source
reference
sensor
field
sensor
(g) moving source
Figure 5.1: schematic drawings of measurement setups
5.2.2 Processing for moving sensors
The main challenge in the development of inverse acoustic techniques for moving
sensors is the fact that the sensor or sensors can be considered to be at a single
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point in space for a short time. This limits the achievable accuracy of the frequency
domain representation of the vibrations. Several researchers have proposed solu-
tions to this problem.
A time-domain approach has been taken by Hald [23]. A full array of sensors is
used to measure a moving source and a time-domain representation of the source
is depicted. The inverse acoustic calculation is performed in the frequency domain
as well as the spatial wave-number domain such that the problem of calculating
a Fourier transform remains equally difficult. These difficulties are discussed in
detail in section 5.4.2.
An attractive alternative to the conventional short-time Fourier transform is
the use of wavelets or specialized time-frequency transforms. A time-frequency
transform has been used in inverse acoustics by J.C. Poisson [61], who has applied
the Wigner-Ville transform to obtain a detailed time-frequency response function.
This also makes it possible to perform Doppler correction in this time-frequency
domain. Given the successful applications of time-frequency and wavelet meth-
ods in many applications, it is an opportunity for further research. A large body
of work exists on the subjects of wavelets and time-frequency transforms (see for
example [13, 11, 56]).
Time-frequency and wavelet techniques have a number of important draw-
backs. Firstly, the source vibrations are best modeled to be random in an exper-
imental environment [58]. Hence, the time-frequency content of the sound field is
random as well. Since only one realization of the random time-varying vibration
is available, it is not possible to calculate the statistical properties of this vibration
without any further assumptions. Therefore, non-statistical definitions of the time-
frequency content are often used in practice. In this chapter, it is assumed that the
vibrations are stationary such that conventional statistical signal processing tech-
niques canbeused to calculate the statistical properties of the vibrations. Secondly,
the definition of the Fourier transform is such that an excitation of frequency ω
only has a response atω for any linear time-invariant system. Althoughmost time-
frequency and wavelet transforms generalize the Fourier transform, they do not
necessarily have this property and do not generalize this property to systems that
vary in time due to themotion of the sensor.
Given these disadvantages of the time-frequency transformsandwavelets, con-
ventional spectral analysis is considered more suitable to the problem of moving
sensors in inverse acoustics. Detailed introductions to random signals and spec-
tral analysis are given in sections 5.4 and 5.3 respectively.
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5.2.3 The Doppler effect
If the sensor is in motion with respect to the source, a change in frequency occurs
between the source and the sensor. This phenomenon is termed theDoppler effect
in this chapter even though Doppler’s equation does not apply because it only ap-
plies to monopole sources. The effect has been studied in a number of articles on
moving sources in inverse acoustics. Moving FrameNearfield Acoustic Holography
(MFNAH) applies the theory of PNAH (see section 2.4) to moving sources, leading
to a way to deal with the Doppler effect [41, 51, 52, 53]. In aeroacoustic studies,
the source is modeled to be a superposition of uncorrelated point sources. Elegant
equations have been derived tomodel the effect of air flow in awind-tunnel as well
as the effect of the rotation of a wind-turbine blade [49].
It is shown in this section that it is not useful to correct for the Doppler effect
in the case study because if the Doppler effect is too large to be neglected, then
the smallest bandwidth which can be resolved in signal processing is too large to
be neglected as well. This result is new to the author’s knowledge and it applies to
many other setups where only one sensor is placed along the direction of motion.
If there is only one sensor along the direction of motion, the sensor must char-
acterize both the spatial distribution and the frequency distribution of the sound
field. If the sensor moves slowly, it can be considered to be at one place for a long
time such that the frequency content can be calculated from a long time series,
leading to a good frequency resolution. The Doppler shift is small in this case such
that the sound field can be characterized accurately. As the velocity of the sensor
increases, the frequency resolution decreases and theDoppler shift becomes larger
aswell. The accuracy decreases due to both of these effects. This section shows that
the Doppler shift is smaller than the smallest bandwidth which can be resolved in
spectral analysis, irrespective of the speed of the sensor.
The derivation uses the model of MFNAH [41]. The difference between the ob-
served frequency ω′ and the source frequency ω can be expressed as follows. Let
v , x1 and k1 denote the velocity of the sensor, the unit vector in the direction of
motion and the wave number in x1 direction respectively (see also section 2.4). An
expression for the frequency shift is
ω′−ω= k1v (5.1)
= 2piv
λ1
with λ1 =
2pi
k1
(5.2)
where λ1 is the wavelength in x1 direction. The Doppler shift is compared to the
bandwidth in signal processing. To formalize the statement that the sensor can be
considered to be at a single point in space for a limited time, it is assumed that a
constant number of n ≥ 2 spatial samples is necessary to represent a spatial wave
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with wavelength λ1. The duration T of the time-series and the corresponding dis-
tance X are therefore
X = vT = λ1
n
hence (5.3)
T = λ1
nv
(5.4)
In Fourier analysis, the calculated frequency content can be considered to be an
average over the frequency interval [ω− 2piW,ω+ 2piW ], where W is termed the
half-bandwidth in Hertz. As will be discussed in section 5.4.3 (equation 5.37) the
time-bandwidth product is limited by some number k ≥ 1.
2WT = k (5.5)
W = knv
2λ1
(5.6)
Similarly, the half-doppler shift in Hertz follows from equation 5.2.
WDoppler =
v
2λ1
(5.7)
Combining equations 5.6 and 5.7 gives the following equation.
WDoppler
W
= 1
nk
(5.8)
It can be seen that the ratio of the half-Doppler shift and the half-bandwidth does
not depend on the velocity of the source or on the spatial wavelength. It only de-
pends on the signal processing parameters k andn. Sincen ≥ 2, the largest possible
value is 12 . Since the bandwidth is wider than the Doppler shift, measurements for
which Doppler correction is necessary to achieve usable results have a frequency
resolution which is so low that the results are unusable even after Doppler correc-
tion.
The assumptions made in this derivation apply to the measurement setup dis-
cussed in section 5.6 but they do not apply to the following cases. Firstly, the theory
in the referred articles can be used if there are multiple sensors along the direction
of motion. Secondly, the limitation in bandwidth given by equation 5.5 can be ex-
ceeded if the source vibrations only contain a few frequencies or if they can be
modeled as autoregressive (AR) sequences or by other parametric models [55]. An
important case where the current theory does apply is the case of drive-by mea-
surements of a car or train using a vertically positioned line array. Although the
setup consists of multiple sensors in this case, only one sensor is placed along the
direction of motion.
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5.2.4 Overview of the approach used in this chapter
The signal processing approach which is outlined in this chapter has been pub-
lished as a conference article by the current author [100]. An overview of the ap-
proach is as follows. The measurement data of the moving sensor and the ref-
erence sensor are divided into short time series. To characterize the relation be-
tween the field sensor and reference sensors based on these time series, the trans-
fer function is approximated because it can be approximatedmore accurately from
a short time series than the cross spectrum which requires a much longer time se-
ries to converge. In essence, the transfer function can be calculated by dividing the
Fourier transformof thefield signal by the Fourier transformof the reference signal.
Since the Fourier transform requires an infinitely long function of time, the Fourier
transform is replaced by the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The multi-taper
method is used which implies that the STFT is calculated several times for different
tapers such that the impact of noise can be reduced by using all STFT coefficients
which are available at one frequency. The transfer function is calculated based on
all of the STFT coefficients using total least squares (TLS).
After an introduction to random vibrations in the next section, the multi-taper
method is introduced in the context of Fourier analysis in section 5.4 and the cal-
culation of the transfer function based on TLS is discussed in section 5.5. A case
study is presented in section 5.6.
5.3 Random vibrations
5.3.1 Basics
This section introduces the basics of statistical signal processing1. A statistical ap-
proach is necessary because most vibration measurements provide different func-
tions of time each time a measurement is performed, even if the sensor is fixed in
space. Hence, it is insufficient to characterize the data in a deterministic way and a
statistical approachmust be used instead.
The vibrations are modeled to be a stochastic (or random) process. This is a
family of random variables Sˆ(t ), indexed by the time variable t such that a realiza-
tion of the stochastic process is a function of time. Themean µs(t ) and µt(t ) of the
stochastic processes Sˆ(t ) and Tˆ (t ) respectively are defined to be [55]
µs(t )= E
(
Sˆ(t )
)
(5.9)
µt(t )= E
(
Tˆ (t )
)
(5.10)
1This section follows Percival and Walden[55] in terminology for the univariate case and Priest-
ley [62] in themultivariate case.
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where E denotes the expected value operator. A characterization of the relation
between two stochastic processes Sˆ(t ) and Tˆ (t ) is as follows. The cross covariance
function Rst(t ,τ) between Sˆ(t ) and Tˆ (t ) is[62]
Rst(t ,τ)=E
([
Sˆ(t )−µs(t )
][
Tˆ (t −τ)−µt(t −τ)
])
(5.11)
The cross covariance function of a stochastic process with itself is termed the auto-
covariance function. A deterministic function can also be represented as a stochas-
tic process. Its mean is the function itself and its auto-covariance is zero.
Many stochastic processes in acoustics are best thought of as if they continue
forever. Although the vibrations vary in strength as time passes, the statistical prop-
erties are independent of time. If the mean and covariance of the stochastic pro-
cesses are independent of the time instant t then systems are termed second order
stationary. There are other statistical properties that can be independent of time,
and thus also other types of stationarity. Deterministic functions of time are gener-
ally nonstationary because their mean varies with time. The only exception is the
constant function. An example of an elementary stationary stochastic process is a
sine with random phase [58]
Sˆ(t )= sin(ωt +φ0) (5.12)
where φ0 is uniformly distributed in the interval [−pi,pi]. Stationary stochastic pro-
cesses can have both random amplitude and random phase. They can be broad-
band as well as narrowband.
From this point on, only second order stationary stochastic processes are con-
sidered. Furthermore, the mean µs and µt are subtracted from the stochastic pro-
cesses because this value is constant in time which implies that it is irrelevant to
the study of vibration. The expression for the covariance Rst(t ,τ) simplifies to the
following expression.
Rst(τ)=E
(
Sˆ(t )Tˆ (t −τ)
)
(5.13)
The cross-spectral density function or cross spectrum is the frequency domain anal-
ogy to the cross covariance function. It can be shown that the Fourier transform of
the cross covariance function is equal to the cross spectrum.
Sst(ω)=
1
2pi
∫∞
−∞
Rst(τ)e
iωτdτ (5.14)
The cross spectrum of a stochastic process with itself is the auto-spectral density
function and is also known as the power spectral density function or the auto spec-
trum. Note that the Fourier transform does not necessarily exist in the classical
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sense. It is therefore assumed that the cross covariance function is absolutely inte-
grable [63]. ∫∞
−∞
|Rst(τ)|dτ<∞ (5.15)
The realizations of the stochastic processes considered in this thesis are the pres-
sure and the particle velocity, which are real-valued functions of time. As a conse-
quence, the cross spectrum at ω is the complex conjugate of the cross spectrum at
−ω. The one-sided spectrum is therefore often used in practice. This means that
the negative frequencies are ignored and the cross spectrum is multiplied by two.
In practice, themeasured vibration is a single function of time such that it is not
possible to observe many different realizations of the stochastic process. Hence,
time averages are necessary to determine the ensemble averages such as E (s(t )). A
stochastic process is termed ergodic if this is possible. It means that the following
equations hold for the stationary stochastic processes S(t ) and T (t ) [63].
µs = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫T /2
−T /2
Sˆ(t )dt (5.16)
Rst(τ)= lim
T→∞
1
2T −|τ|
∫T−|τ/2
−T+|τ|/2
s
(
t + τ
2
)
t
(
t − τ
2
)
dt (5.17)
The right-hand sides converge with probability 1. It can be shown that a stochastic
process is mean-ergodic if and only if it has no spectral line at frequency zero. A
sufficient condition for ergodicity is that the auto-correlation of a single stochastic
process is zero after some finite time a.
Rss(τ)= 0 for |τ| > a (5.18)
It is noted that ergodicity cannot be validated in practice. It is assumed to arrive at
a link between theory and experiment [55].
5.3.2 Random vibrations in linear systems
Todescribe the relation between stochastic processes atmultiple source points and
multiple field points, the cross spectrum is generalized to vector-valued stochastic
processes, which contain scalar-valued stochastic processes as elements. In an ex-
perimental environment, the scalar-valued stochastic processes represent the out-
puts of a sensor such as themeasured pressure or themeasured particle velocity at
a single point in space. In numerical modeling, they can represent the velocity at a
node of a BEMmodel.
The stochastic processes at the source Sˆ(t ) and Tˆ (t ) each contain a number of
scalar-valued stochastic processes as components such that they can be expressed
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as Sˆ(t )= {Sˆ1(t ), Sˆ2(t ), · · · , Sˆnˆ(t )}T and Tˆ (t )= {Tˆ1(t ), Tˆ2(t ), · · · , Tˆn(t )}T . To distinguish
scalar-valued and vector-valued stochastic processes, scalar-valued stochastic pro-
cesses are denoted using an index from this point on: Sˆ1(t ). In the frequency do-
main, the cross spectrum between each pair of scalar-valued stochastic processes
forms the cross-spectral matrix [63].
Sst =

Ss1T1 Ss1T2 · · · Ss1Tn
Ss2T1 Ss2T2 · · · Ss2Tn
...
...
. . .
...
Ss
nˆ
T1 SsnˆT2 · · · SsnˆTn
 ∈Cnˆ×n (5.19)
The cross-spectral matrix of a vector-valued stochastic process with itself is termed
the spectral matrix. To describe the transfer from one cross-spectral matrix to
another, four stochastic processes are required in general. The source is repre-
sented by the vector-valued stochastic processes Sˆ(t ) and Tˆ (t ). They are the pres-
sure and velocity at the source for example. The vector-valued stochastic pro-
cesses in the field are denoted as Fˆ (t ) = {Fˆ1(t ), Fˆ2(t ), · · · , Fˆmˆ(t )} as well as Gˆ(t ) =
{Gˆ1(t ),Gˆ2(t ), · · · ,Gˆm(t )}. They can contain the measured pressure and particle ve-
locity at all field points for example.
The relation between the excitations at the source and the responses in the field
are expressed in the frequency domain by the transfer matricesH
fs
(ω) ∈Cmˆ×nˆ and
Hgt(ω) ∈Cm×n
Hfss = f ; Hgtt = g (5.20)
where s(ω) and t(ω) denote the vector-valued source functions, f(ω) and g(ω) de-
note the vector-valued field functions. These equations are only meaningful if s(ω)
and t(ω) are the Fourier transform of a function of time. Equation 5.20 holds for
the Fourier transformsof the realizationsof the stochastic processes Sˆ(t ), Tˆ (t ), Fˆ (t )
and Gˆ(t ), but this requires an extension of the theory presented here because these
functions do not tend to zero as time tends to infinity such that they do not possess
a Fourier transform in the classical sense [63, 50].
In terms of the transfer matrices of equation 5.20, the relations between the
cross-spectral matrices are as follows.
HfsSst = Sft (5.21)
SstH
H
gt = Ssg (5.22)
HfsSstH
H
gt = Sfg (5.23)
Equation 5.23 is studied in detail in chapter 6.
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5.3.3 Signal subspace
An important property of a vector-valued stochastic process is the number of un-
correlated sources. It is often smaller than the number of sensors and knowledge
of this number and the corresponding signal subspace is useful to improve the sta-
bility of signal processing techniques and to reduce the noise.
To characterize the behavior of a systemwhich exhibits only a few uncorrelated
sources, the case of one source is considered first. Let the scalar-valued function
s1(ω) denote the excitation of the acoustic system in the frequency domain and let
the vector-valued response be denoted f1(ω). The relation between s1(ω) and f(ω)
is
Hfs1
s1 = f (5.24)
where H
fs1
(ω) ∈ Cmˆ×1 is the transfer matrix. It can be seen that for any excitation
s1, f is a scalar multiple of Hfs1 (ω). Hence, all possible responses f(ω) are located
on the same line in mˆ-dimensional space. This line is the signal subspace. It is one
dimensional because only one source exists.
If there are k uncorrelated sources which contribute to the sound field, the
subspace in which all responses are located – the signal subspace – is at most k
dimensional. An orthogonal basis of this subspace can be determined by calculat-
ing the eigenvalue decomposition of the spectrummatrix S
ff
. This decomposition
is known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which is closely related to the
Karhunen-Loéve transform [46].
Sff =ΦΛΦH (5.25)
=
[
ΦS ΦN
][ΛS
0
][
ΦS ΦN
]H
(5.26)
The eigenvectors are partitioned in such away thatΛS contains only nonzero eigen-
values. Furthermore,ΦS andΦN are orthonormal bases of the signal subspace and
the noise subspace respectively. The signal subspace is defined to be the range of
the spectrummatrix in the absence of noise. PCA is a way to identify this range.
If noise is present, all eigenvalues become nonzero. If the noise is white and
uncorrelated to the signal, the available spectral matrix is
S∗ = Sff︸︷︷︸
signal
+ σ2I︸︷︷︸
noise
(5.27)
where σ2 and I ∈ Rmˆ×mˆ are the variance of the noise and the identity matrix re-
spectively. Substituting the principal vectors of the noiseless spectralmatrix (equa-
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tion 5.25) yields
S∗ =ΦΛΦH +σ2I (5.28)
=Φ
(
Λ+σ2I
)
Φ
H
(5.29)
which is the eigenvalue decomposition of the S∗. Hence, the signal subspace can
be calculated exactly even if the noise level is unknown, provided that the noise
is perfectly white and the noisy spectral matrix is known exactly. In practice, the
signal subspace can be identified with remarkable accuracy if there is a consider-
able gapbetween the eigenvalues corresponding toboth signal andnoise and those
containing only noise.
PCA can be generalized to the case where the noise is not white, if the spectral
matrix of the noise is knownup to a constant factor. A suitablewhitening transform
can be applied such that the eigenvalue problem of equation 5.25 is suitable [15].
The theory presented in this section is used throughout this thesis. Section 5.5
uses it to accurately calculate transfer functions. Chapter 6 uses it to reduce the
impact of noise in cross-spectral matrices and chapter 7 considers a localization
method for point sources based on the signal subspace.
5.3.4 Summary
This section has introduced some aspects of random vibrations. The cross-spectral
matrix has been introduced and the behavior of random vibrations in linear sys-
tems has been discussed. Finally, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been
introduced as a technique to accurately calculate the signal subspace.
To complete the link between the signal processing theory and practice, the
next section considers Fourier analysis of measured signals.
5.4 Fourier analysis
5.4.1 introduction
Although the cross correlation function is a statistical average, it can be calculated
from a single realization if the stochastic processes are ergodic (see section 5.3.1).
To calculate the cross spectrum, the Fourier transform must be applied to either
the estimated auto-correlation function or to the measured time-series.
This section considers the application of the short-time Fourier transform to a
functionwhich is known on a finite interval. The accuracy is particularly important
in the case of moving sensors because the length of each time series is limited by
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the fact that the sensor can be considered to be at a single point in space for only a
limited amount of time.
Three types of Fourier analysis methods can be distinguished [55]. Firstly, har-
monic analysismethods are applicable tomeasurement data containing a so-called
line-spectrum. These methods are far more accurate than other methods if this is
the case but they are not applicable to general broadband signals. Secondly, para-
metric spectral estimationmethods identify a linear system which is likely to gener-
ate themeasured time series if it is drivenbywhite noise. The spectrumof the iden-
tified linear system is then calculated as if it were truly driven by white noise. Here,
the term spectrum refers to the auto spectrum. Thirdly, nonparametric spectral es-
timationmethods estimate the spectrum using algebraic techniques which are not
based on an underlying parametric model. This section considers nonparametric
spectral estimation methods because they are most widely applicable.
Nonparametric spectral estimation methods are usually based on the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT), which is the tapered Fourier transform introduced
in section 5.4.2 (equation 5.30). The coefficients of the STFT are not an approxi-
mation of the Fourier transform of the infinite function of time itself but the auto
spectrumof a stochastic process can be approximated by performing averages over
a number of STFT coefficients. Two ways of averaging are common in practice.
Firstly, the auto spectrum can be estimated by averaging over the squared Fourier
coefficients at a number of adjoining frequencies such that the estimated auto
spectrum is the average over a frequency band. This approach is termed lag-win-
dow estimation. Secondly, if sufficient time data are available, a measured time
series can be divided into a number of short time series which can overlap. The
Fourier coefficients are then estimated by averaging over the squared Fourier coef-
ficients of these separate time series. This approach is termed the Welch method
(see for example [55]).
5.4.2 Tapering
This section introduces the theoretical basis for the use of a data taper in non-
parametric spectral estimation. For this purpose, consider a deterministic func-
tion of time sˆ(t ) which has been measured during the set of time instances T .
T consists of discrete time instances in practice but the continuous time inter-
val T = [−T /2,T /2] is used here. A similar approach can be used if T is a discrete
set [81].
Only the part of sˆ(t ) which has beenmeasured can be used to estimate the auto
spectrumof a stochastic process. To arrive at a suitable approximation, the contin-
uous Fourier transform s(ω) at frequency ω is replaced by s˜(ω): the coefficient of
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the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The STFT is defined as follows [11].
s˜(ω)=
∫
T
hˆ(t )sˆ(t )e−iωtdt (5.30)
Here, the data taper hˆ(t ,ω) can depend on the frequency. Note that any linear func-
tional which takes its input from L2(T ) can be represented this way. Thus, equa-
tion 5.30 is not an arbitrary approximation of the Fourier transform, it is merely the
definition that a linear relation exist between the STFT coefficient and sˆ(t ), t ∈ T .
Equation 5.30 can be extended to an integral with infinite bounds as follows.
s˜(ω)=
∫∞
−∞
hˆ(t )sˆ(t )e−iωtdt with (5.31)
hˆ(t )= 0 if t ∉T (5.32)
The relation between s˜(ω) and s(ω) can be found by noting that the short-time
Fourier coefficient in equation 5.31 is the Fourier transform of hˆ(t )sˆ(t ). As a con-
sequence of the convolution theorem, this ordinary product can be written as the
convolution
s˜(ω)=
∫∞
−∞
hˆ(t )sˆ(t )e−iωtdt = 1
2pi
∫∞
−∞
h(ω−ν)s(ν)dν (5.33)
where the spectral window h(ω−ν) is the Fourier transform of the taper hˆ(t ). In-
stead of the exact Fourier transform of s(ω), equation 5.30 yields a weighted aver-
age of s(ω) where the weight of each frequency ω−ν is given by the spectral win-
dow. It follows from equation 5.33 that the solution is exact if hˆ(t ) = 1 such that
h(ω)= 2piδ(ω) where δ(ω) is the Dirac delta distribution. This taper has no practi-
cal use because it is not limited to the time interval T .
There are many ways to derive a data taper based on a limited time intervalT .
An interesting but unsuccessful approach is to minimize the distance between the
functions s˜(ω) and s(ω) in the L2 norm. The solution is the rectangular function
hˆrect (t ) [99].
hˆrect (t )=
{
1 if t ∈T
0 otherwise
(5.34)
This least squares solution suggests that the direct application of a Fourier series to
themeasurement data is themost accurate approximation of the Fourier transform
and that any tapering diminishes the accuracy in the sense of L2 norm. Neverthe-
less, a well-chosen taper does lead to more useful results. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 com-
pare the rectangular function to the Hanning taper. The Fourier transformed rect-
angular function has a slightly higher value at ω−ν= 0, such that the frequency ω
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Figure 5.2: The rectangular taper. NW=3 (see section 5.4.4)
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Figure 5.3: The Hanning taper. NW=3 (see section 5.4.4)
itself is weighted more heavily but the Fourier transformed Hanning taper is more
concentrated in the interval close to ω, denoted ω−ν = [−2piW,2piW ] in the fig-
ure. Since this frequency interval is weighted more heavily in equation 5.33, an
auto spectrum which is calculated using the Hanning taper can be interpreted as
the weighted average over the frequency interval [−2piW,2piW ]. Many other tapers
have similar properties. The next section derives data tapers which are optimally
concentrated in this frequency interval.
It is common practice to perform a preliminary analysis of the data. The type
of taper, the length of the time interval T and many other parameters are deter-
mined based on the measurement data and the features of the spectrum which
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must be made visible. The preliminary study can even show that a parametric
method is more suitable to the data. This pragmatic approach is well-suited to the
Fourier estimation problem because it deals with real data and not amathematical
model [55].
5.4.3 Discrete prolate spheroidal sequences
Contrary to the pragmatic approach which is common in practice, researchers at
Bell labs have developed a one-for-all method for nonparametric spectral analy-
sis named the multi-taper method [81]. The method uses multiple data tapers to
calculate several Fourier estimates for each frequency even if only one time series
is used. Although the Welch method is more common in structural dynamics and
acoustics, it has had considerable practical success in several other fields [55].
The tapers are derived by minimizing the leakage in the following sense. The
optimal taper is defined to have the largest possible ‘energy’ in frequency slot ω =
[−2piW,2piW ], where the half-bandwidth W is chosen by the engineer based on
considerations which will be discussed in section 5.4.4. To derive them, the spec-
tral windows are denoted simply as h(ω) rather than h(ω−ν) and the optimization
problem is expressed as
β(W )2 =
∫2piW
−2piW
|h(ω)|2dω∫∞
−∞
|h(ω)|2dω
(5.35)
such that β(W ) = 1 if the function lies entirely inside the band and β(W ) = 0 if it
lies outside the band. It is assumed that the desired taper is zero outside the time
interval T . It can be shown that the taper with the highest β(W ) follows from the
following self-adjoint real eigenvalue problem [77, 55]∫
T
sin
(
2piW (t ′− t ′′)
)
t ′− t ′′ h(t
′′)dt ′′ =β(W )2h(t ′) (5.36)
This problem does not yield one but infinitely many orthogonal eigenfunctions.
They are termed prolete spheroidal functions. The first prolete spheroidal function
is the most bandlimited function in terms of equation 5.35, the second is the most
bandlimited function which is orthogonal to the first, etcetera. If these functions
are used as tapers in Fourier analysis the higher tapers pick up ‘information’ that is
lost by using just the first prolate spheroidal function alone. As a result, the higher
tapers can even be concentrated at the edges of the time interval, instead of the
center.
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A related eigenvalue problem exists for the practical case where the contin-
uous time interval T is replaced with the discrete set {1,2, · · · ,N } and the band-
widthW is denoted in cycles per sample. The eigenvectors are called discrete pro-
late spheroidal sequences (DPSS) or Slepians. These vectors are depicted in fig-
ures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
Although there are infinitelymany eigenfunctions in the continuous time prob-
lem, only a few are useful for spectral estimation, because the first few eigenfunc-
tions are concentrated inside the frequency interval [−2piW,2piW ] and the other
eigenfunctions are concentrated outside this interval (see for example figure 5.6).
The number of tapers which are concentrated inside the interval can be approxi-
mated by a straightforward equation.
The eigenvalues βk(W ) specify the relative amount of ‘energy’ inside the fre-
quency interval in accordancewith equation 5.35. It can be shown that these eigen-
values exhibit a sharp drop from approximately unity to nearly zero at a value k ,
(the Shannon number) in both the discrete and the continuous problem (see also
figure 5.7) [55]
k = 2WT (5.37)
where ω = [−W,W ] such thatW is the half-bandwidth. The time interval is T =
[−T /2,T /2]. This equation can be interpreted as follows. Only the first k vectors
are used for Fourier analysis because the other DPSS vectors cause leakage. Thus,
equation 5.37 expresses a fundamental limitation of the number of tapers which
can be used for the bandwidth and the time. The consequences of equation 5.37
and its relation to the famous Heisenberg relation have caused considerable dis-
cussion in the literature. The reader is referred to Slepian [76] for more informa-
tion.
5.4.4 Themulti-tapermethod in practice
The main practical advantage of the multi-taper method compared to the Welch
method is the fact that several orthogonal tapers are available for a single time se-
ries. Hence, the time-series does not have to be divided into shorter time series to
performaverages 5.8. From that point of view, themethod is similar to lag-window
estimation, where the spectrum is determined by taking a moving average multi-
ple frequencies. Since the DPSSs are optimized to avoid leakage, the multi-taper
method has a higher dynamic range.
The multi-taper method has two parameters: the number of samples of a time
series N and the discrete bandwidth-time product NW . In the case of moving sen-
sors in inverse acoustics, the number of samples is limited by the time a sensor can
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Figure 5.8: Tapers in the Welch method and the multi-taper method
be considered to be at the same place. In other applications, it is ultimately lim-
ited by the processing power of the signal processing hardware. The choice of the
bandwidthW is a trade-off between the number of taperswhich can be used for av-
eraging and the ability to determine the local features of the spectrum. It therefore
depends on the features thatmust bemade visible. In practice, values of NW = 2,3
or 4 are common, but any real positive number can be used. Since the bandwidth
is usually chosen to be so wide that the frequency bands at different frequency bins
overlap, the estimated Fourier coefficients at different frequencies are dependent.
However, the estimated Fourier coefficients at a single frequency are uncorrelated
if the spectrum is constant in the frequency band [55].
The first few estimated Fourier coefficients have much less leakage than the
higher coefficients. To achieve a spectral estimate with as little leakage as possi-
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ble, this knowledge must be taken into account. The adaptive multi-taper spectral
estimator defined by Percival and Walden [55] calculates such a weighted average
based on the eigenvalues βk as well as the spectral properties of themeasured time
series itself. Although the weighting is not discussed any further, it is used in all
practical test cases of this chapter and it contributes substantially to the accuracy
of the method.
5.4.5 Summary
The Fourier transform of a function cannot be calculated exactly in practice be-
cause measurements have a finite length. To arrive at an estimated auto spectrum,
nonparametric spectral estimation methods apply a data taper to the measured
time series to calculate the short-time Fourier transform. An approximation of the
auto spectrum can be calculated by averaging over many short-time Fourier coef-
ficients.
Themulti-tapermethod usesmultiple data tapers to arrive at an estimate of the
average auto spectrum in a frequency band. The tapers are derived to minimize
leakage. The multi-taper method is especially useful in the case of moving sen-
sors because this approach yields multiple Fourier coefficients for each frequency
without the need to average over multiple time series.
5.5 Transfer function estimation
5.5.1 Introduction
The fact that the field sensor can be considered to be at a single place for a short
time has two consequences. The first consequence is the fact that Fourier anal-
ysis must be applied to signals which can be considered to be stationary for only
a short time, as discussed in the previous section. This section considers the sec-
ond consequence, which is the fact that the source amplitude in a frequency band
can vary considerably over time. Figure 5.9 illustrates this behavior. It depicts the
displacement of a weakly damped mass-spring-damper system driven by band-
limited white noise. The vibration level varies strongly during the simulation and
the rate of change is quite slow: it takes dozens of wavelengths to go from a maxi-
mum to aminimum. Due to the strength variation, cross-spectral estimates require
a long time series to converge.
Transfer function estimates are more attractive because they can be calculated
exactly based on a single realization of the stochastic processes of the source and
the field if noise is absent. From amathematical point of view, this can be shown as
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follows. Let the (deterministinc) functions f1(ω) and g1(ω) be the response to a sin-
gle unknown deterministic source function s1(ω) and assume that there is no noise
or leakage. It follows that the transfer function from f1 to g1 is independent of the
source function, such that it is certainly independent of source strength variations.
hg1f1f1 = g1 where hg1f1 =
hg1s1
hf1s1
(5.38)
hg1f1 =
g1
f1
(5.39)
The transfer function hg1f1 characterizes the sound field and it will therefore be
approximated. It can be shown that the same transfer function hg1f1 also describes
the relationbetween the realizations of the stochastic processes Fˆ (t ) and Gˆ(t ) in the
frequency domain if they are caused by the stochastic process Sˆ(t ) at the source. In
practice, the f and g are replaced by the STFT coefficients f˜ and g˜ respectively. This
yields an approximation of the transfer function [63].
Equation 5.39 is especially useful in the case ofmoving sensors if fi (ω) is a refer-
ence sensor which is fixed in space. Since this sensor receives the same stationary
stochastic process irrespective of the position of the field sensor, the auto spec-
trum at the reference sensor can be calculated using a large number of averages.
The auto spectrum at the field sensors can therefore be calculated accurately as a
post-processing step from equation 5.23
sg1g1 = |hg1 f1 |2s f1 f1 (5.40)
wherehg1f1 is calculated fromequation 5.39. Themain challenge of this approach is
to accurately calculate the transfer function, which is discussed in the next section.
5.5.2 Total least squares
In the case of the multi-taper method, multiple STFT coefficients are available to
calculate the transfer function. Since equation 5.38 describes a linear relation be-
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Figure 5.10: Three least squares methods applied to the same data set. To arrive at a 2D
graph, the variables are taken to be real although they are complex in practice.
tween the STFT coefficients of the field sensor and the reference sensor, identifying
a transfer function is equivalent to fitting a line through the origin, close to a num-
ber of points. The line is the one-dimensional signal subspace (see section 5.3.3).
The line can be fitted in several ways. The conventional least squares fit min-
imizes the squared distance in vertical direction (see figure 5.10(a)). The mathe-
matical expression for this minimization is as follows. Let f˜ i1 (ω) and g˜
i
1(ω) where
i ∈ {1,2, · · · , l } denote the STFT coefficients of the field sensor and the reference
sensor respectively, then the conventional least squares problem can be expressed
as the following problem
hver t i cal = argmin
h
l∑
i=1
|g˜i1− ĝi1|2 with ĝi1 = h f˜
i
1 (5.41)
which can be solved for h as a conventional least squares problem. The estima-
tor is well founded if there is no noise in horizontal direction and if the statistical
properties of the noise are as follows. The noise at all STFT coefficients is nor-
mally distributed, uncorrelated and have the same variance [93]. Similarly, the
horizontal least squares fit is suitable if there is no noise in vertical direction (see
figure 5.10(b)). In analogy to equation 5.41, it can be expressed as follows
hhor i zontal = argmin
h
l∑
i=1
|f˜i1− f̂
i
1|2 with h f̂
i
1 = g˜i1 (5.42)
This equation can be solved for 1/h as a conventional least squares problem. The
total least squares fit minimizes the squared, perpendicular distance between the
points and the line. It is suitable if the noise in horizontal and vertical directions
have the same variance. It can be expressed as
htotal = argmin
h
l∑
i=1
|f˜i1− f̂
i
1|2+|g˜i1− ĝi1|2 with h f̂
i
1 = ĝi1 (5.43)
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This is the total least sqares estimator [19], which is also known as theHν estimator.
It is the Maximum likelihood estimator for Gaussian white noise on both signals.
Hence, it has a number of attractive statistical properties which the other estima-
tors do not have [93]. The total least squares problem can be solved as a singular
value problem. In appendix B, it is shown that it is equivalent to calculating the
signal space using a spectral matrix which is calculated by averaging (see also [64]).
If the cross-spectral matrix could be calculated exactly, then the solution of TLS
would be exact even if white noise is present. To show this, consider the vector-
valued stochastic proces Vˆ (t ) = {Fˆ (t ),Gˆ(t )}. The eigenvalue decomposition of the
spectral matrix Svv is denoted as
Svv =
[
φ f11 φ f12
φg11 φg12
][
λ1+σ2
σ2
][
φ f11 φ f12
φg11 φg12
]H
(5.44)
where the first eigenvector spans the signal space exactly and the second eigen-
vector spans the noise space exactly. It follows that the transfer function can be
calculated as follows.
hg1 f1 =
g i1
f i1
=
φg1
φ f1
(5.45)
The total least squares problem is implemented as equations 5.44 and 5.45 where
the cross-spectral matrix is calculated by averaging. The source strength variations
cause the eigenvalues to be inaccurate but the eigenvectors are still calculated ac-
curately. Since two reference sensors are used in the case study, the case ofmultiple
reference sensors and field sensors has been implemented. This case is also con-
sidered in appendix B.
5.5.3 Summary
This section has shown three ways to calculate transfer functions based on mea-
surement data. The total least squares estimator is an asymptotically unbiased es-
timator if white noise is present at both sensors. The case study in the next section
compares transfer estimation based on total least squares to conventional least
squares.
5.6 Experimental validation usingmoving sensors
5.6.1 Introduction
In this section, The introduced signal processing method is applied to a case study
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Figure 5.11: schematic view of a measurement setup
involvingmoving sensors. A schematic overview of themeasurement setup is given
in figure 5.11. An important aspect is the choice of the source. It is a loudspeaker
in a stiff aluminium box with a circular hole. The hole diameter is 20mm such that
the velocity at the source is nonsmooth. In previous research of the group, the first
few dynamic modes of a thin metal plate have were used as a noise source. How-
ever, such smooth shapes are easier to reconstruct accurately, making it difficult to
assess the quality of the inverse techniques based on these shapes. Hence, the cur-
rent source should be seen as a worst case for engineering purposes in the context
of source localization for arbitrary sources.
The field microphone is located 10mm from the source surface and it is con-
nected to rails such that it can move horizontally, parallel to the source, but it is
constrained in the other directions. To achieve a 2D representation of the sound
field, the measurement is performed at 22 different heights which are 5mm apart.
The sensor is moved by hand and a tachometer is used tomeasure the horizon-
tal location of themicrophone. A wire connects themicrophone to the tachometer
wheel, and a resolution of 116mm per tachometer tick is achieved. Finally, foam is
used to attenuate reflections from the wood box.
5.6.2 Results
The source emits white noise and two reference microphones are placed at a fixed
position with respect to the source. The results are analyzed for the frequency of
10kHz and the frequency band in the multi-taper method is chosen to be 100Hz
such that 2WT = 24. For each horizontal line, the measurement time is 3 seconds
or less, depending on themeasurement, leading to 150 000 samples of field data at
the sampling rate of 51.2kHz. This data is divided into time series with an overlap
of 80%, which leads to 370 time series of 2048 samples for each horizontal line.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between cross-spectral and transfer estimates
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Figure 5.12 continued
The transfer function is calculated for each of these time-series and the result is
interpolated to an equidistant grid of 41 points for each line. The total number of
field points is 902: 41 grid points at 22 lines.
To compare the results, the magnitude and phase of the transfer function from
reference sensor 1 to the field sensors are depicted. Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) de-
pict the results based on the multi-taper method (MTM) and total least squares
(TLS) transfer estimation. It can be seen that the result is quite consistent with
the theoretical response of a monopole source. In figures 5.12(c) and 5.12(d), the
transfer function of the Welch method is depicted. In this case, each of the time-
series of 2048 samples is divided into 10 time series of 204 samples which have no
overlap. Although the phase is accurate, the amplitude has an appearance which
is more noisy than in the case of the Multi-taper method. Nevertheless, the re-
sult is considered to be practically useful. To paint a clearer picture of the differ-
ences between theWelch method and the multi-taper method, it is recommended
to use a source which produces a sound field that varies more rapidly with fre-
quency. Figure 5.12(e) and figure 5.12(f) depict the transfer function calculated us-
ing the conventional least squares method of equation 5.41. The second reference
sensor has not been used in this calculation. A similarly accurate result has been
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achieved. A possible explanation is that the noise of the reference sensor is con-
siderably smaller than the noise at the field sensor because the latter sensor moves
on rails. The result can also be explained by the fact that noise is often far from
white in practice such that subtle differences in the least squares problems under
the assumption of white noise have little effect in practice.
Figures 5.13(g) and 5.13(h) depict the transfer function which has been calcu-
lated using a single taper. The taper is the DPSS where 2WT = 4. It can be seen
that the result contains many spikes. At these locations, noise causes the reference
signals to be too low such that the ratio of the field signal and the reference sig-
nal is much too high. Hence, it can be concluded that it is necessary to perform
solve a least squares problem over multiple tapers to achieve an accurate result.
Figures 5.13(i) and 5.13(j) depict the cross spectrum. Its absolute value is highly
distorted by source strength variation even though the number of tapers is large.
This means that transfer estimation is necessary as argued in section 5.5.1.
The inverse method used is TRIM (see chapter 4). The source grid consists of
96×58 = 5568 Linear quadrilateral elements and the field data are interpolated to
a grid of 41× 22 = 902 points (see figure 5.13). Note that the number of source
and field points is larger than they are in the other problems considered in this
thesis. The regularization method used is TSVD and the SVD is calculated using
the Lanczos SVD algorithm (see chapter 3).
The L-curve is depicted in figure 5.14(a) and figures 5.14(b) through 5.14(d) dis-
play an oversmoothed solution, an appropriately smoothed solution and an un-
dersmoothed solution respectively. The solutions represent the transfer from the
reference sensor to the normal velocity at the source, which is equal to the normal
velocity at the source up to a constant. Since the different ways to estimate this
constant have not been investigated in this study, the results are given aside from
an arbitrary constant. The exact solution is a circular area of high velocity with a
diameter of 20mm and a velocity of zero elsewhere. The inverse solutions give con-
fidence that the current method is competitive with the case where the sensors are
0
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Figure 5.13: Geometry of the acoustic model. An element is displayed at the bottom left.
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(Transfer function from the reference sensor to the source, absolute value)
standing still.
5.7 Summary
This chapter has considered statistical signal processing techniques for moving
sensors. The theory ofMoving FrameNearfield Acoustic Holography (MFNAH) has
been used to study the Doppler effect in the case where a single sensor is used to
gather both spatial information and temporal information. It has been shown that
the frequency shift due to theDoppler effect is smaller than the smallest bandwidth
which can be resolved in signal processing, independent of the speed of the sensor.
Some aspects of statistical signal processing, such as the cross-spectral matrix
and principal component analysis (PCA), have been introduced to form the theo-
retical basis of the next chapters.
The multi-taper method has been presented as a signal processing technique
which minimizes leakage and total least squares has been shown to be the transfer
estimator which is optimally robust to noise. It can be concluded from an experi-
mental case study that estimating the transfer function contrary to the cross spec-
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trumhas a large impact on the calculated sound field. Although theWelchmethod
has yielded practically useful results, the results of the Multi-taper method have
been slightly more accurate and further research is necessary to quantify the exact
differences between these methods in the current application. Transfer estimation
based on total least squares has yielded similar results as transfer estimation based
on conventional least squares.
Chapter 6
Inverse acoustics using
cross-spectralmatrices
6.1 Introduction
This chapter considers inverse problems which involve cross-spectral matrices.
These problems are practically useful for two reasons. Firstly, the theoretical basis
of regularization deals with physical quantities such as pressure and velocity but in
practice, the sound field is usually known in the form of cross spectra. Secondly, it
is often practically useful to calculate cross-spectral matrices of the source. An im-
portant example is the sound intensity, which is half the cross spectrum between
pressure and velocity.
Conventional inverse acoustic techniques do not provide a direct solution to
the cross-spectral problem. In this chapter, the problem is reformulated to be a
linear inverse problem such that the singular value decomposition (SVD) is avail-
able for this problem. Conventional regularization techniques can be applied to
this problem, leading to results which are new in nearfield source localization.
The main scientific contribution of this chapter is the fact that it is shown that
the SVD has a specific structure, which makes it possible to solve the inverse prob-
lem in a time which is similar to the existing methods. This structure also makes
it possible to write the existing inverse acoustic techniques for the cross-spectral
problem in terms of this SVD, which leads to a deeper understanding of the exist-
ing techniques as well as the new approach.
This chapter is built up as follows. In section 6.2, the problem is defined con-
cisely, existing techniques are reviewed and a new technique is proposed. Sec-
tion 6.3 compares the effects of regularization in the existing and new techniques.
A case study is presented in section 6.4. Further theoretical considerations and
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applications are considered in sections 6.5, 6.7 and 6.6. A summary is given in sec-
tion 6.8.
6.2 Cross-spectral modeling
6.2.1 Sound intensity
The sound intensity is defined to be the acoustic energy flux per unit of area. For de-
terministic signals in the frequency domain, the sound intensity is (see also equa-
tion 2.8)
~IA =
1
2
Re
(
p~v∗
)
(6.1)
The expected value of the intensity is relevant for the random signals Pˆ(t ) and Vˆ (t )
at some location~x. This leads to the following expression in the frequency domain.
~IA =
1
2
Re(Spv ) (6.2)
If several locations ~xi , i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} are considered, the cross spectrum between
the pressure and velocity at these locations is amatrix. Only the diagonal terms are
relevant to the sound intensity because the cross spectrum between the pressure
at one point and the velocity at another has no impact on the expected value of the
acoustic energy flux.
6.2.2 Problem formulation
As noted in section 5.3.2, four variables are necessary to describe the transfer from
one cross spectrum to another in general. The source vibration is represented by
the vector-valued signals Sˆ(t ) and Tˆ (t ). They can represent the pressure and veloc-
ity at the source for example. The field is represented by the signals Fˆ (t ) and Gˆ(t ).
Each of the scalar valued signals Fˆ1(t ), Fˆ2(t ), · · · , Fˆmˆ(t ) or Gˆ1(t ),Gˆ2(t ), · · · ,Gˆm(t ) can
be the pressure and velocity at a field point for example.
The problem of calculating cross spectrummatrices is a problem in the formof
a Sylvester equation. It has been presented in equation 5.23 and it is repeated here.
Sfg =HfsSstHHgt where
{
H
fs
s = f
Hgtt = g
(6.3)
The sound intensity depends on the diagonal elements of the cross-spectral ma-
trix between pressure and velocity at the source but the off-diagonal terms are
also required to formulate the acoustic problem in terms of cross spectra. The
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off-diagonal elements contain the correlations between pressure at point i and ve-
locity at point j . Although these correlations do not influence the radiated sound
power, they do influence both the auto-spectral and cross-spectral coefficients of
the soundfield. For example, if i and j are two correlatedpoint sources, their sound
fields exhibit an interference pattern but if the sources are uncorrelated, this in-
terference pattern is absent. Therefore, it is impossible to develop a model that
describes the transfer from sound intensity at the source to sound intensity in the
field withoutmaking assumptions about the correlation between the sources. Such
assumptions are not made in this chapter. Instead, the model describes the trans-
fer between two cross spectrummatrices. Hence, the inverse techniques calculate
the cross-spectral matrix between pressure and velocity - not merely the sound in-
tensity vector.
6.2.3 Review of existing inverse techniques
The inverse techniques which are considered in this chapter solve equation 6.3 for
Sst . If the transfer matrices are square and well conditioned, the exact source cross
spectrum can be calculated by multiplying equation 6.3 at the left and right-hand
sides with the inverse of theH
fs
andHHgt respectively. In the case where the transfer
matrices are rectangular and ill-conditioned, it is intuitive to multiply both sides
with a regularized inverse.
The existing regularization techniques are based on this idea. They are best ex-
plained from their physical background. The explanation is simplified by assuming
that f(ω) and g(ω) are the same: either the measured pressure or acoustic particle
velocity. The derivation of these techniques is started by separating the measured
cross-spectral matrix into a superposition of k uncorrelated sound fields. This is
the essence of spatial transformation of sound fields (STSF), which is widely used
in acoustical signal processing [22].
Sff =
k∑
i=1
fi f
H
i (6.4)
Each of the vectors fi ∈ Cmˆ can be interpreted as a measured pressure or velocity
in the frequency domain. The vectors are correlated with themselves and uncorre-
lated with the other vectors. There are many ways to decompose a random sound
field into incoherent components but the decomposition does not influence the
solution if it has the formof equation 6.4. A natural choice is PCA (see section 5.3.3).
To understand the differences between themethods considered in this section,
it is important to distinguish between operations which require regularization and
operations which do not. Tomake this distinction clear in a brief manner, the term
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to reconstruct is used todescribe a regularized inverse operation. The term to calcu-
late is used to describe a forward calculation which does not require regularization.
There are several ways to determine the velocity s and the pressure t at the
source. In the first method, the velocity is reconstructed and the pressure is calcu-
lated from this reconstructed velocity field using the impedance matrixHts
s(1)
i
=H†α
fs
fi ; i = 1,2, . . . ,k (6.5)
t(1)
i
=Htss(1)i ; i = 1,2, . . . ,k (6.6)
Where (·)†α denotes the regularized inverse matrix (see also section 3.2) and α is
the regularization parameter. The matrix Hts ∈ Cn×nˆ is the impedance matrix: the
transfer matrix from the velocity to the pressure at the source. The cross-spectral
matrix at the source can be found by adding the contributions of the sound fields
S(1)st =
ni∑
i=1
s(1)
i
t(1)H
i
(6.7)
The approach of reconstructing the velocity and calculating the pressure from it
has been used in articles by Williams and others (see [10, 98]). By substitution, it
can be seen that equations 6.4 through 6.7 can be summarized as follows
S(1)st =H†αfs SffH
†αH
fs
HHts (6.8)
Equation 6.8 gives the exact solution thematrices are square andwell-conditioned,
but regularization errors can possibly have an unnecessarily large impact on the re-
sult. Any regularization errors in the velocity are translated directly to errors in the
pressure, even if the pressure components are well-conditioned. A clear alternative
is to reconstruct the pressure and to calculate the velocity. This approach requires
some care because the calculation of velocity from the pressure is amildly ill-posed
problem.
t(2)
i
=H†α
ft
fi ; i = 1,2, . . . ,k (6.9)
s(2)
i
=H−1ts t(2)i ; i = 1,2, . . . ,k (6.10)
S(2)st =
k∑
i=1
s(2)
i
t(2)H
i
hence (6.11)
S(2)st =H−1ts H†αft SffH
†αH
ft
(6.12)
A third alternative is to calculate the pressure and velocity separately, using a reg-
ularized inverse for both quantities. This means that the problem has two regular-
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(a) Eq. 6.8
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(c) Eq. 6.16
Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the order in which the source pressure s, the source
velocity t and the cross-spectral matrix Sst are calculated using the three existing inverse
techniques.
ization parameters.
t(3)
i
=H†α
ft
fi ; i = 1,2, . . . ,k (6.13)
s(3)
i
=H†β
fs
fi ; i = 1,2, . . . ,k (6.14)
S(3)st =
k∑
i=1
s(3)
i
t(3)H
i
hence (6.15)
S(3)st =H†αft SffH
†βH
fs
(6.16)
Here, β is the second regularization parameter. Although methods (2) and (3) have
not been found in literature, they are referred to as existing techniquesnonetheless,
because they are considered to be trivial extensions tomethod (1). The threemeth-
ods that have been derived in this section are depicted schematically in figure 6.1.
For completeness, it is mentioned that each of the three techniques simplify to the
same equation in case the spectral matrix pressure-pressure or velocity-velocity is
reconstructed. This equation has been proposed by Nelson and Yoon [48, 104].
Their articlemakes use of cross-spectral matrices and in the current notation, their
solution is as follows.
S(4)ss ≈H†αfs SffH
†αH
fs
(6.17)
In summary, this section has discussed the existing inverse techniques for cross
spectra. All methods are the same if regularization is not applied but the regular-
ization errors are different. Contrary to the new method which is proposed in the
next section, the existing methods use the inverse operations for the pressure or
velocity vectors, rather than cross-spectral matrices.
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6.2.4 Reformulation of the equation to amatrix-vector equation
In this section, the matrix-matrix equation 6.3 is reformulated in the form of a
matrix-vector equation, which makes it possible to apply standard regularization
techniques to the cross-spectral problem. This approach also provides a solid the-
oretical basis to compare the existing techniques and the ones that follow directly
from this matrix-vector equation.
In the context of aeroacoustic source localization, a similar approach has been
published by Brooks [9] for the case where s = t and f = g. Since the transfermatrix
is full and it can easily contain a million by a million elements, the computational
effort is so large that the problem cannot be solved on any computer. To make
it possible to solve the equations, Brooks assumes that the correlations between
sources which are some distance apart are zero. Although exact computation times
have not been published, it is known that a largemainframe computer is necessary
to perform the calculations even after this approximation. The next section extends
thework of Brooks by showing that the SVD has a specific structure, whichmakes it
possible to solve the SVD within a minute using a personal computer and to study
the relation between the new and the existing methods. The identification of the
structured SVD in the context of inverse acoustics is the main scientific contribu-
tion of this chapter. Since this structure does not occur if the correlation between
some sources is assumed to be zero, the results of the method which is presented
here are different from the results obtained by Brooks. The method discussed here
is therefore referred to as the newmethod.
Equation 6.3 shows that there exists a linear relation between each element of
S
fg
∈Cmˆ×m and thematrix Sst ∈Cnˆ×n . It can therefore be written as amatrix-vector
equation. To arrive at that result, equation 6.3 is first written as an element-wise
summation: (
Sfg
)
i j =
∑
k
∑
l
(
Hfs
)
ik
(
Hgt
)
j l
(
Sst
)
kl (6.18)
The four-dimensional operator (H
fs
)ik(Hgt ) j l can bewritten as amatrixwith a spe-
cific block structure. This matrix, referred to as the Kronecker product of Hgt ∈
C
m×n andH
fs
∈Cmˆ×nˆ is defined as [29]:
Hgt ⊗Hfs = 
(Hgt)11 ·Hfs (Hgt)12 ·Hfs . . . (Hgt)1n ·Hfs
(Hgt)21 ·Hfs (Hgt)22 ·Hfs . . . (Hgt)2n ·Hfs
...
...
. . .
...
(Hgt)m1 ·Hfs (Hgt)m2 ·Hfs . . . (Hgt)mn ·Hfs
 ∈Cmmˆ×nnˆ (6.19)
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Along with the Kronecker product, the vec operator is introduced. It transforms a
matrix to a large vector by ‘stacking’ the columns. Let Sst ∈ Cn×nˆ be a matrix with
columns (Sst)i , then
vec
(
Sst
)
=

(Sst)1
(Sst)2
...
(Sst)n
 ∈C
n·nˆ×1 with (Sst)i =

(Sst )1i
(Sst )2i
...
(Sst)ni
 (6.20)
The linear relation in equation 6.18 is written as a matrix-vector product using
these operations. (
Hgt ⊗Hfs
)
vec
(
Sst
)
= vec
(
Sfg
)
(6.21)
Thismatrix-vector equation can be solved simply by taking a regularized inverse as
defined in equation 3.10.(
Hgt ⊗Hfs
)†α
vec
(
Sfg
)
= vec
(
Sst
)
(6.22)
In the rest of this chapter, the existingmethods of section 6.2.3 are compared to the
newmethod.
6.3 Regularization
6.3.1 The SVD of the Kronecker product of twomatrices
The matrix that follows from the Kronecker product tends to be too large to be
stored in the memory of any computer, because its size is m · mˆ×n · nˆ. However,
only the SVDs of the two transfer matrices are stored in practice and the SVD of
their Kronecker product is calculated from them. This is achieved as follows. Let
the SVD ofH
fs
andHgt be given by:
Hfs =UfsΣfsVHfs =
∑
j
ufs jσfs j v
H
fs j
(6.23)
Hgt =UgtΣgtVHgt =
∑
i
ugtiσgt i v
H
gt i
(6.24)
Now, the Umatrix of a Kronecker product is equal to the Kronecker product of the
twoUmatrices involved [29]. The same holds for the Σ and Vmatrices.(
Hgt ⊗Hfs
)
=UΣVH (6.25)
=
(
Ugt ⊗Ufs
)(
Σgt ⊗Σfs
)(
Vgt ⊗Vfs
)H
=
∑
i
∑
j
(
ugt i ⊗ufs j
)(
σgt i ·σfs j
)(
vgti ⊗vfs j
)H
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Note that the productσgt i ·σfs j is a singular value of the large matrix for each i and
each j .
There exists a different approach to derive an SVD for the cross-spectral prob-
lem. The higher order SVD (HOSVD) discussed in [43] can be applied to the four-
dimensional operator in equation 6.18. This approach yields the same singular val-
ues and vectors as equation 6.25, such that the reconstructed source of thismethod
is also the same.
6.3.2 Filter functions for cross spectra
In this section, the regularized inverse matrices of the new and existing methods
are compared. Consider existing method (3), where the sound intensity is found
by reconstructing pressure and velocity separately and multiplying the result (see
equation 6.16). This equation is written as a matrix-vector equation using the Kro-
necker product (
H
†β
gt ⊗H†αfs
)
vec
(
Sfg
)
= vec
(
Sst
)
(6.26)
In terms of the SVDs of the twomatrices, the regularized inverse matrix is
(
H
†β
gt ⊗H†αfs
)
=
∑
i
∑
j
(
vgt i ⊗vfs j
)(Fβ(σgt i ) ·Fα(σfs j )
σgt i ·σfs j
)(
ugti ⊗ufs j
)H
(6.27)
whereFα(·) andFβ(·) are the applied filter functionwith regularization parameter
α and β respectively. The regularized inverse matrix contains the product of the
two separate filter functions.
The regularization method (1), where velocity is reconstructed and pressure is
calculated from velocity (see equation 6.8), cannot be expressed in this form be-
cause it is not a filter applied to the singular values of the matrix Hgt ⊗Hfs in gen-
eral. In the specific case that the cross spectrum velocity - velocity is reconstructed
based on the cross spectrum pressure - pressure, method (1) simplifies to method
(4) (see equation 6.17). This equation can be expressed as follows
(
H†α
fs
⊗H†α
fs
)
=
∑
i
∑
j
(
vfs i ⊗vfs j
)(Fα(σfsi ) ·Fα(σfs j )
σfs i ·σfs j
)(
ufsi ⊗ufs j
)H
(6.28)
Finally, the new method (equation 6.22) is considered. From equation 6.25 it is
seen that the regularized inverse is(
Hgt ⊗Hfs
)†α =VΣ†αUH
=
∑
i
∑
j
(
vgt i ⊗vfs j
)(Fα(σgt i ·σfs j )
σgt i ·σfs j
)(
ugti ⊗ufs j
)H
(6.29)
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In this case, the filter function is applied to the product of the two singular values.
In summary, the filter functions of method (3), method (4) and the new method
are, in respective order
F(3)(σfsi ,σgt j )=Fα(σfs i )Fβ(σgt j ) (6.30)
F(4)(σfsi ,σfs j )=Fα(σfs i )Fα(σfs j ) (6.31)
F(New)(σgti ,σfs j )=Fα
(
σfs jσgt i
)
(6.32)
Since these filters are real functions of two variables, they can be displayed in
a contour plot. Figure 6.2 depicts F(3) and F(New) for the case study performed in
section 6.4. The vertical axis is used for the singular value number i , which corre-
sponds to the transfer from velocity at the source to pressure at the field and the
horizontal axis is used for the singular value number j , which corresponds to the
transfer from pressure at the source to pressure at the field. It can be seen that the
filters are quite different. The existing filters have a rectangular shape: pressure and
velocity are reconstructed separately and the result is multiplied (see figures 6.2(a)
and 6.2(b)). Hence, component (i , j ) of the cross-spectral matrix is filtered out if
either of the singular values are small. On the other hand, the new filters also allow
component (i , j ) to pass if i is high and j is low and vice versa (see figures 6.2(c)
and 6.2(d)), but the component ( j , j ) is filtered out.
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Figure 6.2: Contour plot of the filter functions in accordance with equations 6.16 and 6.22
(Normal velocity, 500Hz)
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On one hand, this property of the new method is an advantage. It means that
the knowledge of component (i , j ) is used to reconstruct the source more accu-
rately whereas the existing methods do not make use of this knowledge. On the
other hand, this property can lead to counterintuitive results. If the source matrix
is the spectral matrix velocity-velocity or pressure-pressure, then the exact source
is positive semidefinite. However, the reconstructed spectral matrix of the source
is not positive semidefinite, because diagonal element ( j , j ) is zero although com-
ponent (i , j ) is nonzero. It is shown in section 6.7 that the source matrix which is
reconstructed using the newmethod also tends to have a higher rank than the exact
source matrix and that this is not the case for the existing methods.
6.4 Case study
6.4.1 Introduction
A case study is performed to compare the existing and newmethods for cross spec-
tra. First, a simulation study is performed to arrive at quantitative error results.
Second, the methods are applied to measurement data and compared to laser-
vibrometer results.
6.4.2 Simulation study
Problem description
The hard disk drive which is used throughout this thesis is used in both the simu-
lation study and the experimental study. A detailed description of the properties is
given in section 3.4.
A frequency of 500Hz is used and the source is discretized using bilinear quadri-
lateral elements of 5×5 mm (see figure 6.3). Two uncorrelated shapes of vibration
are defined at the source. One is smooth, similar to a mode shape of a plate and
Figure 6.3: Geometry of the boundary elementmodel with source elements andfield points
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one is sharp and localized (see figures 6.4(b) and 6.4(c) respectively). The sharp
peakmakes the shape of vibration difficult to calculate. On the other hand, it is not
far from noise sources that can be found in practice. The aim of this study is to ap-
proximate the sound intensity at each point at the source. Since this is a simulation
study, the exact solution is known. It is depicted in figure 6.4(a)
(a) Absolute value of
the sound intensity
(500Hz)
(b) Normal velocity
of source 1 (500Hz)
(c) Normal velocity
of source 2 (500Hz)
Figure 6.4: Numerical input of the intensities and velocities at the source
Noisemodel
Ameasurement using a full array of microphones is simulated. The spectral matrix
of the field pressures is calculated using equation 6.3 and noise is added to this
matrix. The following equation is used to generate a symmetric positive definite
noise matrix.
Sff = S˜ff +N with N=NH0 N0 (6.33)
where N0 ∈ Cmˆ×mˆ is a matrix consisting of independent complex pseudorandom
elements with a normal distribution and mˆ is the number of sensors in the array.
Note that N is not a scalar multiple of the identity matrix such that PCA does not
yield exact results. Furthermore, S˜ff contains themeasurement data in the absence
of noise. The variance of the noise is chosen such that the relative contribution is
1%, where the relative contribution ² is defined as
²= ‖N‖F‖S
ff
‖F
(6.34)
where ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm, which is the square root of the sum of the
squared elements.
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Inverse methods
Two existing methods are compared to the new method in this section. The first
existingmethod is (1) (see equation 6.8), where velocity is reconstructed using con-
ventional inverse acoustics and pressure is calculated from the reconstructed ve-
locity using the impedance matrix. The second existing method is (3) (see equa-
tion 6.16), where both pressure and velocity are reconstructed using conventional
inverse techniques. The new technique is based on the Kronecker product (equa-
tion 6.22).
The techniques require the choice of a regularization filter Fα(σ) and a reg-
ularization parameter α. The regularization filter is TSVD (see section 3.2). The
optimal regularization parameter is selected based on the exact solution using the
following procedure. The error between the reconstructed source and the exact so-
lution is calculated for a range of 100 regularization parameters. The relative error
γ is calculated as the vector norm of the complex intensity at the nodes:
γ=
√∑
i
∣∣∣(Sst)i i − (S˜st )i i ∣∣∣2√∑
i |(S˜st)i i |2
(6.35)
Where Sst and S˜st are the reconstructed and exact cross spectrum matrices at the
source respectively. The regularization parameter which has the smallest error
norm is selected. Equation 6.16 involves two regularization parameters. Although
it is possible to optimize both regularization parameters using the exact solution, a
solution is chosen which is considered to be closer to engineering practice. Since a
two-dimensional L-curvewould be difficult to use, it is more practical to select one
regularization parameter using the L-curve and to select the other parameter using
knowledge of the selected regularization parameter, but not of the exact solution.
The discrepancy principle is used to select the second regularization parameter.
Pressure and velocity are both reconstructed using the same residual norm (see
figure 6.5). A range of 100 residual norms is tried and the solution with the smallest
error γ (see equation 6.35) is selected. A number of other ways of calculating the
second regularization parameter has been tested but this approach shows to be the
most accurate result.
Principal Component Analysis
The simulatedmeasurements are preprocessed in the sameway experimental data
is usually treated. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (see section 5.3.3) is applied
to remove some noise from the field spectrum by removing sources that are weak
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Residual norm
Reconstruct pressure Reconstruct velocity
Calculate cross spectrum
Source cross spectrum
source pressure source velocity
Figure 6.5: Matching of regularization parameters
using the discrepancy principle
Field data
Remove noise
Solve source data
Remove noise
Source data
Figure 6.6: PCA can be applied to
the source and the field data to re-
move noise
and uncorrelated to the dominant sources. The fact that two uncorrelated sources
exist is assumed to be known.
Since the source matrix is the cross spectrum between pressure and velocity,
and not for example the spectrum pressure-pressure, the derivation of chapter 5
does not apply directly. In this chapter, PCAmeans calculating the SVD and setting
all but the first two singular values to zero. For a cross-spectral matrix S
fg
:
Sfg =UfgΣfgVfgH (6.36)
SPCAfg =ufg1 ·σfg1 ·vHfg1+ufg2 ·σfg2 ·vHfg2 (6.37)
As displayed in figure 6.6, PCA can be applied to the source and to the field cross
spectrum. Since it is uncertain if PCA always improves the solution, all possible
cases are compared: PCA is applied to the source, to the field, to both and to nei-
ther.
Results
The results of the simulation study are summarized in figure 6.7. The new tech-
nique is considerably more accurate than the existing techniques if PCA is not ap-
plied but the results are similar if PCA is applied to the field or to both. This can
be explained by noting that the existing methods reconstruct the same number of
uncorrelated sources which are present in the field data. The new method recon-
structs more uncorrelated sources such that the information about the number of
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uncorrelated sources is not used (see also section 6.7). Since the existing meth-
ods do use this information, they do not require PCA at the source if PCA has been
applied to the field, because the number of reconstructed uncorrelated sources is
already 2. Consequently, it can be seen that the error in the cases ’Field’ and ’Both’
is equal for the existing methods.
The most accurate result has been obtained for an existing method, method
(3), and a similar result is achieved by the new method. Method (1) provides the
worst results in all cases. Possibly, this is caused by the calculated pressure being
inaccurate such that the intensity is inaccurate as well. However, it is surprising to
see that all of the reconstructions at the right half of figures 6.8 through 6.10, (fig-
ures 6.8(c), 6.8(d), 6.9(c), 6.9(d), 6.10(c) and 6.10(d)) are almost indistinguishable.
In all of these cases, PCA has been applied to thefield. This is themain contributing
factor to the accuracy of these results.
The noise model does not include any bias errors or modeling inaccuracies.
The high accuracy of the results illustrates the importance of such errors. Since the
number of source nodes is larger than the number of sensors, the inverse problem
is underdetermined, leading to an error in the absence of noise. This error is 6% for
the current shape of vibration if numerical instabilities are neglected. The smallest
error in the presence of noise is 10.5%.
eq. 6.8 eq. 6.16 New
er
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r
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neither source field both
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25
PCA neither source field both
Method (1) (%) 27.1 23.2 13.0 13.0
Method (3) (%) 23.6 19.9 10.5 10.5
New (%) 14.7 12.7 12.4 11.2
Figure 6.7: The relative errors in the simulation study, calculated using equation 6.35. The
four cases consist of PCA being applied to the source, to the field, to both and to neither.
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(a) PCA: none (b) PCA: source (c) PCA: field (d) PCA: both
Figure 6.8: Method (1). Absolute value of the reconstructed sound intensity (500Hz). Col-
ors are scaled as in the exact solution (figure 6.4(a))
(a) Method (3),
PCA: none
(b) Method (3),
PCA: source
(c) Method (3),
PCA: field
(d) Method (3),
PCA: both
Figure 6.9: Method (3). Absolute value of the reconstructed sound intensity (500Hz). Colors
are scaled as in the exact solution (figure 6.4(a))
(a) New, PCA:
none
(b) New, PCA:
source
(c) New, PCA: field (d) New, PCA: both
Figure 6.10: New method. Absolute value of the reconstructed sound intensity (500Hz).
Colors are scaled as in the exact solution (figure 6.4(a))
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6.4.3 Experimental study
The measurements data of the hard disk drive are used to test the accuracy of
the inverse techniques. A detailed description of the measurement setup is given
in section 4.4.3. The current section considers the auto spectrum of the velocity
at the source, whereas the real part of the velocity has been discussed in chap-
ter 4. The results of the new method is compared to the result of method (4) and
laser-vibrometer data in figure 6.11. The frequency is 9669Hz and the point source
clearly present in each of the three figures and the two inverse solutions are similar,
which is in accordance with the simulation study. Given the results of the simula-
tion study and the experimental study, it can be concluded that the new regulariza-
tion method is similar to the existing methods.
(a) Laser (b) Method (4) (c) New
Figure 6.11: Velocity autospectrum obtained in the experimental study (9669Hz)
6.5 Point-to-surface cross spectra
It is a challenge to gain an understandingof an acoustic systemwhich exhibitsmul-
tiple uncorrelated sources. To arrive at a clear understanding of the results, it is of-
ten insufficient to visualize the auto spectrum of the velocity and the sound inten-
sity because these plots do not convey information about the correlation between
different sources. This section considers a visualization method by Nam et al. [47],
which can be applied to the existing methods as well as the newmethod.
A plot is made of the cross spectrum between the pressure or velocity at a sin-
gle point k and the velocity at the entire surface. This cross spectrum is termed a
point-to-surface cross spectrum. The point is a BEM node which is selected by the
user. If a node is selected whose contribution to the sound field is uncorrelated to
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(a) Autospectrum (b) (◦) point 1 (c) (◦) point 2 (d) (◦) point 3
Figure 6.12: Autospectrum and point-to-surface cross spectra based on several points (ab-
solute value, 500Hz))
all other points, the point-to-surface cross spectrum is nonzero at node k only. If
there are other sources which also contribute in a correlated way, then the point-
to-surface cross spectrum has a nonzero value which is visualized at these nodes
as well. A similar approach has been considered by authors in the localization of
aeroacoustic noise. The coherence is plotted, contrary to the cross spectrum [49].
To formulate the problem mathematically, let the vector s consist of the veloc-
ity at all source nodes and let t denote the scalar-valued velocity at node k . Hence,
the cross spectrum Sst ∈ Cnˆ×1 must be calculated. A practically useful approach is
to calculate the spectral matrix of the source Sss ∈Cnˆ×nˆ and use the column corre-
sponding to node k as a post-processing step.
To show the usefulness of the point-to-surface cross spectra, the following ex-
ample is considered. The model of the hard disk drive (see section 3.4) is used, the
frequency is 500Hz and the shape of vibration has been introduced in section 6.4.
To calculate the source spectrum matrix, the existing method of equation 6.17 is
used.
Although the velocity auto spectrum contains two clear peaks, it does not pro-
vide any information about uncorrelated effects (see figure 6.12(a)). By plotting
the point-to-surface cross spectrum using the velocity at point 1, it becomes clear
that the velocity at the top-left peak is uncorrelated to the other vibrations (see
figure 6.12(b)). Furthermore, the smooth shape at the middle of the front panel
can be visualized using the point-to-surface cross spectrum using point 2 (see fig-
ure 6.12(c)). The vibration of most nodes are partially correlated to both sources.
For example, the point-to-surface cross spectrum based on point 3 contains both
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shapes of vibration (see figure 6.12(d)).
Given the results in figure 6.12, it can be concluded that point-to-surface cross
spectra, originally proposed by Nam et al, are a useful tool to visualize multiple
uncorrelated effects.
6.6 DAMAS
This section shows the relationbetween theDAMASmethod in aeroacoustic source
localization and the new approach which has been presented in this chapter. The
DAMAS method is used to localize acoustic sources in wind tunnel tests [8]. Con-
trary to conventional beamforming which is more commonly used to localize aero-
acoustic sources, themethod treats source localization as a regularization problem.
Since the DAMAS method is aimed at acoustic source localization based in
wind tunnels, the physical model is different from the models considered in this
thesis. This leads to different transfer matrices but it does not change the inverse
calculation conceptually. A second difference is that the sources at different points
are assumed to be uncorrelated such that the spectral matrix of the source is then
diagonal. The relation between the spectral matrix of the field and the spectral ma-
trix of the source follows from equation 6.3.
Sff =HfsSssHHfs (6.38)
=Hfs diag(x)HHfs with xk = (Sss)kk (6.39)
(Sff)i j =
m∑
k=1
(Hfs)ik (Hfs) j k xk (6.40)
Defining (H
sf
)k as the kth column of the transfer matrixHsf
vec(Sff)=
[
(Hfs)1⊗ (Hfs )1 · · · (Hfs)m ⊗ (Hfs )m
]
x1
...
xm
 (6.41)
=Hx (6.42)
The DAMAS source localization problem consists of solving equation 6.42 for the
unknown source strengths x ∈ Cnˆ , where H ∈ Cmˆ2×nˆ is the relevant transfer ma-
trix. An important difference between this inverse problem and most other prob-
lems considered in this thesis is the fact that the vector x does not contain nega-
tive elements because it consists of autospectra. To arrive at an inverse solution
which cannot contain any negative elements, Brooks uses an iterative regulariza-
tion method and sets the negative elements to zero in each iteration [8]. The regu-
larizationmethod is a slight variation on Landweber iteration [21].
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Although theDAMASmethod uses the same regularized inverse, the derivation
given in this section is considered to be more direct than the derivation given by
Brooks [8]. Appendix D shows that DAMAS is an efficient way to calculate the reg-
ularized inverse of the large matrix H. Since the two methods are mathematically
equivalent, they give the same results. Hence, an experimental comparison is not
necessary.
6.7 Rank of the calculated cross-spectral matrix
It has become clear in the case study (section 6.4) that the existing methods are
competitive with the new method if PCA is applied to the field data such that the
rank of the field correlation matrix is exactly equal to the number of uncorrelated
sources. It will be shown in this section that the rank of the source matrix cannot
be larger than the rank of the field matrix if an existing method is used.
This is not true for the new method, which often calculates a source matrix
with a higher rank. To understand this problem, consider the spectral matrix of the
source in terms of singular values
S′st =UHfsSstUgt (6.43)
For simplicity, assume S′st is a 2×2matrix and that the exact source matrix has rank
1. Regularization based on the new method can cause only the auto-spectral term
of the second singular value to be set to zero, such that the calculated sourcematrix
is
S′st =
[
S11 S12
S12 0
]
(6.44)
where the term S j j is zero due to regularization. If S12 and S21 are nonzero, thisma-
trix has full rank even if the exact sourcematrix has rank one. This argument can be
extended for larger matrices. The rank of the calculated source cross-spectral ma-
trix of the source is larger than the rank of the cross-spectral matrix of the field. The
error is caused by the regularization such that the errors diminish as the calculated
source becomes more accurate.
It is interesting to consider the class of all inverse calculations which do not
increase the rank. It can be seen that all methodswhich calculate the sourcematrix
Sst as follows are part of this class.
Sst =ASfgBH (6.45)
This includes all of the the existing methods (see equations 6.8, 6.12 and 6.16). The
class of all linear operations which keep the rank constant has been reported on
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by Beasley [3]. In appendix C of this thesis, the class of all inverse calculations
which do not increase the rank is studied, while making use of the assumption that
the inverse method applies a filter to the singular values of the transfer matrix of
equation 6.25
vec
(
Sst
)
=VΣ†αUH vec
(
Sfg
)
(6.46)
where U and V are the singular vectors of the transfer matrix in accordance with
equation 6.25. This includes the newmethod, the existingmethod of equation 6.16
as well as many other methods. The result of appendix C is that all inverse op-
erations of the form of equation 6.46 which do not increase the rank can also be
written as equation 6.45.
These mathematical considerations can be interpreted as follows. If the num-
ber of uncorrelated sources is known, it is intuitive to use an inverse technique
which does not increase the number of uncorrelated sources. If the inversemethod
has the form of equation 6.46, then the inverse method must be of the form of
equation 6.45. In a sense, A andB are regularized inversesH
fs
andHgt respectively.
Hence, the existing method (3) (equation 6.16) is considered to be a natural choice
in this class of methods.
6.8 Summary
This chapter has presented a newmethod to apply inverse acoustics to cross spec-
tra. These methods are useful to calculate the autospectrum of the source velocity,
point-to-surface cross spectra and most importantly, the sound intensity.
A disadvantage of the new method is the fact that the number of calculated
uncorrelated sources is often too large. Although a matrix which has the correct
rank can be calculated by applying PCA to the source matrix, the existing methods
are considered a more natural way to avoid this problem.
A theoretical framework has been presented. Both the new and the existing
methodshave anatural place in thepresented framework. Additionally, theDAMAS
method in aeroacoustic source localization has been explained using the same the-
ory. A simulation study indicates that the new and existingmethods provide similar
results if PCA is applied to the field data but the newmethods improve the result if
PCA is not applied.
Chapter 7
Two BEM-based point-source
localizationmethods
7.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the localization of point sources on an arbitrarily shaped
surface. Contrary to the other inverse acoustic methods, this problem is well con-
ditioned. It will be shown by means of simulations that this makes it possible to
localize a source even if the measurement data contains twice as much signal as
noise. To develop a point-source localization technique for arbitrary surfaces, a
well known technique to localize plane waves (MUSIC) is applied to the bound-
ary element method (BEM). This method is compared to a straightforward least-
squares approach.
In practice, these methods can be used to localize acoustic leaks in various
applications such as car-interior noise and building acoustics. After the location
of the sources has been determined, their strengths can be calculated as a post-
processing step (see for example [2]).
This chapter is built up as follows. Section 7.2 describes the application of the
widely used MUSIC method to BEM-based point-source localization. Section 7.3
considers a least squares approach. Section 7.4 shows the relation between point-
source localization and regularization. A simulation study aswell as an experimen-
tal validation are considered in section 7.5 and a summary is given in section 7.6.
7.2 MUSIC
The first method which is used to localize point sources is MUSIC (MUltiple SIg-
nal Classification) [72]. It is widely applied in electromagnetism and acoustics to
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solve direction-of-arrival problems [40, 54]. In these applications, it is used to iden-
tify the direction of incidence of multiple plane waves based onmeasurement data
froman array of sensors. The results are plotted in the formof theMUSIC spectrum,
which is a function of the angle of incidence contains sharp peaks at the angles of
incidence. From this plot, it is easy to see from which angles the waves have ar-
rived. The number of sources that can be localized is at most mˆ − 1, where mˆ is
the number of sensors. If the number of sources is large, the problem can become
ill-conditioned such that the problem cannot be solved accurately (see for exam-
ple [102]). Although the MUSIC method is often based on an analytical physics
model, a BEMmodel is used in this chapter to localize point sources on arbitrarily
shaped surfaces in the acoustic near field.
To explain the MUSIC method, it is assumed that the sound field is caused by
velocities at a number of nodes. This number is denoted as k . The source locations
are denoted ~y j , j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,k}, and all other points are assumed to have a velocity
of zero. Furthermore, the sources are assumed not to be fully correlated. Let s(ω) ∈
C
k and f(ω) ∈ Cmˆ denote deterministic source and field vectors in the frequency
domain. Their relation is given by
...
...
...
h(~y1) h(~y2) · · · h(~yk)
...
...
...


s1
s2
...
sk
=

f1
f2
...
fmˆ
 (7.1)
Hfss = f (7.2)
where h(y j ,ω) ∈Cmˆ×1 denotes the transfer function from the velocity at point~y j to
all of the field points. This transfer function is a column of a BEM transfermatrix in
the current context and the Rayleigh integral applies if the sources are located on a
planar surface. Since none of the sources are fully correlated, the signal subspace
of f is the entire range of H
fs
. This implies that each column h(~y j ), j ∈ {1,2. . .mˆ}
is an element of the signal subspace. A point ~yi can therefore only be a source if
h(~yi ) is an element of the signal subspace. The signal subspace can be calculated
frommeasurement the using PCA (see section 5.3.3) if the number of uncorrelated
sources k is known.
The MUSIC algorithm goes through each node one by one. The node location
is denoted as ~y . For each node, it determines the distance δ(~y) in mˆ dimensional
space between the transfer functionh(~y) and the experimentally determined signal
subspace. To visualize the result theMUSIC spectrum is the function 1/δ(~y )2. It is
displayed as a color plot on the BEMmesh in this chapter. Since it contains peaks at
locations where the model of a point source at ~y and the signal subspace is small,
it is a useful visual tool to localize the sources. If a source is located at ~y , then
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the signal subspace and the transfer function h(~y) are close such that the MUSIC
spectrum exhibits a peak. The opposite is also true for many relevant problems: if
the signal subspace and the transfer function h(~y) are close, then there is a source
at~y , but there are exceptions to this second observation.
The distance between the signal subspace and the transfer function h(~y ,ω) can
be calculated by noting that this distance is (by definition) the minimum distance
between the point h(~y) and any point in the signal subspace:
δ(~y)=min
w
‖h(~y)−ΦSw‖ (7.3)
where ΦS is an orthonormal basis of the noise subspace. A 2D example of this
equation is depicted in figure 7.1(a). The following, equivalent, definition of the
distance is commonly found in the literature.
δ(~y)=‖ΦHNh(~y)‖ (7.4)
Where ΦN is an orthonormal basis of the signal subspace. As stated above, the
MUSIC spectrum is useful to determine the distances. It is given by
SMUSIC (~y)=
1
δ(~y)2
(7.5)
It can be seen that this function increases rapidly as the distance δ(~y) becomes
small and even tends to infinity if the distance tends to zero.
ΦS
δ
h(~y)
x →
y
→
(a) Distances in accordance with equa-
tions 7.3 and 7.4
ΦS
δ
h(~y)
1
2h(~y)
1
2δ
x→
y
→
(b) Scaling the transfer function
Figure 7.1: 2D Examples of the distances between the transfer function and the signal sub-
space
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An important aspect of the implementation is that the distance in equation 7.4
depends on the norm of the transfer function h(~y ,ω) (see figure 7.1(b)). Erroneous
peaks are visible in the MUSIC spectrum at those nodes where the norm of h(~y ,ω)
is small. This problem is solved by scaling each transfer function to have unit norm.
7.3 A least squares approach
Adisadvantage of theMUSIC spectrum is the fact that the source locations are con-
sidered sequentially. Hence, it only considers how well a single point source at lo-
cation~y explains the field data but it does not consider how well other sources can
explain the remaining field data. A straightforward least squares problemdoes pro-
vide this information and it is also suitable to localize sources if they are correlated.
Themeasured dataset is represented by thematrixF ∈Cmˆ×l , which contains l STFT
coefficients of the mˆ sensors. The distance between themodel and the field data is
defined as follows.
δ(~y1,~y2, · · · ,~yk)= min
S∈Ck×l
∥∥[h(~y1) h(~y2) · · · h(~yk)]S−F∥∥ (7.6)
This is a standard least squares problem which can be solved using the pseudoin-
verse of
[
h(~y1) h(~y2) · · ·h(~yk)
]
. Since δ is a function ofmultiple locations, it can-
not be visualized as a function of a single location ~y . Since only small values of the
residual norm are relevant, the following function of ~y gives a good impression of
the agreement between themodel and themeasurement data if one of the sources
is located at~y
δ(~y)= min
~y2,··· ,~yk
δ(~y ,~y2, · · · ,~yk) (7.7)
It can be shown that this definition of distance is equal to the distance in theMUSIC
spectrum up to a constant factor if the number of sources k and the number of av-
erages l are 1 and furthermore, if the transfer function is scaled to have unit norm.
Otherwise, the results are different. To visualize equation 7.7, the least squares spec-
trum is defined in the same way as the MUSIC spectrum
SLeast squares(~y)=
1
δ2
(7.8)
The maximum value of SLeast squares(~y) usually occurs at k locations. The locations
at which this maximum occurs are the parameters ~y1,~y2, · · · ,~yk which minimize
equation 7.6.
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Equation 7.7 is a non-quadratic optimization problem in k − 1 variables. In
the case study of this section, the optimum is calculated by calculating all possi-
ble values of δ(~y1,~y2, · · · ,~yk) where ~y1,~y2, · · · ,~yk are node locations. This is a time-
consuming process. In the case study, the localization of two sources required 68
seconds, compared to 1.3 seconds for theMUSICalgorithm. Both calculationshave
been performed using optimized MATLAB code on a 3GHz PC with 1GB of RAM.
The source mesh consists of 2100 nodes and two uncorrelated sources are used.
More advanced algorithms will undoubtedly reduce the computation time.
7.4 Relation to regularization
The point-source localization methods of this chapter do not require regulariza-
tion. This section shows that the assumption that only k sources exist is mathe-
matically similar to the stabilization of Tikhonov regularization.
Tikhonov regularization has been introduced in this thesis as a filter on the sin-
gular values (see equation 3.9) but it can also be expressed as aminimization of the
Tikhonov functional [21]
ŝ = argmin
s˜
∥∥H
fs
s˜− f̂
∥∥2+λ2∥∥s˜∥∥2 (7.9)
where argmin denotes the argument of the minimum: the value of s˜ which mini-
mizes the Tikhonov functional. This optimization problem can be derived by ap-
plying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to the following optimization problem [42]
ŝ = argmin
s˜
∥∥H
fs
s˜− f̂
∥∥2 subject to ∥∥s˜∥∥2 ≤ ρ2 (7.10)
where ρ acts as the regularization parameter. It can be seen that equation 7.10 is a
minimization of the residual norm, with a constrained solution norm.
The least squares problem of equation 7.6 is a minimization of the solution
norm with a constrained number of point sources. If the number of averages l
is one, it can be expressed as
δ= min
s˜
∥∥H
fs
s˜− f̂
∥∥2 subject to #s˜ ≤ k
ŝ = argmin
s˜
∥∥H
fs
s˜− f̂
∥∥2 subject to #s˜ ≤ k (7.11)
where #s˜ denotes the number of nonzero elements in the vector s˜. The calculated
source vector s˜ is a stable solution to the point-source localization problem, such
that the only theoretical difference between point-source localization and conven-
tional IBEM is the constraint used.
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7.5 Case study
A simulation study is performed using the model of the hard disk drive (see sec-
tion 3.4). The frequency is 500Hz. In the first case, a single point source is simu-
lated at the top-left of the hard disk drive and the number of averages l is chosen to
be one. This means that MUSIC is mathematically equivalent to the least squares
method in this first case. The results are depicted in figure 7.2. It can be seen that
themethod is extremely robust to noise. A clear peak can even be seen if the signal-
to-noise ratio is 12 , such that the added noise has twice the norm of the exact field
vector.
In the second case, two uncorrelated sources exist, a signal-to-noise ratio of 103
is used and the source at the left top has half the amplitude of the source at the right
bottom. The MUSIC spectrum is compared to the least squares method of equa-
tion 7.7 in figure 7.3. Both results have peaks at the correct nodes but the top-left
peak in theMUSIC spectrum is roughly a quarter of the height of the bottom-right
peak. The least-squaresmethod has peaks of equal amplitude such that both peaks
are clearly visible. This makes it straightforward to distinguish between sources
of small amplitude and artifacts of the method. For this reason, the least squares
method is considered superior. Figure 7.4 shows that the results are similar if the
field grid is reduced from 17×21 to 4×4 points.
The methods are applied to the experimental data of the hard disk drive. At
9668Hz, the laser vibrometry results clearly indicate a point source at the front
panel of the hard disk (see also chapter 4 figure 4.9 (b)). The experimental dataset
does not contain multiple uncorrelated sources such that the MUSIC method and
the least squaresmethod give the same result. This result is depicted in figure 7.5(a).
The least squares approach can also localize two correlated sources. The result is
depicted in figure 7.5(b). This image suggests that the sound field is approximated
well by a point source at the front panel as well as a point source at the top panel of
the hard disk drive. It is possible that the combination of more point sources yields
amore accurate representation of the sound field. If the field grid is reduced to 4×4
points, the source at the front panel is also localized accurately (see figure 7.6).
7.6 Summary
This chapter has applied the MUSIC method to BEM to localize point sources on
arbitrarily shaped surfaces in the acoustic nearfield and themethod has been com-
pared to a straightforward least squares method.
A simulation study has shown that bothmethods yield usable results even if the
field data contains twice as much noise as signal. At a less extreme noise level, the
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(a) SNR=100 (b) SNR= 103 (c) SNR=
1
2
Figure 7.2: Simulation results of MUSIC using a single source based on a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of 100, 103 and
1
2 respectively. Top: MUSIC spectrum, middle: field (absolute
value), bottom, field (phase).
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(a) MUSIC (b) Least squares
Figure 7.3: Simulated MUSIC and Least
squares spectrum two sources based on
357 field points (500Hz).
(b) MUSIC (b) Least squares
Figure 7.4: Simulated MUSIC and Least
squares spectrum two sources based on
16 field points (500Hz).
(a) MUSIC (b) Least squares
Figure 7.5: Experimental MUSIC and
Least squares spectrum two sources
based on 357 field points (9668Hz).
(b) MUSIC (b) Least squares
Figure 7.6: Experimental MUSIC and
Least squares spectrum two sources
based on 16 field points (9668Hz).
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sources also localized accurately if the field grid consists of 4×4 points.
The main advantage of the least squares method is the fact that the largest
peaks all have the same height, such that it is straightforward to distinguish be-
tween side-lobes of the main source and actual sources. Themain disadvantage of
the algorithm which has been used is the fact that its order is O(nˆk), where nˆ and
k are the number of nodes of the BEM model and the number of sources respec-
tively. Hence, the localization of more than two sources over a range of frequencies
is computationally costly.
The advantage of the MUSIC method is its speed and its disadvantage is the
fact that the peaks can have different heights. The least squaresmethod is therefore
considered to bemore attractive provided that the computation time is acceptable.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and
Recommendations
8.1 Conclusions
This thesis considers the theoretical and practical aspects of acoustic source lo-
calization. Insights from engineering and applied mathematics are used to gain
an understanding of acoustic source localization problems and to solve them effi-
ciently. A wide range of topics is covered, varying from the study of regularization
methods for cross-spectral matrices to signal processing techniques for moving
sensors. Although the theory of regularization is the same for each of these top-
ics, differences between the forward models lead to different challenges and op-
portunities. The following conclusions can be drawn with respect to each of these
topics.
• Based on the literature in applied mathematics, the Lanczos-SVD algorithm
is newly applied to inverse acoustic problems. In its current application, it is
a fast alternative to the conventional Goulub-Kahan SVD algorithm.
• The theory and algorithms for Toeplitz matrices are applied to the planar in-
verse acoustic problem. This new approach yields results which are as ro-
bust and accurate as statistically optimized nearfield acoustic holography
(SONAH) at a reduced computational cost. The advantages are especially
pronounced for large-scale problems and the method is even applicable in
cases where the transfermatrix is too large to be stored in computer memory
explicitly. It has also been shown that PNAH is based on circulant matrices
whereas the newmethod is based on themore general class of Toeplitzmatri-
ces. The new approach has been implemented in a software package named
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iTrim.
• It is shown that conventional inverse acoustic methods such as the inverse
boundary element method (IBEM) can be applied to a measurement setup
where a sensor moves through the sound field continuously, contrary to full-
array or point-by-point measurements. To arrive at an accurate representa-
tion of the field data, the transfer function from the reference sensor to the
field sensor is calculated using the multi-taper method. It is shown experi-
mentally that this method gives accurate results.
• A newmethod to apply inverse acoustics to cross spectra has been presented.
Thesemethods are useful to calculate the auto spectrum of the source veloc-
ity, point-to-surface cross spectra andmost importantly, the sound intensity.
Within the theoretical framework of this method, it is also possible to ana-
lyze a number of existing methods in nearfield source localization as well as
the DAMAS method in aeroacoustic source localization. A case study shows
that the new method improves the accuracy by 30% if principal component
analysis (PCA) is not applied to the field data, and that the accuracy is simi-
lar otherwise. A software package named CrossReg has been developed. This
package implements the new and existing techniques and the forwardmodel
can consist of BEM as well as the new approach based on Toeplitz matrices.
• TheMUSICmethod is applied to BEM to localize point source in the acoustic
near field. It is shown by means of both simulations and experiments that
this method can localize a point source even if the grid of field sensors is
reduced to a grid of 4×4 points. In simulation, it has also been shown that
the sources can be localized if the field data contains twice as much noise as
signal.
8.2 Recommendations
Based on the knowledge gained in this study, the following aspects of further re-
search are recommended.
To improve the accuracy, reliability and ease-of-use of acoustic of source local-
ization techniques, improved measurement methods are considered to be essen-
tial. Further research can focus on improved sensors such as conventional trans-
ducers or optical systems, but it can also focus on the development and validation
of a procedure to determine the location and orientation of a moving sensor in
three-dimensional space along the lines of the Octopus digitizer proposed by Tijs
et al. [82].
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The new method based on Toeplitz matrices can be extended in several ways.
It can be applied to cylindrical geometries, where the transfer matrix has a block
Toeplitz with circulant blocks (BTCB) structure. Furthermore, other regularization
methods can be applied, as discussed in section 4.3.5.
To develop fast inverse methods for arbitrary geometries, fast methods such
as fast multipole BEM [18] or multilevel multi-integration schemes [66] are useful.
Multi-level regularization methods are widely studied in the mathematical litera-
ture, see e.g. [37].
A considerable amount of information about the source vibrations canbe found
by comparing the field data at multiple frequencies. A preliminary exploration of
this topic has been presented by Druyvesteyn, Ligtenberg and the current author
in [14], where point sources are localized based on measurement data frommulti-
ple frequencies.
In 2008, Song proposed a method termed sound quality mapping, which is a
beamforming method to identify sound sources in terms of their psychoacoustic
attributes such as loudness and sharpness [78]. Further research can be carried
out on to the application of this approach to nearfield inverse acoustics to localize
the strength and psychoacoustic quality of the acoustic sources.
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Appendix A
An exact description of the sound
at the field points
Introduction
An interesting theoretical result is the fact that a set of m shape functions exist
which achieves a discretization error of zero for the Rayleigh integral with a finite
numberm of field points. Although the entire sound field can not be made exact
using only m shape functions, the error can be made zero at all of the sensors. A
set of shape functions that achieves this goal is as follows
N j (~y)=
e ik |~y−~x j |
|~y − ~x j |
(A.1)
where the solution is exact if the discrete velocities v j are determined based on an
arbitrary function v(~y) in the sense of the least squares over a bounded surface S.
{v1,v2, . . .}= arg min
{v1 ,v2,...}
∫
S
∣∣∣∑
j
N j (~y)v j −v(~y)
∣∣∣2dS (A.2)
Where argmin denotes the argument of the minimum: the vector of velocities that
achieves theminimum distance. Although this result is interesting from a theoreti-
cal point of view, element methods are more practical. Firstly, to calculate the field
pressures based on a known velocity function, it is usually necessary to discretize
equation A.2. In that case, interpolation errors are unavoidable. This problem does
not occur in inverse problems, where the continuous source velocity is calculated
from the discrete velocities using only equation A.1.
A second practical advantage of element methods is that their shape functions
are from linearly dependent and two basis functions are even orthogonal if their
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nodes are not part of the same element. In contrast, the shape functions in equa-
tion A.1 can become almost linearly dependent which can cause numerical prob-
lems.
Thirdly, the matrix coefficients of element methods can be calculated as in-
tegrals over small areas whereas the numerical integrals in equation A.2 must be
taken over the entire area. This can make a decisive difference in the computa-
tional cost.
The last two drawbacks are not exclusive to equation A.1: they have also been
reported for a number of methods based where the shape functions are Bessel
functions or complex exponentials [60].
Derivation
Equation A.1 is the transpose of the linear operation defined by the Rayleigh inte-
gral after a proper formalization of the problem.
Let s ∈ L2(S) and f ∈ Cm be the velocity function on the source plane and the
vector containing pressures at the measurement points respectively. Furthermore,
let Γ denote a finite source area. The transfer from source velocity to field pressure
is given by the Rayleigh integral, which is a linear operation
f=Hs (A.3)
whereHfs : L2(S)→Cm is a linear operation representing the Rayleigh integral. The
discrete formof equation A.3 can be defined by introducing a set of shape functions
v j ∈ L2(S), j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}
f̂=
m∑
i=1
Hvi si (A.4)
=HV s where V :V s=
m∑
i=1
vi si (A.5)
where f̂ is the solution of the discrete problem, s= {s1, s2, . . . , sm}T ∈Cm is the vector
of discrete source velocities.
The source velocities are determined in the sense of the least squares
s= argmin
s˜
‖V s˜− s‖ (A.6)
s=
(
V HV
)−1
V H s (A.7)
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The set of shape functions V =HH achieves a discretization error of zero. This can
be demonstrated by combining equation A.5 and A.7
f̂=HV
(
V HV
)−1
V H s (A.8)
=HHH
(
HHH
)−1
Hs (A.9)
=Hs = f (A.10)
It can be seen that a discretization error of zero is achieved, provided that H is
injective. The final step is to find an analytical expression for HH . The solution is
(
HH f
)
(~y)= iρ0
2pi
∑
i
e ik |~y−~xi |
|~y −~xi |
fi (A.11)
Note that the argument of the complex exponential has opposite sign compared to
equation the Rayleigh integral which is given by (see equation 2.12).
Hs = iρ0
2pi
∫
S
e−ik |~y−~xi |
|~y −~xi |
s(~y)dS (A.12)
Where ~xi , i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m} is the set of measurement points. To show that equa-
tion A.11 is indeed the transpose of equation A.12, the definition of the transpose
is simply plugged into equation A.12. This definition is
〈Hs, f 〉 = 〈s,HH f 〉 (A.13)
Combining equations A.11, A.12 and A.13, we have
〈s,HH f 〉 =
∫
Γ
s(~y) ·
(
HH f
)
(~y)dΓ (A.14)
= iρ0
2pi
∫
Γ
s(~y)
∑
i
e ik |~y−~xi |
|~y −~xi |
fidΓ (A.15)
= iρ0
2pi
∑
i
∫
Γ
e−ik |~y−~xi |
|~y−~xi |
s(~y)dΓ · f i (A.16)
=
∑
i
(
Hs
)
i · f i = 〈Hs, f 〉 (A.17)
which proves equation A.11. It follows that equation A.1 is a basis of functions
which achieves a discretization error of zero if H is injective.
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Appendix B
Total least squares
This appendix shows that minimizing the perpendicular distance to a line is an
eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue problem is derived and its relation to equa-
tion 5.45 is clarified.
Let each of the rows of thematrices F˜ ∈Cmˆ×l and G˜ ∈Cm×l contain l STFT coef-
ficients of the vector valued signals Fˆ (t ) and Gˆ(t ) at frequency ω respectively. The
signals are assumed to be whitened such that they are perturbedby white noise. To
approximate the transfer matrix, it is noted that there are matrices F and G which
are close to F˜ and G˜ respectively such that the following relation holds.
HgfF=G (B.1)
The total least squares estimate finds a transfer matrix H
gf
such that equation B.1
holds exactly, and the squared distance between F˜ and F as well as the squared
distance between G˜ and G is minimized. The squared distance is defined to be
δ2 =
mˆ∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
|fi j − f˜i j |2+
m∑
p=1
l∑
q=1
|gpq − g˜pq |2 (B.2)
=
∥∥∥∥[F˜G˜
]
−
[
F˜
G˜
]∥∥∥∥2
F
(B.3)
where ‖ · ‖2F denotes the squared Frobenius norm, which is the sum of the squared
absolute value of the matrix elements. Also note that equation 5.43 is the same as
equation B.2 in the case of scalar-valued signals, where mˆ =m = 1.
It can be shown that a unique transfer matrixH
gf
exists for which equation B.1
holds, if and only if
rank
[
F
G
]
= rankF= mˆ (B.4)
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It follows that l ≥ mˆ. Equation B.4 can be interpreted as the statement that the
signal space of f and g together is mˆ dimensional and the signal space of f itself is
mˆ dimensional as well. Combining equations B.3 and B.4, the total least squares
problem becomes
min
∥∥∥∥[F˜G˜
]
−
[
F˜
G˜
]∥∥∥∥2
F
s.t. rank
[
F
G
]
= rank
[
F
]
= mˆ (B.5)
There is a theoretical possibility that the minimum does not exist because F con-
verges to a singular matrix as the distance decreases, such that the constraint that
rank F= mˆ is violated in the limit case. Aside from this theoretical detail, the con-
straint that F has full row rank is superfluous and thematrices F andG follow from
min
∥∥∥∥[F˜G˜
]
−
[
F˜
G˜
]∥∥∥∥2
F
s.t. rank
[
F
G
]
= mˆ (B.6)
Equation B.6 is a well known singular value problem. In practice matrix [F˜T ,G˜T ]T
has mˆ large singular values, which belong to the signal, andn small singular values,
which belong to the noise. The SVD can therefore be partitioned as follows.[
F˜
G˜
]
=
[
UF˜mˆ UF˜n
UG˜mˆ UG˜n
][
Σmˆ
Σn
][
Vmˆ Vn
]H
(B.7)
The solution to equation B.6 is found by setting the last n singular values to zero.
F=UF˜mˆΣmˆVHmˆ (B.8)
G=UG˜mˆΣmˆVHmˆ (B.9)
Hgf =UG˜mˆU
−1
F˜mˆ
(B.10)
Equation B.10 can be implemented directly to calculate the transfer function based
on experimental data. The same transfer function and singular vectors can also be
calculated by applying PCA to the spectral matrix which is estimated by averaging.
The estimated spectral matrix and its eigenvalue decomposition are[
S˜
ff
S˜
fg
S˜
gf
S˜gg
]
= 1
k
[
F˜
G˜
][
F˜
G˜
]H
(B.11)
=
[
UF˜mˆ UF˜n
UG˜mˆ UG˜n
][
Σ
2
mˆ
Σ
2
n
][
UF˜mˆ UF˜n
UG˜mˆ UG˜n
]H
(B.12)
As noted in section 5.5.2, the matrices UF˜mˆ and UG˜mˆ can be calculated by apply-
ing PCA to a spectral matrix which is calculated by averaging. Furthermore, equa-
tion 5.45 is the specific case of equation B.10 where mˆ = m = 1 and the expected
value operator is used to arrive at the spectral matrix.
Appendix C
Rank of the sourcematrix
Introduction
Section 6.3.2 considers a statement concerning the rank of the source matrix in
cross-spectral inverse acoustics. This appendix proves that statement. Firstly, the
statement repeated in a more formal way.
Let the source matrix Sst ∈ Cn×nˆ be calculated based on the field matrix Sst ∈
C
m×mˆ by an equation of the following general form.
vec
(
Sst
)
=VΣ†αUH vec
(
Sfg
)
where

V ∈Cm·mˆ×k ·kˆ
U ∈Cn·nˆ×k ·kˆ
Σ
†α ∈Ck ·kˆ×k ·kˆ
(C.1)
k ≤min(m,n) ; kˆ ≤min(mˆ, nˆ) (C.2)
WhereV andU arematrices containing the singular vectors of the Kronecker prod-
uct of two matrices in accordance with equation 6.25. The matrices are unitary.
ThematrixΣ†α is diagonal and real.
The statement can thenbe formulated as follows. If equationC.1 yields a source
matrix Sst of rank≤ r for any field matrix Sfg of rank r , then the inverse calculation
can be written in the following form
Sst =ASfgBH (C.3)
where A ∈Cn×m and B ∈Cnˆ×mˆ . This section derives that statement.
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Derivation
In accordance with equation 6.25, equation C.1 can be written as
vec
(
Sst
)
=
(
Vgt ⊗Vfs
)
Σ
†α(Ugt ⊗Ufs)H vec(Sfg) (C.4)
vec
(
VHfsSstVgt
)
=Σ†α vec
(
UHfsSfgUgt
)
(C.5)
vec Ŝ=Σ†α vec F̂ where
{
Ŝ=VH
fs
SstVgt
F̂=UH
fs
S
fg
Ugt
(C.6)
The diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix Σ†α are rearranged to become the
matrix Σ̂
†α ∈Ck×kˆ such that
vecΣ̂
†α = diagΣ†α hence (C.7)
Ŝi j = Σ̂†αi j F̂i j (C.8)
The rank of the transformed source matrix Ŝ is smaller than or equal to the rank of
the transformed field matrix F̂. Hence, if F̂ is the arbitrary rank-1 matrix F̂ = fgT ,
then Ŝmust have a rank ≤ 1.
Ŝi j = Σ̂†αi j fig j (C.9)
Ŝ= diag(f)Σ̂†αdiag(g) (C.10)
Hence
rankS≤

rankdiag(f)
rankΣ̂
†α
rankdiag(g)
(C.11)
Since S must be rank ≤ 1 for all rank-1 matrices of the form F = fgT , Σ̂†α must be
rank-1 such that it is of the formΣ̂
†α = abH such that it is rank-1 in general or rank-0
if it is the zero matrix. Hence, returning to equation C.8
Si j = aib jFi j (C.12)
S= diag(a)Fdiag(b) (C.13)
With equation C.6
VHfsSstVgt =diag(a)UHfsSfgUgt diag(b) (C.14)
Sst =ASfgBH where
{
A=Vfs diag(a)UHfs
B=Vgt diag(b)UHgt
(C.15)
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It is noted that equation C.15 is a consequence of C.14 only if the rows and columns
Sst are in the range of Vfs and Vgt respectively. This is true because of equation C.4.
Equation C.15 and C.3 are the same, which concludes the derivation.
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Appendix D
DAMAS
This appendix derives the relation between the problem of equation 6.42 and the
DAMAS beamforming method [8]. This is achieved by noting that the singular val-
ues of H can be calculated as the square root of the eigenvalues of HHH (see also
equation 3.3).
The regularized inverse matrix can be written as
H†α =VΣ†αUH (D.1)
=VΣ†αUHH†HHH (D.2)
=VΣ†αΣ†HVHHH (D.3)
The diagonal matrixΣ†αΣ†H has the following diagonal elements
Fα(σi )
σ2
i
=
Fα(
√
σ2
i
)
σ2
i
(D.4)
which is a filter applied to the eigenvalues ofHHH. It is denoted as (HHH)‡α
(HHH)‡α =V(ΣHΣ)‡αVH
=VΣ†αΣ−1VH (D.5)
By applying equation D.5, equation D.3 simplifies to
H†α = (HHH)‡αHH hence (D.6)
x= (HHH)‡αHH vec(Sff) (D.7)
=A‡αy ;
{
y =HH vec(S
ff
)
A = (HHH)
(D.8)
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where x, A and y are denoted Xˆ , Aˆ and Yˆ by Brooks [8]. The inverse calculation can
be performed by calculating A‡α, which is the filter in equation D.4 applied to the
eigenvalues of A. To take into account the fact that the elements of x are nonneg-
ative, Brooks proposes to use a regularization method of the class of Landweber
iteration methods, and to set each negative element to zero at each iteration. The
inverse solution can be calculated without storingH in computermemory. The fol-
lowing two useful relations can be derived by writing the matrix products as sum-
mations in the same way as equation 6.40
y= diag
(
HHsfSffHsf
)
(D.9)
(A)i j = |HHsfHsf |2i j (D.10)
which can be implemented directly.
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Nawoord
Dit proefschrift is niet alleen ontstaan door nadenken, schrijven en herschrijven
maar ook door lezen, luisteren en discussiëren met anderen. Juist omdat het echt
weleens moeilijk was, ben ik dankbaar dat er de laatste vier en een half jaar altijd
mensen in de buurt zijn geweest.
In eerste plaats bedoel ik daarmee natuurlijk de promovendi van TM, want het
is fijn geweest om altijd te weten dat er een lunchwandeling is, dat ermeermensen
zijn die weleens over een Hilbert ruimte nadenken, en gewoon dat er fijne mensen
in de buurt zijn bij wie je altijd langs kunt lopen. Het is vanwege mijn collega’s dat
ikmijn werk begin 2008 gelijk weer heb opgepakt. Verder bedoel ik daarmeeDaniël
en Arjan, de afstudeerders die ik begeleid heb. Het is heel boeiend geweest ommet
hen mee te kijken. Daarnaast onze secretaresse Debbie en alle andere medewer-
kers en studenten van TM.
Ook wil ik mijn huisgenoten van Calslaan 18 bedanken, want een huis met
mensen om me heen, Wikipedia open en meestal een berg zooi, dat is het enige
soort thuis dat ik me al die jaren heb gewenst. En natuurlijk mijn familie, die met
Laure en Maayke de laatste paar jaar steeds een beetje completer geworden is. De
mensen van Pro Deo wil ik ook bedanken. En, in het heel bijzonder, Femke die al-
tijd vlakbij is of ik nu bij haar thuis ben, of in Roemenië zoals op het moment dat ik
dit schrijf.
Daarnaast is er een aantal mensen die een directe, inhoudelijke bijdrage aan
dit proefschrift hebben geleverd.
• De begeleiding bij het schrijven van het proefschrift is verzorgd door André
de Boer en Marcel Ellenbroek van Toegepaste Mechanica en Akoestiek aan
de Universiteit Twente.
• De metingen van de harde schijf die gebruikt zijn in hoofdstukken 4, 6 en 7
zijn uitgevoerd in samenwerking met Rick Scholte van de vakgroep Dynam-
ics and Control aan de faculteit werktuigbouwkunde van de Technische Uni-
versiteit Eindhoven.
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• Erik Druyvesteyn van de Signals and Systems groep van Univeristeit Twente
heeft een specifiek geval van vergelijking 6.21 afgeleid om te laten zien dat
inverse akoestiek met kruisspectra een lineair probleem is.
• De afleiding van de DAMAS methode die is opgenomen in appendix D (ver-
gelijkingen D.9 em D.10) ik oorspronkelijk onafhankelijk van het werk van
Brooks gemaakt. De relatie met de DAMAS methode van Brooks is uitgew-
erkt in samenwerkingmet Pieter Sijtsma van het Nationaal Lucht en Ruimte-
vaartlaboratorium (NLR).
Graag wil ik mijn dankbaarheid kenbaar maken voor deze en vele andere bijdra-
gen.
